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ABSTRACT 
A feasibility study and concepLual definition of an Integrated Cryogenic Isotope 
Cooling Engine System (ICICLE) have been completed.
	 This investigation Included a 
study of the possible applications of such a system and the performance requirements 
thus Identified.	 The basic system configuration studied was based on a heat driven 
cryogenic refrigerator operated from a radioisotope heat source and thermally coupled 
with heat pipes.
 
On the basis of the study, several corlusions can be drawn-0
	 The principal potential requirement for ICICLE systems would be for IR 
radiometric systemS and laser or low noise microwave communications 
systems. 
The use of a heat driven cryogenic refrigerator based on the thrrnodyrarnk 
cycle of R. Vuilloumier is a feasible approach to achieving 1 to & year 
unnu1ntainad life. 
•	
-• 
O	 Typical capacity and temperature requirments for potential applitions 
would range from 0. 30 W to 7.00 W at temperatures of 60° K to 12C? K.
	 The 
most useful single requirement would be for 5.0 W at 77* K. 
A refrigerator to delIver 5.0 W to 77° K would weigh 7.0 lb and would require 
200to250Wofdrving energy st0O0°Y.
 
O	 A plutonium-239 fuel capsule could deliver the required driving energy and fri 
the preferred heat source by virtue of technical parameters and relevant.: 
existing technolor 
°	 The best available multifolt !nauleklon technology is required at the hot end of 
the system. 
O
	
Sodium heat pipe Is the preferred thermal link between isotope and 'TM hot 
cylinder. 
°	 A fail-cafe thermal switch c6upling the heat source to space ar. the hot heat 
pipe Is required in the system, 
°	 The preferred heat sink fothe system fa S. heat pipe radiator using aimonIa 
heat. pipes. 	 This radiator will be 25 Inches cqure. ••	 ..	 •:
I• Cryogenic heat pipes are a feasible method of coupling between the refrigerator 
and experiments to be cooled. If dis,auces are short, conductive couplUg 
• may be preferred. 
o The configuration of the host spacecraft has important impact on the final 
system configuration. The flexibility of configuration of the ICICLE is an 
Important factor. Preferred configuration can be identified only within the 
framework of a specific spacecraft. 
° For example ICICLE could integrate Into Tiros M. It would require a 400 W
isotope, 15 W of electrical power, and would weigh approximately 50 lb. 
The most important subsystems which remain to be developed are the long life 
VM engine, cryogenic heat pipe, heat pipe radiator, and Isotope heat source, in 
addition to development of these components, the flight of preliminary experiments 
with beat pipes could generate !mportant data leading to ultimate flight of a complete. 
system.
•	 •..:
FOREWORD 
This technical report describes the parametric data and preferred feasible sys-
tem configuration investigated under contract NAS 5-21039. The work was administered 
by the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. Mr. Thomas A. Cygnarowicz 
was the NASA technical officer.	 j 
The investigation was completed by the RCA Advanced Technology Laboratories 
in Camden, New Jersey, under the direction of P. E. Wright, Manager, Advanced 
Mechanical Technology, B. Shelpuk, Engineering Leaders Thermodynamics, was 
project leader. Principal investigators were M. S. Crouthamel, VM refrigeration 
and thermal switching; P. F. Joy, Jr., heat pipes; W. Harhaugh, heat pipes; IL 
Williams, spacecraft requirements and thermal Interfaces; and B. Shelpuk, radio-
isotopes and system integration.
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INTRODUCTION 
As meteorological and communication spacecraft continue to require more sophisti-
cated infrared scanning radiometers Infrared laser systems and microwave systems, 
the need for cooled detectors will continue to increase. An example of the benefit cf 
cryogenic cooling for sensors is evident from Fig. 2-1 which shows the temperature 
dependence of the specific thtcctivity of Hg-Cd-Te photoconductors, which are the most 
commonly used detectors for very high resolution radiometers. Full exploitation of 
this technology is limited by life, sIze and complexity of systems required to provide 
cryogenic refrigeration. 
An Integrated Cryogenic Isotope Cooling Engine System (ICICLE) is an attractive 
concept for providing long life (2 yeax's Cr more) cryogenic cooling in space. The 
ICICLE Is a central spacecraft syatom for cooling to cryogenic temperatures. A 
miniature Vuilleuxner (VM) cycle cryogenic qngine is the central cooling refrigerator. 
The Vuilleumier refrigerator Is based on a heat driven thermodynamic cycle 
patented by Rudolph Vuilleumier in 1918. Successful development and application of 
the cycle has awaited recent advances in regenerator technology. Dispiceers are used 
to circulate helium gas back and forth through regenerators to the high temperature S	
power cylinder, the cryogenic temperature refrigeration cylinder and an ambient 
temperature crankcase. Displacers and regenerators coordinate to assure that a 
sufficient amount of gas is In both the power cylinder at high temperature and in the 
refrigeration cylinder at cryogenic temperature to allow for heat transfer into the engine 
during the expansion phase of the cycle. They also assure that a mrximum amount of 
gas is In the crankcase to allow for heat rejection during the compress1o'phaae of the 
L	 cycle. 
Two key aspects of the VM refrigerator make It attractive for long life satellite 
application: 1) the fact that the primary driving energy in the cycle is heat that can be 
supplied from a high energy density source, such as an isotope; and 2) the engine has 
long life potential due to low bea:ing loads, low cycling speeds and low pressure 
differentials across the displacer sealo, 
• The engine has three dtttnct temperature regions: a ho* volume (900 OK), an 
ambient temperature volume (3).0K) and a cold volume (75 0K). The VIA engine 
operates on thermal power, which is provided by a radioisotope. Because safety c'o.u-
sideratjons dictate the location of the isotope and because experiment requirements 
1-1
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dictate the location of the detectors which must be cooled, the components of the ICICLE 
system will probably be distributed on a spacecraft. Consequently, heat pipes are used 
to couple the VM engine to other components of the system. 
Thermal power (250 W) is supplied to the hot volume of the engine via a heat pipe 
(Na at about 1216°K) from a remotely located radioisotope. An ambient temperature 
heat pipe couples the crankcase of the engine to a space radiator to satisfy the heat 
rejection process of the cycle. Cryogenic heat pipes (operating at about ?7°K and 
transferring 1 to 5 W) distribute the cryogenic cooling to One or more remotely located 
cooling platforms. A thermal switth Is Incorporated Into the system so as to shunt 
the Isotope power away from the VM engine when it Is not operating. The the-Mal switch 
also provides for SlOW engine startup and maintains the temperature of the isotope within 
tolerable levels. ThIs report describes the technical considerations involved with the 
design of the ICICLE system. 
A three fold approach was ucd to design the system. First, the requirements in 
future spacecraft for this type of system were reviewed, second, the feasibIlity of the 
required components was investigated and prsened In parametric form to allow 
selection and sizing of a feasible syotom third, a preferred feasible system was In-
tegrated into a specific spacecraft W explore the system-spacecraft interface and to 
confirm ICICLE feasibility. 
I 
Section 2 
1 ICICLE COOLING REQUIREMENTS STUDY 
Surnmary	
• : 
Future spacecraft •miuions will have an Increathig requirement for cgcnEc 
refrIgeration. The cxper!me,ua which will cont1tuto the maj&r part of this renwnt 
will Include systems for detection of Infrared s1gats for radiomtrjc or commanWtloaj
 
applications. The cooling of the vercetor diode used in 6 p4mmetric amplifier will recisce 
the signal required for accurate Informeilon transmission and will reduce hurmlitter 
• power for Intepocecr,ff communication. 
• The preferred ternpcnffi,re raga for Infrared detector operation Is f?0—JJ0JC, 
depending on detected uelength. Varactor diodes should be cooled to as tow a 
temperature as possible ailhowjh temperatures In the range of 70°K offer a r.00d 
compromise between Improved performance and system complexity to reach the iu(rcd 
temperature. 
The refrigeration capecity reprecented by en Infrared detector c ssiste of the active 
power dias1pa(4 heat leoF throwji: kc4a, heat leak through a mounting platform, tsst 
leak to cold finger and thermal link, and exirar.eous radlant treat texk from the 0211e51 j 
system. T,:e capacity to rwet these requirenwngs will be fn the rcng of 020 to 1.00 W • 
wtih 0.50 W  good des4o ualua • - 
The thermal capacity required by a cooled paissnetric ampti/Yer Is mare diMsuit to 
specify accurately cinee Its major component Is the hrag
 Erak down the crhil -.
	 - 
connections, The requirements on the coax for high electrical end thermal tnence 
conflict, but a design which ktiø h' a total thc?nrel iced of 0.75 W eppeare to offer a good tradeoff. ThIs Is consistent 14113 otkt, . designs	 parted in
 Which the ea5ing
	
: • 
require'nerts are opprox!mete&y 1 00 W 
A projection of /ture spacvcrnft relations Indiectec that the
	 'ogenic codliag 
reqldrarnents will be In the 3.0 to 5.5 Wrangn, paceibly reechlng 7.0 W.
	 • -	
-•- -1 
•
The progmx In radiometer arL low rw!ea CommunitmHong Wtomaiatr4?Jbytk,
 inch of high capacity, long life refrigeration systonre Which are incansitive to o1cti0m' and
 orbit parameters Development of MCLI' IJilif.!! this t5CO'ogy() 
A	 TYPES OF SYSTEMS REQUIRING CRYOGENIC COOLING
1 OL 
• Infrared scanning radiometers have been uaed to remotely obrerie olottd; 
1.
cover, determine cloud height, Identify soil mo18ure content, and zmaeure ctrface 
,••	 •
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I temperature.	 As the requirements for better resolution and
	 ensittvity have Increased, 
the necessity for using cooled detectors has increased and will
	 ontinu'e to increase until 
room temperature detectors, such as metal -to-mtal Point contact diodes, are developed. 
The HgCdTe p1ictoconductcrs are the most commonly used detectors for Very 
High Resolution Radiometers (VHRR).
	 Figure 2-1 shows the temperature dependence of 
Hg-Cd-Te pitoconductors. 	 The curves in Fig. 2-1 show that, in ord'r to obtain maxi-
mum spcjfic detectivity in the 8.0 jAm
 region, an operating temperature of approximate-
ly 110K is required and in the 13.0 14m region an operating temperature of approximate-
ly 90°K would be required. 
Although Fig. 2-1 is typical, these curves will vary in both optimum operating 
temperature and flatness of the curves, duo to the present state of the art In detector, 
manufacturing.	 If the peak detectivity should occur some distance above or below the 
normal operating temperature of the VM, the detector could be operating at the edge of 
the crest, whereupon a change of temperature in the wrong direction would result in a 
large decrease in detectivity.
	 For example, at a wavelength of 13 fini and at 1000K r 
•	 the detectivity could be approximately 4.5 inches by 10 Inches, at 105°K it would he 
approximately 3.4 inches by 10 inches, and at 110°K it would be approximately 2.25 by 
10 inches,	 This means a detoctivity decrease of 25 percent for a 5°K change In tempera- 
ture and a 50 percent decrease for 10 G K change in temperature.	 This indicates a need 
for some type of detector temperature control, either by VM control or heater control 
at the detectormount.	 Heater control will be effective provided the VM is operated far I 
enough below the desired detector temperature to allow for VM degradation. 
Development of detectors which operate in tho 120°K to 140°K region 18 being 
•	 attempted, but such detectors are not available at this time.
	 For the purposes of de-
termining ICICLE coohng requirements, the temperature requirements as shown in 
Fig	 2-1 will be used. 
The resolution obtainable with a single detector at 600450 nautical miles (nn,L 
altitude (normal altitude for meteorological and earth resources spacecraft) is approxt-
mately 0.2 nmi.
	 At kynchronouB altitude (22 000 nmi) the resolut i on Is on the order o -.	 - 
5.0 nmi.	 The resolution obtainable is not fixed but depends on such things as the tem-
perature measurement accuracy requirement	 In order to obtain higher resolutions 
and/or greater temperature accuracy it is necessary to use multiple detectors or
-	 r •	
- detector arrays. Arrays of over
. 100 elements have been built. At present most VHRR 
•	 systems employ single detectors, but radiometers with detector arrays with a small -
.•• 
number of elements (5 to 20) are being developed, and larger art ya will probably be 
developed In the 1970s. 
Table 2-1 lists most of the types of obsrvatLors desirable for nephanalysts. 
and meteorology, which would require cryogenic cooling. There are many other types
-_ 
•	 of observations which are or could be niade, but they do
	 require cryogenic cooling. -	 - 
•	 -•.	 -	 -	 -	 -.
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• There are two types of communication systorne which ccld benefit from 
cryogenic cooling: I) microwave systems employing-
	 ra cooled pnetric amplifiers and 
) IR laser systems.	
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The cooled paramp systems would be used only for spacecraft-to-spacecr1t 
data links since che ground receivers and transmitters are not power limited and also 
since little is to be gained by cooling earth looking rocotvers. Table 2-2 shows the 
relative performance charactristics of earth looking and space looking (spacecraft-
to-spacecraft) recol'crs. The data link capability of a 77 °K paramp at X-band is 3 
times that of the uncooled pa
-ramp, and at S-band It Is 2.07 times that of the u.ncooiod 
paramp. At 20°K the hcreases are 7.5 and 5.3? to one, respectively. This means 
that the d.ta handling capability can be Increased by thoso factors or the transmitter 
power can be reduced by these factors. 
There has been little, if any, consideration given to use of cryogenic tem-
perature pararnps for satellite communications duo to the lack of practical long life 
cooling equipment (such as passive radiation coolers) which can provide the high heat 
handling capability required (on the order of 1.0 %V per parump). 
The avalabLlity of a system such as ICICLE would make the use of cooled 
parampa feasible and would greatly increase the data handling capability or would 
decrease the power requirements of spacecraft such as the Data Relay Satellites. 
The Data Relay Satellite System consists of three or four spacecraft equally 
spaced in synchronous orbit. The spacecraft could servo as data collection or relay 
centers for information gathered by low-altitude satellites or could provide a world-wide 
communications network by means of satellite -to-eatejlftc relay. 
The ZR laser communications system would employ a CO2 laser operating at 
10.6 pgn. The receiver will probably employ HgCdTo dvOctori3 cooled to spprodmszely 
95°K. There Is alO. 6m laser communications experiment proposed for the ATS-F 
and ATS-G spacecraft and an advanced 10 6 fm laser ccrnmunicaticn experiment proposed 
for a sateLlite available in 1975. The advanced experiment differs from the ATS'F 
and Oexperimsnt In that It will communicate with a low-altitude satellite such as ERTS. 
or Tiros In addition to communica tion between synchronoue satellites ai proposed in 
the ATS-F and G experiment.
	 ;	 I	 .- I 
The ZR laser receiver will employ five detectors. Four "'of the detectors will 
be used for error sensing and fine beam pointing, and the fifth wIll be used for 1!nol 
Information detection. Future systems could possibly employ error easing detector 
arrays of 39 by 36 elements which could eliminate the acquisitIon soannjnr s ystem.	 - 0 
This would be an array of 1296 elements which would groafly li,srcao the coolteg re- 
quiromonta of the system.
	
I - 
liatalied £niormaton concerning the ZR laser cperiments can be found In 
Goddard Space Flight Center documents X-524-68-206 10,6-Micron La Communi-
cations System Experiment for ATS'F and ATS-G, dated May 1988, and X-524-G8-478, 
An Advanced I0,6-Micron Laser Communication Experiment1 dated November 1968. 
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TABLE 2-2. RELATIVE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF

EARTH LOOKING AND SPACE LOOKING RECEIVERS 
EARTH LOOKING GEOSTATIONAIIY ANTENNA 
(Earth Temperature Contribution
	
300oK) 
Device S- Band X-Band 
Receiver Receiver 
Noise Total Link Capa- Noise Total Link Capa-
Temp. Temp. bility In- Temp.. 1 Temp. bility In-
(°K) (°K crease (0K)
j	
(°K) crease 
Uncooled 
Paramp 150	 450 1.0	 f 300 600 1.0 
Paramp 
at 77 0 K 50	 350 1. Z0, 100 400 1.5 
Paramp 
at 20K 20	
j•_ 320
1.41 I	 40 340 1.77 
SPACE LOOKING GEOSTATIONARY ANTENNA 
[	
Device S-Band K-Band 
Galactic 
Noise Receiver Total Link Capa- Receiver Link Capa-
Temp. Temp. Temp. bility In- Temp. bilitv In-
( 6 K) (°K) (°K) crease (°K) crease 
Uncooled 
Paramp 10 150 160 1 300
.1 
Paramp - 
a	 77 11 
Paramp
10 50 60 2.67 100 3 
at 20K- 10 20 30 5.33 40	
- 7.5 
Maser 10 8 18 8.9 12 25
1. 
I 
I 
• I 
r rJ
3. Earth Resources 
The cooling requirements for earth resources equipment are similar to or the 
same as for meteorology. The primary devices which require cooling are the VHRR 
subsystems. There is little difference between earth resources Ill radiometers and	 1 
meteorological IR radiometers. The major difference is that for earth resources 
the primary point of interest is the surface of the earth whereas for meteorology the 
primary point of interest is the atmosphere. Table 2-1 lists most Of the types of 
•	 observations desirable for earth resources studies which require cryogenic cooling. 
•	 B. CONCEPTU?4L DESIGN OF DETECTOR CRYOGENIC PLATFORM 	
c - 
•	 1. FocuE Sensitive Detector System
	 . 
A focus sensitive detector system is one whose m energy beam is focused 
at a plane which is fixed with respect to the collector optical system. For-this type of 
VHRR system the detector and therefore the cryogenic platform must be fixed mall 
three axes with respect to the optical system. 
Figure 2-2 shows a design concept which wi!i fix tha detector position In all 
three axes as well as fix the rotational position. The detector is mounted on a rigid 	 I 
3-axis thermal isolation support which Is mechanically tied into the radiometer housing. 
Thk will permit optical alignment and focus of the rensor at room temperature and 
pressure and will maintain this alignment and focus as the detector is cooled to 
cryogenic temperatures in a vacuum. The detector is thermally connected to the	 : 
cryogenic heat pipe by means of a flexible thermal conductor such as a piece of braided 
or twisted flexible copper wire. The platform end of the cryogenic heat pipe is supported 
by means of a 2-axis thermal insulation support which permits axial movement of the 
cryogenic heat pipe due to the change in physical dimensions during cooldown from 
ambient to cryogenic temperatures 
Figure 2-3 shows the design concept of a 3- axis rigid thermal isolation mount 
which can meet the thermal and mechanical requirements of most sensor systems. . 
Table 2-3 lists the important characteristics of the 3-axis rigid thermal isolation 
mount
Figure 2-4 shows the design concept of a 2-axis rigid thermal isolation mount 
and Table 2-3 lists Its important characteristics.
	 -• .	 . .	 • 
Figure 2-5 thovs the required cross-sectional area of braided copper wire 
per inch of length versus heat transferred for various thermal gradients in the flexible 
conductor. The braided copper wire will liave,a thermal conductivity of about 2.0
	 1 
I
	 W/tn-°C.	 .	 . .	 .	 •	 •	 .. .•-, . 
•	 -	 .	 •	 .	 .	 •_-
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TABLE 2-3. 3-AXIS RIGID THERMAL ISOLATION
MOUNT CHARACTERISTICS 
Max. Service Temperature	 5000 K 
Alin. Service Temperature	 5° K 
Thrust Strength
	
35 lb 
Lateral Strength
	
18 lb 
Thermal Heat Leak
	
0. 054 W 
Mounting and Surrounds Temperature 	 3000
 K 
Mounting Plate Temperature	 77° K 
TABLE 2-4. 2-AXIS RIGID THERMAL ISOLATION 
MOUNT CHARACTERISTICS 
Max. Service Temperature	 500° K 
Min. ServIce Temperature 	 5°K 
Allowable Axial Movement	 0. 10 inch 
Lateral Strength	 25 lb 
Thermal Heat Leak	 0. 058 W 
Mounting and Surrounds Temperature 	 300°K 
Mounting Plate Temperature 	 77° K 
2	 Focus Insensitive Detector System 
A focus inEensitive detector system is one whose optical system is such 
that the location in the axial direction of the detector with respect to the collector 
optics is not critical. This is accomplished by collimating the energy beam at some 
point in the optical path and then refocusing near the detector. As long as the re- 
focusing lenses are fixed In location with respect to the detector, the detector and 
lens assembly can be moved along the optical axis (within limits imposed hy.th 
F	 degree of collimation) with no change in performance. Figure 2-6 shows a design 
1-:	 concept which can meet the requirements of a focus Insensitive detector system. 
This type of system to less complex mechanically arJ will have less heat 
t
leak since only a single thermal isolation support is requtred as opposed to two sup- -
	 4. 
ports for the focus sensitive system 
rigure 27 &'owa a dcn concept for a VHRR s ystem which would require 
two or more separately cooled detectors. This design uses only one heat pipe to cool 
more than one detector. The schematic shown only two cooling stations, but as many 
cooling stations as necessary could be provided. if reliability requirements Indicate 
the need for independent cryogenic platforms, the multiple station single heat pipe 
concept would not be used.
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3. Structural Requirements of Thermal Isolation Mounts 
The thermal isolation mcuntn must be able to withstand the spacecraft launch 
environment. A design which will withstand 50 g's should be satisfactory for most 
launch conditions. Detector subassemblies will probably not exceed 0.05 lb and 
could be considerably lighter. The -axts rigid thermal isolation mount shown in 
Fig. 2-3 is designed to withstand 100 g's with a detector weight of 0.05 lb. 
The thickness of the Kapton stringers can be adjusted up or down to aecom 
modate heavier or lighter detector sub—a ssemblies, with a resultant increase or 
decrease in heat leak. The mechanical characteristics are shown in Table 2-3. 
The 2-axis rigid thermal isolation mount shown In Fig. 2-4 Is designed to 
support a 0.05 lb sensor subassembly plats one-half of a 0.36 lb cryogenic heat pipe 
or conductor rod at 50 g's and will permit a movement of o.i in with only 0.5 per-
cent elongation. 
Both the 3-axis and 2-axis rigid thermal isolation mount stringers are pre-
stressed so that they do not go slack (stress--O) during maximum loading. This is done 
to prevent snapping or impact loading during vibration.
i.	 S 
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The thermal isolation mounts are designed with a mechanical safety factor 
of two. 
C. HEAT LOADS 
1. Electrical 
The HgCdTe detectors normally dies.
-pate a maximum of 5 tiW each In 
VHRR systems and they will probably be operated at a level of 1 to 2 mW. 
A maximum electrical diasiDatio1 value of 2 mW per element for detector 
arrays is a reasonable value for first generation arrays of 20 elements or less. 
Later arrays with as many as 200 elements or more will probably not dissipate more 
than 1 mW per element, or a total of 200 mW. 
2. Detector Subassembly Heat Leak 
Detector subassemblies designed for use with  focus insensitive V!RR sys-
tems will have the largest heat leak since the cubassembly contains a focusing ens 
which is large enough to accept the collimated energy beam. These subassemblies 
should not exceed i in. In diameter and 1 in. In length. The opening at the front of 
the subassembly is approximately 0.75 in. in diameter, with an effective thermal 
radiation absorptivity of approximately 0. 5, The rest of the subassembly will be. 
gold plated or covered with multilayer 1nIation. The gold plating wi l l have an 
undegraded emissivity the order of 0.03. Maltilayer insulation can provide effec-
tive emissivities of less than 0.01.
	 .. .	 - 
The detector subassembly aurrournlc will be at approximately 300°K maxi-
mum (normal spacecraft maximum temperature). With the surrounds having an ef.. 
fertive emisalviL ?
 of 1 0 (black body), the radnticn heat jealc
	 s as follows:
 
a Heat Absorbed by Lens Opening (Q1) 
= AL EL L-S°'1'D -CIT 
where
AL Area of tens opening (in2) 
EL = Emissivity of lens openln 0 5
	 -
= View factor from lens to surrounds: 1.0 
a	 Sephzn-oitzrnenn constart 
(3.6572 ' 10..11 w/in2 O'Q
•	 .	 . - 
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T	 = Surrounds temperature: 300eK 
s 
TL = Lens temperature: 80°K 
= Radiation heat leak to lens opening L
2 
=
	
(0, 75)	 x 0.5x 1.0 (0.29623 - 0.00150) 
= 0.065W 
b)	 Heat Absorbed by Housing  
Q11 = A11 EH FHS (aT 4 - 
where:
A 	 Area of housing (in2) 
= Emissivity of housing: 0. 05 max. 
FH_s = View factor from housing to surrotmds: 1. 0 
T11 = Housing temperature: 80K 
= Radiation heat leak to detector subassembly 
housing (W) 
2	 2 
=[
(140)	 (0-75) - 
x 1 0	 1	 +(r 0 05 x 1 0 (0 2"-623 - 0.00150) 
Total rachaticLl neat leak Q,, +
	
L = 0 106 Vt 
The heat leak through electrical leads will be as follows: 
KA QELj(TS_TH)
where:
 
TH Temperature of housing  
K	 Thermal conductivity of wire material (W/in °K) 
4 = Cross-sectional area of wIre (1112) 
L = Length of wire (in). 
EL= Conduction heat leak throt.gh electrical leads (W) 
--
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-Figr ?-8 shows the heat leak per wire for various sizes and various 
lengths from a 300°K terr.ital to an 80UK detector subassembly. The curves are for 
copper wire. Included on the graph are correction factors (FL) for some selected 
wire materials. 
The heat leak, although based on bare wire, will be approximately the 
same for insulated wire since the conduction through normal insulation materials 
is a small fraction of that of the metal wire. 
For example, the thermal conductivities of Teflon, nylon, polydimlde, 
and rubber are all on the order of 0.005 WIn °K, whereas copper is 10, aluminum 
is 5. 6, iron is 1. 9, nickel is 1.7 constantan is 0. 6, and stainless steel is 0.5W/in UK. 
This shows that the Insulation material has a thermal conductivity which is 1 percent 
that of stainless steel and 0.05 percent that of copper. Therefore, the insulation can 
be neglected in computing conduction heat leaks in the wires. 
A single element detector will require a minimum of four electrical 
leads (two for the detector and two for temperature sensing and/or temperature 
control). Assuming 40 gauge copper wire 5 i% long, and heat leak will be 3. 5 mW 
per wire, 
3. 3-Axis Rigid Thermal Isolation Mount Heat Leak 
The 3-axis rigid thermal Isolation mount shown in Fig, 2-3 will have 
heat leaks as follows: 
a. Conduction Heat Leak Through Stringers 
KKA 
93C	 T.- (T'T)N.	 ..	 :.. - 
where: _S 
QSC= Conduction heat leak in 3-axis mount (1117)
 
Thermal conductivity of Kapton (W/ln UK) 
As = Cross-sectional area of stringer (in.) 
•	
L3 = Length of stringer (In) 
•	 T5 = Temperature of surrounds ('K) 
TD - Temperature of detector subassembly (°K
	 . . 
N = Number of stringers: 8 
0.005X0.001(300-80) S Q ,------SC	 05:	 -	 • 
0.0176 W
p 
11 
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b. IkdlaUon Heat Leak to Stringers 
The radiation heat leak to stringers Is held to a minimum by vapor de-
positing gold on the surface of the stringers. The order of magnitude of this heat 
leak can be determined by assuming the stringers to have a linear thermal gradient 
from 300 0K to 80 °K and then computing the radiation input to the stringer: 
where:
QSR =	 Radiation heat leak to stringer (W) 
Ass =	 Surface area of stringer (in 2) 
=	 Emissivity of stringers: 0.05 max. 
5-8 =	 View factor from stringers to surrounds: 1. 0 max. 
T 4 
ave
= Average a T4
 of stringers 
LT 
4 
UT -_ 
T4dT	 a(T25_T) 
T2 	 •,	 5(T2 - T1) 
where:
= Temperature at cold end of stringer. 80K 
T2
-	 Tomperatro at hot end of stringer 300°K 
OT 4
	 car Lgoo)5
 - 00)^ 
ave	 5(09-80) 
0,0110 
ave 
QsP	 0.25i0.05X1.0(0.29623..0 05110) 8 
•Q	 0,021 W SR
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Since the maximum heat leak due to stringers will not exceed the sum of 
the superimposed heat leaks, the maximum heat leak will not exceed 0. 039 W. The 
mounting platform for the detector subassembly Is finished With vapor deposited gold, 
and the only heat leak is by radiation coupling. 
The mounting plate heat leak is as follows: 
QMP=AMPEFMPaTS4_aTMP) 
whcre:
A	
2 MP = Exposed area of mounting plate (in ) 
= Emissivity of gold: 0. 05, max. 
TMP = Temperature of mounting plate: 80° K 
FMP = View factor from mounting plate to surrounds: 1.0 may:.

MP= 1 xO.05 x  (0.29623 - 0.00150) = 0.015W 
The maximum total heat leak for the 3-axis rigid thermal isolation mount 
will be 0. (,54 W. 
4. 2-Axis Rigid Thermal Isolation Mount Heat Leak 
The maximum conduction heat leak is 0.022 W and the maximum radiation 
heat leak is 0.021 W via the stringers undO. 01S 
.
W via the mounting plates
 for a total
	
maximum heat leak of 0.058 W.
	
0 
5. Flexible Conductor Heat Leak 
The heat leak per inch of length for the flexible conductor is shown In Fig. 2-9. 
The flexible c'nductor will probably be less, than 1. 0 in long. Therefore, the 
heat leak should not exceed 0. 037 W. 
6. Heat Pipe Heat Leak 
Heat pipe beat leaks are due to radiation coupling to the surrounds and leaks 
due to necessary mechanical supports such as the 2-axis rigid thermal isolation mount.. 
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I 
The heat leaks the to mounts or supports are treated separately.
	 The radiation 
coupling heat leaks can be minimized by use of multilayer insulation.
- I 
Since the cryogenic heat pipe Is a cylinder, the he
	 transfer equation for :1 
pipe insu11ion wlil apply by assuming te outer layer of the multljer insulation to I be at ambient temperature (30(r K).
	 This can be achieved In practice by finishing the 
outer layer with a high emissivity finls)i (such as black paint).
	 - :1 
The heat leak can be calculated as follows: 
Q/L = F2iiKAT/IT. 707  
'I 
where:C 
K	 Apparent thermal conductance of the multilaer lnsulat-kai
	 /h/ft/° F) 
F	 = Conversion factor: 0. 23 W per Btu/h
	 - r 
-.	 -. 
Thermal gradient across Insulation (° F) F
I r = Outer radius of insulation 
r. 1 = Inner radius of Insulation 
Q/L = Heat loss per foot of length (Wilt) 
Figure 2-10 Is a plot of cryogenic heat pipe heat leak per foot of len gth as a 
function of the Insulation outer radius to Inner radius ratio (r /r.) for various values 
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Fig. 2-10. Heat leak vs. Insulation outer to inner radius ratio. 
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of compressive load on the insulation. The apparent thermal conductivities used for 
the calculations are the values reported by Linde for their SI-81 Insulation. This 'is 
one of their better Insulations and the values reported are similar to values reported 
for other similar insulations. SI-81 has approximately 400 layers per inch at a com-
pressive load of 2 psi and approximately 150 layers per inch at a compressive load of 
O.lpsi.
It should he noted that the apparent thermal conductivity (K) for any inultilayer 
Insulation is not a constant but is a function of the absolute values of the inner layer 
and outer layer temperatures. The values used In the calculations for S1-81 are for 
boundary conditions of 78° K and 295° K in a vacuum of less than 1 x 10 torr. This 
variable apparent conductivity is due to the fact that the heat transfer mode is a com-
bination of conduction and radiation. Therefore, in order to determine the apparent 
conductivity of any insulation system, it must be tested with the temperature conditions 
and physical configuration as close as possible to actual. 
The lowest heat leak will be achieved with roultilaver insulation on a straight 
heat pipe. Any bends in the heat pipe will increase the heat leak since the insulation 
will have to be cut or crushed in order to accommodate such bends. It Is not possible 
to predict accurately the effects of bends, but an indication of the effect due to crushing 
can be obtained by comparing the insulation heat leak at low compressive load on the 
insulation with the insulation heat leak at high compressive load on the insulation. 
That Is, at a radius ratio of 2. 0 and a compressive load of 0. 01 psi, the heat leak is 
0.023 W/lt, and at a compressive load at 2. 0 psi it is 0. 103 W/lt, which is greater than 
a 4 to 1 Increase.	 0 
Figure 2-10 shows that little is to be gained by using Insulation which is thicker 
than the heat pipe radius,  
The heat leaks shown In Fig. 2-10 do not include edge or joint effects.. The 
exposed edge of the multilayer insulation will absorb energy like a black body. In 
order, to minimize this heat leak, the cut edge of the multilayer insulation can be 
shielded with a radiation barrier which is attached to the heat pipe. Figure 2-11 Is 
one possible concept which can achieve the desired results 
I 
RADIATION BARRIER - 
(POLISHED COLt, FINISH)
- 
Li	
_,^^ 
 RANCE
CRYOGENIC 
HEAT PIPE 
Fig. 211 Thermal radiation barrier for multilayer insulatlonedge. 
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where:
= Total heat leak 
RB = Heat leak into radiation barrier

= Heat leak due to clearance 
RB ARB RB (cYT 4 - aT) 
QC = A C (CIT 4 -OT4 
	
C C	 S	 HP' 
where:
= Exposed area of radiation barrier (in2) 
Ac 	 = Clearance area (in2)
L;.. 
RB = Emissivity of radiation barrier: 0.05 max. (gold) 	 0• 
= Emissivity of clearance area: 1.0 (slack body)
	
0	
0 
TRB	 Temperature of radiation barrier: 80° K	 0	 - 0	 - -• 
THP = Temperature of heat pipe. 80° K 
The radiation barrier will be at the same temperature as the heat pfp 
(TRB THO'
r 
Therefore
	
	
C 
= (A+A)(T 4 CI 	
_CITH) 
For a 0. 25 in diameter beat pipe and a r>/r 1
 of 2.0 and a clearance of 0.025 
between the radiation barrier and insulations the heat leek is as follows:
	
0 
0	 0 ' •• • 
0	 0
= [hT(0 . 252_0.1252) xO.05 + ITO.bxO.025] (0.29623 0.00150)
	 4. 
I	
= 0.014W	 -	 - 
Figure 2-12 Is a plot of insulation edge heat leaks for various heat pipe diam-
eters, with insulation having a r o/ri
 2.0 and a clearance of 0.025 in between the 
radiation barrier and the insulation. 
D. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR A COOLED PAflAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 
1. Parametric Amplifiers Configuration 
Cooled parametric amplifiers for space use will probably be of the integrated 
type as shown in Fig. 2-13. The paramp would be enclosed in a box of approximately 
1. 2 x 1. 2 x 1. 5 in. in order to provide RF shielding. 
-
2.	 Cooling 
Due to the small site of the integrated paramp, the most feasible method of 
• cooling would be to cool the entire assembly. 	 Figure 2-14 shows one concept for 
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mounting the paramp to the heat pipe In order to obtain minimal heat leak.	 For this 
concept the parainp is mounted directly on the cryogenic platform, with no other 
mechanical support.
	 This is possible due to the small size and low mass of this type 
of paramp (on the order of I to 2 oz). 
The electrical heat load is essentially the required pump power, which will 
be on the order of 50 to 100 mW.
	 The thermal heat leak will consist of the conduction 
leak through the two coax lines and the 2-axis thermal Isolation mount and the radiation 
heat leaks through the insulation. 
The insulation heat leak will be approximately 30 mW, based on a box surface 
area of 10 in2
 and an effective emissivity ofO. 01.
	 By assuming that the low thermal 
conductance coaxes are 6 in long and are constructed of thin wail (.005 in) stainless 
steel tubing wIth 0.5 mil of gold on the electrical conducting surfaces, the conduction 
heat leak can be calculated.	 Assuming a coax OD of 0. 25 in and an ID of 0.07 In, the 
heat leak will be approximately 250 mW per lIne or a total of 500 mW for the two lines. 
The 2-axis thermal isolator will have a heat leak of approximately 60 mW.
	 The heat 
pipe will have a heat leak of approximately 50 mW. 
This gives a total cooling requirement of 0. 690 to 0. 740 W, which Is a good 
agreement with the cooling rcuirements estimated by various developers (estimated 
to be approximately 1 W or less). 
These heat leaks are based on a paramp temperature of 800 K.	 For colder 
paramp temperatures the heat leaks woucl increase. 
3.	 Number of Cooled Parametric Amplifiers Required in a Spacecraft 
In order to determine the nurnIr of cooled parametric mpiffiers required In 
a spacecraft, it is necessary to identify atypical communications system.
	 Figure 
Is one concept of a data relay satellite system using three geost qticnary satellites. 
For this coniguration, each of the geostationary satellites would have two tooled 
paramps each since they each have two space-looking receivers.
	 Each low alitude 
satelllt would have one cooled paramp each. V. 
cI 
The system as shown can be used to perform the foU;'iwing functions: 
V	 a	 Full-time communication link bete.en Ion olth.'
	 elites (such as 
ERTS, ES3 , and Tires) and any ground station.
	 Th4s witi permit data. V	 V 
•
•-.	 and telemetry transmission fron the low altitude satellite to any ground 
station at any time. *
 This can be real time or stored data cnd will 
elimlnat3 the problem of 	 mited data storage capacity ni tape recorders.
•V 
• -V. 
C
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b. World-wide ground-to-ground communication links can provide 
world-wide telephone communications, world-wide radio communica-
tions, world-wide TV transmission, world-wide data links for computers, 
and any other application which can use a world-wide communication link. 
It is conceivable that the usage of such a system could grow to the point 
whore the system would be saturated and it would he necessary to double 
the number of frequency bands. This would double the number of coolod 
-	 paramps in each goostatlon satellite or would require two full satellite 
-	
systems. If redundancy s required, the number of parampa will double. 
. 4. Temperature Requirements 
The signal-to-noise ratio for a paramp is inversely proportional to its 
temperature. Therefore, although there Is no optimum temperature, the temperature 
should he as low as possible for best performance. 
E. LASER COMMUNICATION 
The 10.6 U m laser communication SY SlCfl will employ the same type of detectors 
which are used on the VIIIIR's (UgCdTe). The only difference between the radiometer 
detectors and the 10. 6 jAm laser detectors is the manner in which they are used. The 
mounting techniques used in the radiometer are directly applicable to 10, 6 &rn laser 
detectors. The operating temperature will be approximately 90'K, and the heat loads 
will be the same as for a five detector radionic
.ter array. 
F. DETERMINATION 6r ICICLE SYSTEM HEAT LOADS. 
Table 2-5 lists the maximum and minimum heat loads for the various items as-
sociat.cd with a VHnR system. If the VHRR characteristics are known (number of 
detector elements and type of system focus sensitive or focus Insensitive), the 
probable maximum and minimum heat load can be computed.
-, 
The estimated cooling loads shown in Table 2-6 are computed from Table 2-5 
data, using the minimum 4umbcr of detectors and assuming a focus insensitive 
system for the minimum cooling load and the maximum number of detectors coupled 
with a focus sensitive system for the maximum, cooling load. 
The cooling loads for a 10.6 m laser receiver are shown in Table 2-7. 
The cooling load for parametric amplifiers can only be ostlmated at this time, 
but It appears that a maximum of
	 minimum of W and a inimuof 0. 5 W are reasonable. 
• 	 V 	 . • 	 V. , 
V 	 V.
-
Item Heat Load (mW 
Detector Electrical Mm.	 NM	 Max. 
Detector Subassembly 106 
Wire Leads 0.3(2NW+2)	 Min. (2	 9(2NU)+2)
	 Max. (2)
 
2-Axis Mount.
''	 58 
3-Axis Mount (Focus 
Sensitive Units Only)
'	 '54 
Flexible Conductor (1 inch long) Determine from Figs. 2-5 and 3-2 using 
(Focus Sensitive Unite Only) Items 1, 2	 3 and 5 Heat Loads - Use	 T 
1.0°C for Max. and ,T = 5.0 C C for Mm. 
Heat Pipe Insulation 
(r/r1
 = 2) 26 Mm. (4)	 192 Max. (5) 
Heat Pipe Insulation  
Termination (Qty. 2)' 12 Min. (6)	 64 Max. 
(1) N'= Number of detector elements.
 
(2) 40 gauge Ni wire 10 in long..
	 •,	 '	 .' 
(3) 36 gauge Cu wire 5 in long 
(4)=0 O1 psi 
-1ft1o1g 
(5)p =i Opal-aft	 ong 
(6) 0.12 in OD ' heat pipe 
(7) 0.50 in OD heat pipe
t 
The total cooling load requirement for an ICICLE system will vary, dzpend1nff
 
upoi the number and type of items on a spa .craut which must be cooled.
 
Based on a study of cooling requirements-, it appears that the operational satellites 
such as Tiros, ER IS (earth resources) and DRS (ata relay satellite) would be by far 
the biggest users of an ICICLE system.. The experimental satellites such as Nimbuti
 
and ATS would require lest cooling i • c' ity sthcó they normally fly experimental 
systems with no redundancy. Table 2f lists the equipment which will result In th 
2-30 
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TABLE 2-5. VHBR HEAT LOADS
aItem
Mx1mum 
Heat Load 
(MW)
Minimum 
Heat Load 
(mW) 
Detector Electrical	 - 25 5 
Detector Subassembly	
-. 106 106 
Wire Leads 108 ..	 4 
3-Axis Mount
	 .	 .	 . 58 .-	 58 
Flexible Thermal Conductor 20	 - :•	 6 
2-Axis Mount
	 .- 58 58 
Heat Pipe Insulation	 .
.	 192 26 
Heat Pipe Insilatiou Termination
- 64 12 
TOTALS 631.	
f 275
Item
Madmum 
Heat Load 
(mw)
Minimum 
Heat Load 
(mW) 
Detector Electrical 100 20 
£"tector Subassembly 106 106 
Wire Leads	
- 378 13 
3-Axis Mount 54 54 
Flexible Theil Conductor 30 6 
2-Axis Mount .•	 58 58 
Heat Pipe Insulation 192 26 
Heat Pipe Insulation  Termination 64 12 
295 TOTAL 982 
TABLE 2-7. COOLING LOADS FOR A 10.6 MICRON LASER RE CE WER 
— 
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maximum and minimum cooling load requirements for five satellite systems which 
will most likely have need of an ICICLE system. The 200 elemer.t VIIRR required 
for Iceberg detection is not shown since the development of such a VIIItR Is of 
secondary importance and will probably not occur in the near future. 
0. CONCLUSIONS TO SECTION 2 
The cooling load requirements of an ICICLE sytem appear to be on the order of 
5.0 W In the 1970498€' period but will probably increase as the state of the art In 
radiometers, Ia lasers, communicating systems, etc. advances. There are systems 
presently being developed which could make use of an ICICLE system as early as 
1970, and many more are being studied and developed for use in the period 1973 and 
beyond, 
•
	
	 The progress in VIIRR radiometers and communication systems is presently 
limited by the lack of a high capacity long life cryogenic cooling system which Is 
insensitive to ujpacecraft orientation and orbit parameters. The development of an 
ICICLE eystcrn will open the way for future advances in the state of the art.. 
IT
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Section 3

VULLLEUMIER THEORY AND PRACTICE 
Summary 
cryogenic refrigeration can be provided from a central refrigeration plant operating on 
a Vullisumier thermodynamic cycle. This .ype of machine is unique in that a power cycle 
and refrigeration cycle are integrated into a single device and share the components 
required for implemen tation. As a result. the primary form of energy requiri,
 i to powcr - 
the cycle is thermal. This can be supplied efficiently for long periods fr,.isn a iadiolsotope. 
A second unique feature of a Vuilleumier cycle machine. is that all parts of the 
machine arc nearly Isobaric. This means that hard seals and heavily locded bearings can be 
eliminated from a mechanical implementation of the cyc/i. Bearing and seal wear can 
thus be ndnimize. and the major lirailations to machine life greatly cased.
 
Rigorous analytical description of a Vuilleumier cycle machine is difficult, as are such 
descriptions of any regenerative heat
- engine. Performance descriptions can be made by 
assuming that ideal thermodynamic performance and losses do not interact and can be 
calculated independently. When  this is done, performance descriptions can be developed 
which are verified by experimental data on existing prototype hardware. 
• On the basic of cakulatkMVs and experimental testing, the feasibility of meeting 
ICICLE refrigeration requirements can be established. A realistic goal for a VM 
refrigerator specification would call for a capacity of 5 V/at .7K and thermal input of 
250 W at 900°K. The electrical poL" - 'zput can be 15 W and a refrigerator weight of 7	 • 
lb. The life and reliability of such a fl,3c6jfle will be limited by working fluid containment 
• and bearing wear problems. Two years of unrasintained life should be achievable with VM 
engines presently lieing developed.
	
• 	
V -	 S	
V 	
V 	
V V 
A VM refrigeration machine is a feasible approacV. to achieving, central refrigeration in 
a spacecraft. Ills the most Promising choice for this applicati n by virtue of its operation 
on thermal energy and its potential for long life.
	
•V	
V 
A. INTRODUCTION	
:	
V V
	
V 	
V V 
The backgr.und and state of the art of VIM refrigeration are fairly limited. 
This section presents a more comprehensive, more rigorous, analysts of idealized 
VIA performance than can be found in the literature. This analybte Is summarized 
by Eqs. 3-14a and 3-14b. Loss mechanisms operative in a real VM are descrthed, 
V 
- -	 -'-::- 	 - ---.'------ -------- - - 	 --	 -.	 -	 -	 - -- - - -,
I 
A basic assumption underlying actual VM performance analysis is separability - 
that is, that the various loss mechanisms do not interact with each other so that the 
total loss Is the sum of the separate losses. 	 The other separability assumption is that 
the ideal refrigeration is produced and that the summed losses can be subtracted to 
determine the net refrigeration available. 	 Using this assumption, the technique is 
used to predict performance versus temperature for a given VM design. This approach 
permits the prediction of performance variation of a VM engine as its design is varied 
at a given temperature. • 
L I 
B. IDEALIZED VM PERFORMANCE I 
1 •	 Derivation of Performance Equations for Ideal VM Cycle 
Rudolph Vuilleumier patented (U.S. Patent 1,275,507) a unique heat-driven 1. 
refrigerator in 1918.	 Similar concepts were later patented by Vannevar Bush in 1938 
(U.S. Patent 2,127,286), and K.W. Taconis in 1951 (U.S. Patent 2,567,474).	 These 
patents describe different physical apparatus to achieve refrigeration but are thermo-
dynamically similar. The ideal cycle produces refrigeration due to gas compression 
and expansion brought about by a high-temp erature heat source and an ambient-tem-
perature heat sink. The idealized cycle has perfect mechanisms, perfect heat transfer, 
and no gas friction, thus operating without mechaniôál energy input. The history of 
VM refrigeration is available in the literature. 1-6* 
Since ideal VM refrigerator has no irreversible processes, it has a single 
value of coefficient of performance (COP) for a given set of: refrigeration temperature 
(Ta), heat rejection temperature (Ta), and heat source temperature (Tb). The co-
efficient of performance is the ratio of heat absorbed (Q) at Tc to the heat supplied 
(Qh) at Th. The value of COP is that obtained by a Carnot engine (efficiency P/Q) 
driving a Carnot refrigerator (coefficient of performance (Q0/P). These relationships 
are shown in Fig. 3-1.	 -	 - 
IOAL VM EP3GtNE	 - 
Qp @_L.	 1Q5@ Ic 
.0 0	 To	 00	 To 
Fig. 3-1. F-ical VM-cycle engine, block diagram.
	 - - 
*References cited in Sec. S appear at end of Soc. 3.
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This section will discuss the parameters that affect the magnitude of Qe but do not affect the ratio Qc/Qh
. A cranked configuration of a VId engine is shown in 
Fig. 3-2. The hot and cold di
	 er regenerators (HDR and CDR) are not constrained 
to have the same stroke 1enh1so, it is not necessary that the connecting rods to 
the HDII and CDR originate from a common crank pivot, but can be separated by some 
angle a. In addition, the angle between the hot and cold cylinders may be some angle 
P. The net effect of these two angles is to establ..h some phase angle 0 by which the 
HDR leads the CDR:
0= -cz	 (3-2) 
If the kinematic complications of the connecting rod are neglected, the 
movements of the HDR and CDR are assumed sinusoidal. Therefore, the instantaneous 
value of hot volume (VW and cold volume (V& is related to the hot swept volume ( Vho), the cold swept volume (V00 , any clearance or void volumes (Vv 0 Pnd V) 
top dead center, and the pertinent angles: 
V0
 =- 
Vo j—(1 - sine) Vvc
(3-3) 
V0	 1 Vh =
	
1 sin (0+0+ Vvh
	 S 
Likewise, the institaneous ambient volume Va which must have a swept 
volume of Veo + Vho:
VhoI	 1 Va. r (ls!n ) +-
	
+ Vva	 (3-4) 
-	 Three control volumes and the manner In which they vary with e or time. 
have now been defined. The following specific attributes which make this an ideal VFI 
cycle engine must be clarified
 
1) No thermal conduction exists along cylinder walls, regenerator wails, 
or in the axial direction through the regenerator matrla.
H 
£ 
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2) Perfect thermal communication exist3 between all gas molecules and 
the walls In each of the ccntral volumes. 
3) Temperatures are time Gady, and cyclic equilibrium exists. 
4) No leakage exists around CDR aed HDR. 
5) Regenerator action is perfect; 
6) No mechanical or gas friction exists (e.g., Isobaric conditions obtained). 
Under the above assumptions, the first law of thermodynamics for a non-steady, quasi-
 
static, open system is applieth  
dU = dQ - Pd V± hdM	 (3-5) 
If each of the energy terms is integrated around a complete cycle (see Fig. 
3_2), the tote.l internal energy must return to the original values: .0. dU 0. The 
assumption of constant gas temperatures allows 5 h0dM to be he .9 dM, and ob-
viously there can be no mass accumulation, so that he 9 d M 0. The term 
.9 dQ 
becomes the net heat interchange Q per cycle: 
Qh,c,a =	 Pd Vh,c,a	 (3-6) 
d 41 ho
ONTROL VOLUME
 
Fig. 3-3. (ben cycle energy balance. 
The method of obtaining I PdV is to find system pressure, P as a function 
of 8 so that the closed path integral will be from 0 0 to 8 = 2 17. Using the perfect 
gas law to sum the mass (M) as it is distributed around the refrigc'ator, 
R 1T0 Th Ta TRC	 T1 J 
where V V.Rc/TRc and V j/Tpj are the contribution to the mass that eista In the voids 
• in the hot and cold perfect re:enerators. For a uniformly distrthui ed void volunie in a 
regenerator with a linear temperatu:.e distribution, it can be shown that the effective 
hot and cold regenerator temperatures T 0, Tpj should be calculated by: 
3-5
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-
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TRh	 let., 
When Eqs. 3-3 and 3-4 are placed In Eq. 3-7, we will obtain a group of 
F
	
terms that	 asent the eect of void volume dstribted around the Vui:  
(39) 
After cubetkutlrZ Eqs. 3-3 and 3-4 into Eq. 34 and mul,, ^Plylnz wtmemtar 
and de	 utor by Ta and solving for P:
2MRTa 0) 
Where
vh	 (1++3Z Ta 
/
Th 
cLV
	
(c)
1. 
g + b	 +
	
+CCU (3U) 
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For Eq. 3-12 the rivrous Integral is 
MRTa V 0 2? b Ofl
 
b+ccbco3O
	
r	 (E2	 -C2 -2 eb Cos O)IP2 
MRrt 29 C sin 0 	 (3.48) Qh	 b2+0+2cb Cos 01 1 	 (Q20_L2coa)I/j 
For the condition v1cre a2 'h2
 + c	 (which is	 it forTh	 Ta smd T0 ( Ta)., 
It Is Interesting to note that F. N. Magee and R. D. WerinO present the 
solution of the integI incorrectly. Their integral Ls for the case for	 V2 and 
leaves only the terra in front of the bracket, which results in the incorrect sign for Qc and far too large a magnitude of Qc. 
F. F. Cheilte and W. H. Hogan's solut10n2
 Is limited to 0	 t/2 but appears 
to approximate the rigorous case, but not within the 5 prcont error they indicate. 
T.T. Rule and F.B. t}valeG cbrlved a rigorous e pr sion for Q. and a variable 
phase ae 0, but the O-Vrtsslou is considerably more complou thrn Eq. 8.42.
 
11 Eq. 8.43 were used to obtain an undn of idealised VM peormce 
charactevtics a tcpe?rat8re et Too Ta Tb would fr;t Lave to be assumed. Thcn 
within thin aucuinpUeno Values for the thara factor HRTa, bet swept volwaia V0 
void voluue V/TJad phase anRe 0 niut all be 	 muItanecu&Ry;id to allow 
Qo to be plottcd	 cold swept olus V	 0 for e y e. Then all of the tade. 
pondeut varthle IT-
	 Vhet, Vv/Tv, and 9 would Lave to be separainly itoratcf2l to 
investigate all dat. posibib1tlea within the aszrned tanieraturo set T, T, T. 
A large number of grvinba would he ge eatad th gt
 would cktj intexprotation and
	 sr 
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b2.	 Heat Pumping Versus Phase Angle and Volume Ratio 
For this analysis, RCA has chosen three refrigeration temperatures of in 
t.cct. to ICICLE, 25°K, 779<, and 1259<.
	 The ambient temperature wau fixed at 
360 O K. The heat source temperature of 900°K was chosen on the basis of successful 
laboratory epericncc: 
T	 25°K	 T = 77°K	 1' =125K C	 C	 C 
A	 T=300°K	 B	 T 300°K	 C	 T =300°IC 
a	 a	 a 
Tb	 900°K	 Th = 900°K Tb = 900°K 
Figures 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 show
	 versus phasc angle for various constart values of 
kt 0
 with .kk,	 0 in all cases. Tho optimum phase angle goes from approximately 1000 
at 259< to 05° at 125°K.	 In all cases, values of-Y 0
 close o the nptimum value 
were plotted. The value uf 0
 optimum at
	 optimum increases from about 0.1 at 
259< to 0.4 at 1259<. However, the gain L* M k%	 ptinntm and 0 optimum over 
0.0
 at	 o opt and	 90 degrees is 2.5 percent at 259< and less than 1 percent at
.1 
779< and 125°K, There would he 14ubstzr1fal practical difficulty In im plementing a VM 
ongrinia with values of	 from 950 to 1°. Therefore
	 It Lo concluded that a gain in 
f less than 2.5 percent at all design teMpraLure above 259< is uot worth the cost in 
cornplelty,
	 It should b noted that at temperatreg
 much, lesc than 259<, a phase 
angle other than 9()0	 iglt be worth the investn'wnt. 
0.04
r	 ieoi, 44;O. 
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I3. Heat Pumping Versus Volume Ratio and Void Volume at Phase Angle of 90 
After fbting c at 900, the effects of swept volume ratio V 0 (\Tco/Vho) and 
void volume are e,qlored. The effect of void volume and its didtributton can be found 
b' modifying Eq. th
V, VVRC	 VVRh V, Vva	 ip Vvh 
- - +	 + 
TRh
+ .- 
a	 T
+
Th 
Vv	 1	 VV 1 VVRh	 1 Vv 
	
1 Vvc	 1	 Vvh 1 
Vho Tv - Vho
+
V10 Tnh
+
Vho F.
+ 
Vho T	 '0 Th (3-17) 
Vv T5 VvRc : T + VvRh Ta Vvo Ta ^ Vvc Ta + Vyh Ta 
7Z TV - _7Vho T1	 Vlrn• TRh Vho T—a Vh3 Ye— Vho Th 
Hence, , reflects the effect of the temerature of the various void volumes 
as well as the magnitude relative to Vho. In effects any void volume at Tc Is much 
more important than an equal void volume at T. 
Figures 3'7, 3 and 9 display	 versus V-co for various fired values o*f 
. for the A 3 and C temperature set. The value of c that rn1miaes.increases  
with thcreasig values of 	 at all temperature sets, Cir1y void volume is very 
• cosUy	 at all tewporature sets, A value of -VV equal to spproimately 0,3 re

- preaente the void volume in current VM laboratory models Obviously, ' should 
• approach zero ma real design. The percentage toss in
	 for g1ven	 is about the 
kiame at all temperature sets, 
By far the most intorestig poifl displayed by F2ga.	 3-9 and 30 is the 
flatiese in. near the optimum value. This means.that a V1,11engise eptimized
	 77°K 
will not be very far from optimum at 26 11K or 12K. For example, at 77°K, an 
optimized design produces a value of 	 of 0,98 at	 = 0. 20. At 25 ON, this esjinc
• would produce a< only 12 percent leas than a 25°K optimized engine could prodca. 
If the 77°K engine is cperated at 136 1KO the 'Z it can produce is only 2 percent less 
than the	 on optimized 125 °i'; V?.2 could podvce. The characteristic of bebi able 
to operate near optimum over a large temperature rwtge indisaeathat a Vli engine is 
inherently flexible and adaptable to a large range of requirements, 
• 	
•.	 3-11 
T0 ' 30o°,Tc250	 'i a 00, P IP 000 
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Fig, 3W'7.
	 Dimensionlous ideal heat aborpton per cycle as a Iunctun of 
stveit volume ratio with toinporaturewo1ghted dIon1css 
void volume as a parameter for a T of 25°K 
4	 Off Dsiga Operation of VM EnlnLs 
• This	 ectio	 will! evaluate the off design perf
	 ace of a VM eng ine for 
eparatoly changg T0 Ta and T. On each of Fige. 3 .10 3-11-and 3-12 there 
are slit curvee representing the off don performance from optimized efnes & 
signed to ths crIera licted below, 
A	 Set	 Th v . 900 °K. T	 303 °K	 T0	 125 I K )	 j 
"or ^,Av. = 0 and	 =05 
B	 StTh	 900 °K, Ta = 300°K, T0	 77°K 
for	 0and=O5 
C	 Se	 Th	 900 °K, TV, = 300 CK	 T,,	 I25K 
for 	 and	 \=05 
.'•	 • 	 . 	 • • ..•
0• 
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Figure 3-10 shows how Q1Z would vary from 0°K to 300°K. Note that the inherent flexibility to opertte over broad temperature ranges is also displayed in 
this illustration. It Is seen that the optimized 77 11K and 25 0K eniine only slightly 
exceed the 125K opt1mted output at the 77 O Kand 25°K temperature range. 
Figure 3-11 dlsp1ays
	 versus Ta from 200K to dOO eK. In general, it can 
be seen LhaVQc Is not overly sensitive to Ta. This is a denirs-ble characteristic since 
space radiator weight can be traded off against vM performance to optimize the 
ICICLE System. 
Figure 3-12 tlispIays
	 versus Tb from 300K to 1200°K. Theoretically, 
W, ill continue to rise until Th = . However, as higher temperatures are used, 
the improved performance is achieved at the expense of increasing problems with 
materials, life, and reliability.
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C.	 VM SIZING PARAMETERS STUDY 
1.	 introduction 
The ICICLE System concept can be applied to a variety of thermal loads and 
temperatures in varli cuo spacecraft systems.	 From a spacecraft system viewpoint, 
an ICICLE ic a convn1cnt purveyor of refrigeration to various components.
	 In order 
to obtain this refrigeration, a price must be paid in size, weight and other factors to 
put an ICICLE on board a spacecraft. The question being answered here Is the rather 
more limited one of the cost for the VM engine Itash - specifically, the relationship 
between the purchase of net refrigeration and 1) net thermal power, 2) weight, 3) size, 
4) mechanical actuation power, and 5) thermal efficiency. 
It wfil be immediately clear to anyone who has considered the analysis of 
VM onglnut.i in some detail, that there is no optimum relationship between the varksts 
VM perauotos. Therefore, a method of predicting VM parameters that is definitely 
achievable in the real world was required.	 in fact, it will be clear that the per-
formance curves subeeqaently developed can undoubtedly be surpassed. Therefore, 
the parameters developed can be considered as conservative. 
The method of approach used was to take the experimental results of an 
IR&D '/M iov epmout program as the basis for developing the parameters.
	 RCA's 
VIA engIie delivers 2. 5 W at 77 K, 500 rpm, and 400 psig helium charge pressure. 
A reference design was ostablished by removing the present water cooled crankcase 
and addirq heat input/output flanges as described in Sec. 5.
	 Therefore, this refer-
once d2oif;n is identical within the thor wdyiiariiic working space to the 2.5 W modal 
in exiotcn0o,	 Analytical methods based on the characteristics of the real engine were 
d;velopod that predict the net refrigeration at 77°K and the net boat input at 90K to 
within 9 percent and 113 percent, respectively. With confidence thus established in 
the analytical predictions, the preference design is scaled up and down by a scale 
factor i.	 Theroiore all Vhf parameters developed are relative to this indpøndnt 
variable scale factor Of,
: 
2.	 Driptlonof Reference Dasign 
Tna Vhf engine deve loped by RCA 4	 shown in Fig. 3-13	 A fall size cross 
sectral 'iew of the engine and cylinder covers is shown in Fig. 3-14, The displacer- 
regeierator drive shown in Fig. 3-14 is a crank drive. The engine currently MG a - 
Scotch yoke drive for crankcase void ioIume reduction. This Scotch yoke drive is 
Chown in Fig. 3-15, which is full size, two view reference design.
	 Figure 3-15 
representative of a 5-W Vhf engine for ICICLE when multiplied by a scale factor of -
	 - 
1. 14.	 Tao general design of interface flanges is as shown, without all the
	 -	 - - 
details.
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Fig. 3-13. RCA VM engine. 
A summary of the pertinent characteristics of the VM model Is presented 
below.
a.
	 Physical Description 
V 	 T 	 = 900"K - hot cylinder temperature 	 V 
T 
V 
300° K - crankcase temperature 
3 Vh 11.01 cm 	— .hit swept volume 
•	
,--.	
= 1. 92 cm3
 - cold swept volume 
co
. 
Y 0.946cm - stroke	 -	 V V 
V 
V 	 = 20.1 cm	 - total gas volume	
V 
'rh
0.0773 - void regenerator hot dimensionless, temperature 
weighted	
V 	 V. 	
V 
0.701 - void regenerator cold
	 ..	 .	 •• vrc 
-	 = 0. 145 - void ambient (crankcase) 
va . . 
V 	
.L.	 V	 =
V. 
() 923 - total void V
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h. Performance Description 
N	 500 rpm - speed 
400 paig - charge pressure 
2.5W - net ref r1goration at 77°K 
cnet
100 'N - heat in put at 900° K 
hnot	
0 
Ttrnreforo, It is the inention of this study to describe how a physically 
linear scaling of this model at constant speed (500 rpm) and constant charge pressure 
(400 psfg) will perform. 
Mass Distribution In Reference Design 
In order to perform the loss analysis detailed iara. 4 below, It is neces-
sary to know the gas charge mass distribution within tl. ,
 r'LeL'cnCe design as a function 
of crank position. As derived In Sec. 3.B, the prescr' is elated to crank posi-
tion e in Eq. :3-15, Then, the muse; of gas in any vo1utI	 :e found by the perfect 
gas. law. The mass of gas in the cold swept vob:nie t, - 
,pv
C 
M--- 
C	 Ri' 
C 
V	 (1 sing)	 (3-18) - 
2MRT 
t	 a 
-	
a + b sia9 + C SIflØ 
Pv Ct. 
• 
•	 a 
Whoro the charge pressure Pc, is meaeured with the entire engine held at the design 
tomporatnro of the crankozue	 .. 
These equations can be manipulated to form dimensionless quantities every-
where, Mote that throughout Sec. Ill a horizontal bar through a variable denotes a 
dirnenstonloss quaat1y. 	 . .	 -. 
co	 Te 
Mt	 -+.co+Gajfl	 3-19U 
3-23 
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Whoro all quantities (except M) are as jeevicusly defined In Sec. 3.j3. 
Note that Me In lrnpiy the fraction of the total mass that Is in the cold space at that 
value of . 
By a nlnallar derivation, the mass in the hot space Is found to be 
T 
(1-cose)-- 
=	 (3-20) 
IV,	 I
Like%%i5o, the mass fraction in the crankcase or ambient space is 
2 va +	 + cos9 +	 (1 + sin8)
(3-21) Li 	it	 *+.
	 cos 9+. 
The mans- fracUonwithin the cold regenerator Is 
Vre	
c(3-22)
•1 
The me fraction within the hot regenerator i 
2i
rh 
=	 (3-3) Me	
-n+4coa	 l-.oeinO 
Theec znsi I raclons ere plotted in Fig. 3-16 verue e for the dniensIonkss 
voluno dietri utien as it extcits in the RCA VM enne and the reference desiga.Note :1 
th&t if 01 the d1ne nionu c'S the reference design are eeai'z tip or downs the relative 
voluno dthtrlbutirsn (that W, TAco , vrc	 rIt	 and	 ) remain n	 haed, There- fore, the mass frcction dintribution versus crank angle Is goon for any scale factorS,. I 
Now	 flcw rate can be determined by sipv taking the derIvaive with 
respect to A of Eqs. 3-19 through 3-23. The flow rate versus crank angle is shown 
In Fig. 8-7. The 8ymbolb, for example, meanedifferenjtjon With respect to 
=	 (3-2) C	 do
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Thi conversion from dimensionleBs to dthcn9iona1 quaitie9 is	 or exampLe, 
I'	 .. 
3-25) 
PV. 
2 F	 (3-26) 
-di	 •-
SovoaI important aepects of regenerator mane flow can now be deduced.
'. Note the Increasing mass in cold space must be tlia rate cut of the regenormtor cold 
(end) ree:
(3-27) 
rec	 c 
Note also that the mass flow rate into the regenerator cold ambient (end) 
rca to the wim of thL, aectimuLation rate n the cold rogonw.tor tnz the cold spcco; 
g	 (32&) 0 rca	 rc	 c 
where pluo values aro, f lmv t qwardri lower tmW	 ro an€l a	 Uv va!vz are mass 
flow ail on	 an 1wrh	 tempo rare grradient.
	 The rcwlt petod In Fig. 3-15 shows	 - 0 
Wt from 62 to SOO flow is going into both on!a of th3 ztegenoLmtor oimi1tacls1y. 
Moo, from 218 to 248 flow is going out from both e
	 th	 ierator	 nitni 
ooulsy	 0 
similar aryoi was cewctd on the @w void am1nr he	 generator. 
Iler. 7-;7 M% tud 	 ronarator hot ambient cnd M rgor-ior Lot end mass flows 
with pa flaw going,	 ari Th.	 te to the cempative1y oil vod the accuui& 
Mon and flew Ingo are much smaller; this is oherwa In FL. 
The	 siwo versus crank anglo will ta ow-to 	 scrle factored 
re(orenc digns	 The limensionks psre vercz a cri&	 la	 hc 
Fig. 3-20.	 Note that d1monsionloori prescuro wan definad as:  
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-n RI+RTa PcVt
	
(3.3Q) 
V. ho	 flO	 •. 
:•  
c	 ho 
A quantity that relates ins athrieezi pressure P to chae przrcure p to • 
more ucefuL Using the steted vobme ditricn and fixed tepratureo 1900, 300, 
770 K) the rsto of VT/VhQ ca be deterr,.2ac-d as VP/V =2.64. Throre, a 
Fc3cc?d ordte can be formed that is the pressure relative to charge pressure.. 
erefore, Figs. 3-16 through 3 . 20 deflae uuus, maza ftct, iud pressure 
-for all ocakd Re'erence Destgs. The only factor nted that rekes this depart 
from a 14-gom-as condition is fliovi pressure efrop. Rocic3ver, the Fhhnft power require-
mento 56 W) indicate flow pressure drop to very szaU ctinpred to the presour-ei
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4. Loss Equations for Hot and Cold Cylinder 
In order to make the analysis of a VM engine tractable within the resources 
available, some simplifying assumption has to be made. If the results predicted by 
the simplification are consistent within experimentation, then confidence can be placed 
in it. The assumption is that ideal refr i geration Is produced and that all loss mecha-
nisms are mutaally independent and cumulative. ".Lie error between predicted net 
refrigeration at 7 K and observed was only 9 percent. On the hot cylinder, the error 
is 16 percent.. Therefore, with.n the context oi most complex thermal systems, this 
agreement Is quite good. The following subsections describe the relationships used. 
F
a.	 Regenerator Heat Transfer Loss 
Assume that the cold regenerator matrix has a linear temperature pro-
file from T. to To which remains constant during a flow cycle.
	 From heat exchanger 
theory, the heat added to the cold space dQrch due to regenerator cold heat transfer 
limitations for a dM0
 can be shown to be 
dQ	 I	 C	 (T -T ) dM
	
.	 (3-31) rch .	 oc	 p	 a 0	 C 
Where the regenerator inefficiency cold Ic Is a function of the net transfer units of 
the regenerator.
I	 NTIS + 1
	
.	 (3-32) 
eeT 
NTU>>1 .. 
I	 =	
. cc	 NTU	 .,	 .	 . 
-	 .	
. Now the NTIS (end 1ec
	
In turn a function of mass rate M and f lu-n G0. 
I	
-  cc	 (334) 
where h is the gas-surface film heat transfer coofficlent and A is the tota1matriL 
surface area. : Kays and London 11
 give an experimental relation between Stanton 
Number (N) and Reynolds Number (N
	 for crossed screen matrices. An analyti-
cal representation of this expnrimentefcurve is
	 .... 
(Nat) (NPr 2/3	 0	 0.407	 (3-35) re 
3-30	 .
-	
.-	 .-
For a con.Ltnt Prandti number for helium, of 0. 70, the relationship 
between h and Ii can bo found: 
C
(4cc r 1 \_o.4o7 
h	 . 804 C C	 (3-36) 
/ 
Now it Eq. 3-3( to ubsUtutd In Eq. 3-34 and the known relationships 
botweon pooi2ty P0 , hydraulic radius r 1 , rtr'd t4urfaca/voiumo ratio ci is used, one 
obtains
(4 Cc r	 +0.40? 
2.32 r
	 (337) 
cc	 L 
.
where L Is regenerator matrix lsnth.
ro
This dynamic relationship for, lec Is placed in Eq. 3-31, along with the 
mass flow roitionahlpo from Para. 3 above. The following relationships result 
rch	 407-- 
IT
roe	
1.407 dO
	
(3-3) 
The simplifiention c u3i	 for th3 regonorator through flow was
cd. lnto3raurq3 OtIOk' tho crank nngleo during which masn ontors the cold space, 
M Al	J 10 rz O.1374	 (3-40)rch 
eo roe 
Thercforo the rcgeaorator cold hCt tnfO !O ttC is 
4h 0.407	 1.407 
2.32 rpp—1 
rch	
cPT2 (L) re  (3-41) 
re
V 
3-31 
•	 '_rnnç. a.e
	
- -
	 •..,• 
L - -	 --------	 ----'-----.-.---- -j--	 _-	 _.._
4 
The hot regenerator heat transfer loss Qrhhis a similar derivation 
except with fully developed laminar flow along essentially the whole annular 
regenerator length. Under this condition, the fitm coefficient is not a function of 
Gb but is constant at a fixed Nuseelt Number of Nu = S. 23. 
Goiflg through a similar derivation results in 
Qthb 
0. 486	 (Do-Di) (TTa) PcVt 2	 (3-42) 
	
k(D +1).) I.
	
RT 
	
o	 rh	 a 
9=1680 
	
rhh = I	 A4tilh d  = 0.0177	 (3-43) 
0 =00 
Note that D0
 and D, are the cuter and inner ar.nulus diameters. 
b. Regenerator Temperature Swing Loss 
Now the effects of regenerator temperature swing v;iU be considered, 
independently of regenerator heat transfer.
	 - 
Figure 3-21 shows the matrix and gas temperature during heating and 
cooling and the swing. Thb presumes that all gas entering matrix at the ambient does 
so at T; lIkwbs all entering the regenerator at the cold end does so at T. Note 
that	 is the temperature--wing at the cold end of the matrix during & cycle. There-
fore, effectively all the gas
	 max) during one cycle enters the cold space at the 
temperature excess of &T0 /2.	 S 
The heat added to the matrix must equal tbt removed from the as 
M	 C (T-T)=M	 C &T 
emax P a c	 mat1 p $
	 S 
	
M	 C	 .	 S. 
T 
	
hi	 C (T -T )	 (3-44) a c 
matrix P 
S	 3-32 
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at various times during a cycle. 
This represents an amount;ot heat added to the cold space per cycle of 
Q	 =M	 c gr /2 	 (3-45) rca	 cmax p s 
• Using Eq. 3-44 for AT, and the speed N, the rate of heat added Qrcn (due to regenerator cold swing) is: • -
C\. 
v oruax P	 _ 
1cmnx	 v U ao \matrix P J. 
For the hot case, the problem is more complicated. A regenerative 
• cycle cannot couple in the entire annular regenerator mass. In the cold regenerator, 
the I mu wire diameter al 	 the entire regenerator mass toprticlpate in the 
temnpere swing. By using Carsiaw and Vaeger's ani1ysls' of a slU8Oldjai heat 
flux cliod to a semi- infinite solid, a solution can be found. For the thermal prop-
erties of a Inil (t, Cp, k), the following retionship car. be
 found for temperature 
swing of the ' reganarutor surface:	 .• 
T^	 P h- (Pc Vt = o io C ri 2 N 1/2	 - 
-	 (D0+ fl.) Lh 
•	 S	 3.533•
Therefore, the heat loss rate due to regenerator hot swing 
rh -
	 hmax (O	 p NM	 .102)C 2 (Th_T )(P v\ 
	
I rh	 \	
(9N) 1/2 
S	
cr (D0 + D) L	 t 
RTa, j pc p k	
(3-48 
c. Shuttle Heat Transfer Loss 
Heat is caused to deposit in the cold region by the oscillation of the 
cold displacer regenerator CDR orhot displacer regenerator within Its respective 
cylinder (see Fig. 3-22). 
As the illustration depicts, when the CDR Is at BDC or any point to 
the right of mldstroke., there is heat flow from the warmer cylinder wall to the CDR 
through the gas films. When the CDR is to the left of mldstroke, the heat flow 
direction reverses and heat is deposited In the vicinity of the load. If the heat flow 
across the gas annulus is integrated around a complete cycle, t!ie,followlng expres-
sion results:
2 Dk (T -T) 
Q = 0.585 'Yp __	 .' •(349) 
ci. Cylinder Wall Conduction Losses
 
The most pervasive loss Is a wall conduction lose Q., In the pressure 
carrying hot and cold cylinders and in the walls of the hot and cold displacer regenera-
tors:
•,
kw A%V 
•	
=-,;-- (T -T)
	
- (3-50) 
• The wall area Aw is related to the pressure for the hot and cold 
cylindera:
•	 / 
	
/ p	 r\flmax• 
- 2 r— 
	
(3-51) 
When this is placed inEquatlon\0
 
2' 
•	 ,2crP	 k	 ' 
•	 flS.0	 W 
w - --
	
i (TT)	 (3-52) 
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Equation 3-50 represents the reduction in useful heat pumping in the 
cold end and tho iarease in heat required of the hot end if the temperature T 1, and 
Ta are substituted for T. and T C respectively. 
e. Pumping Loss	 v. 
The pumping loss occurs bezaase of the alternate compression and 
decompression of the annular gas region between the CDR and cylinder wall. Assume 
that a perfect gas seal exists betweei the CDR skirt and cylinder and that the 
regenerator is a matrix in the center of the CDR. The mass (M) of gas in annular 
volume (V5) is VaP . The time rate of mass to or from the annulus (dM/dt) is Va 
dp/dt or Va (dp,'dP) (dP/dt). The average value of dM/dt may be approximated by: 
	
. V (P	 - P 'N D L S (P -P ) N a	 m,	 C m& mm	 -	 - 
/ RT  
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The two walls of the annulus act as regenerators of efficiency (a

	
inefficiency ( 111r) so that the net Pumping loss Q is:
	
r) and 
j C (T -T) 
D V L Sep P 
C	 max -P ) N C (T -T ) (i-a) min)
	 a C	 r	 - 
Ti 
The equations for shuttle loss and pumping loss 
are from Magee and Doering. 5 The r
egenerator heat transfer and matrix swing equations were developed for this study. The Pumping
 loss could be analyzed by use of the same techniques 
developed for the regenerators. However, time did 
not permit its lne1ujo. In any case, the p
umping loss exists only in the cold cylinder and is quite small. - 
Other loss mechanisms such as heat. transfer T 's, and flow pressir drops should be considered eventually. At present, these are neglected. 
5. VM Parameter Cal 
The following paragraphs describe how the relCtionhjp3 Prevented thus far are used to generate a specific figure. 
	
a. Net
 RefrigerP tirin770 K
 vs. Scale Factor
	
- 
Using the relationships derived for an ideal VTC 
refrigerator with the parameters of the reference design laboratory model, 
	
0.1745
	 T	 00°K co	 h 
	
= 0.923	
-	 T =üo°i v	
a 
T	 77°K	
-:•	 - 
Obtains:
	 - 
I	 0.0232 
-	 3-36 
•
I
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p.
So at N = 500 rpm, P	 400 psig 
Q	 NP V	 - = 11. 11 W C	 etc 
All the losses .are computed as 
cylinder = 0. 84 W - pressure cylinder 
Q	 =2.02W	 7 •	 shuttle 
Q = 0.20W	 ••. pumping	 -, 
rch	 = 0. 68 W - regenerator cold heat traisfer 
Q	 =4.13W 
res 
back	 = 0.51 W - back conduction Epoxy holder and screen matrix 
•	 = 8.38W 
The computed net !s:
:	
= 
4—c	 1L11-8.38 =2.73W 
cñet 
- The measured net was 2. 49 W; therefore, the deviatioki is: 
273-'9 
Percent 	
2 49	 x 100	 8.9 percent 
Now all dimension, except regenerator spec1ics are crnsidered to be 
• variable, formed by multiplying a scale factor Sj
 times the existing dimensions.. The 
net exponent of S1 for each loss is thus determined to be: 
Q	 =0.84S 
cylinder	 I	 •	 •.	 .	 ..	 -	 •• - 
Q	 =202S 
shuttle	 I 
Q	 = 0.20S pumping	 f 
-	 •	
=	 0 68 S	 2.46	 -	
• 
"rch	 •	
.S 
Q=4.13S 
rca	 •	 f 
0 =51 
'	 back -
5- 
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Llkev.'1e the grcss (	 will be given by: 
QC =	 .	 .1	 -.	 •...	 . 
Carrying out this computation over a range of S from 0 to 2 results' In 
Flu.	 -23.	 Note that below S 
	
0, 72, Q	 ret goes negative. 
> 
42-
-<I / 
36-
 
33-
p30-
24- .. 
Js-
CV	 15 
#2-
F	 -
O-sSRVED p	 3 PERFORMjcE 
•0	
0.0- 0 
S 3 ' LLL._L_LJ._L.LJ 
.2	 .4	 .6	 .e	 1.01.214 IG i.82
	
: 
SCALE FACTOR (Sf) 
Fig. 3-23	 net vs	 scale factor.
.1 
0• 
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b. Net
 Heat Input at SOW K vs Scale Factor 
Using all the loss relations-hips already discussed for the hot cylinder -. 
results in: 
Qcylinder = 14.9 W - hot cylinder wall 
regw 15.9 %V - reg ntor wail	 •-	 - - j 
Q 10. 1 W - regenerator fiberfrax insulation	 -. rins 
shuttle  -- 21.6W- shuttle loss" ' - 
= 33 4 W - regenerator hot heat transfer 
riis =0. 6 W - regenerator hot swing 
Qh = 48.4 W - ideal cycle	 in _____
'fl 
= 14	 9 W - total, cculated	 ilcble lOCsCb 
Q = 22.3 - outward	 x insulation less OinS ___	 F:-
167.2W	
.-
140tB the Q0	 e eornpated onward IMUR 	 lm dne toera1dio 
with air fUid Mizeirm In spz.c with mu i'c-1l in
	 th,n	 loc is reducible to 
less thaniW. .-	 ---
The naeured olecal pour
	 t was 190 W
	 Subtrting tha out-
ward tusulattonloss the d	 oni	 -	 -	 -;•	 :-
'2344 9
Ilk 
VL	 Percent )=	 x IGO= 16 percent 
The 'c1atic	 iba
 
as	 cta	 c	 ce1e f?ctorc, care 
Q = 149S cylinder I	 •-- gi 
Q regw 15.95if 
=	 10I S,. 
Q 2L 6 5	 -.,	 •-g	 -	 --
-	 -•
-	 --	 -	
-	 -	 -. -
;.. 
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5,
S - 
.13S 5 Shh
0.bS1 
48.4Sf3 
Carrying out this computation over a range of St from 0-2 results In 
YIp. 3-24. 
C.	 Weight v. Scale Factor. 
Using. die mterl&.
	 and olzc as shown in the two-view reference design, 
the welht is computed to be 5 lh	 The torque demand by the VM is expected to go up 
with S, and the torqui supply by the motor Will goup as Sf3.
	 Therefore, the total 
weight, of the VM and drive motor will go up as
	 This results In Fig. 3-25. 
d.	 MohnjPower v. 0cto Factor 
The torquo demand ye, speed was measured on the laboratory raodel VM 
engo.	 A Mrn2ght le of torqua,
 vs	 N resulted	 zero speed intercept of 7.6. 
and 103. € a-Ib at	 0 rpm	 The slope Is z	 ative of flow pessuro drcj 
ar4 the tntrcept RG ludleat.ive of nwning friction. 
It can el1y be shown tie& running friction ad flow pressure drops In 
a SoNod dosIr will fl ço as the cube of the ecle factor.
	 'fl shaft power of the ithoratory nede1 b PS 	 5.50 W0 Uatg a typical motor eficianey of 50 perecat 
vee rnetor c1tr2
	 Thie relstlonakcp 1r si lva in Thj 3-20 o 
.	 Thrmcl	 fcicncLv 	 cale Factor 
By tv&i	 net hcait. bt
	 by thd
 
met	 oration	 L Ima 'Moto ectoscy versus ec3c for to	 ewed	 Thto Ic. shown to P15 2'27. 4 
All prrmctera ccplc.d were related to enlzdU3 PICA VM or
	 pr-formanee. 1any mcth* of lvet are obvlaus Mth GUMOIGnt effort,	 The paramotoro are juod to b3 att
	 bt' and conservative.
	 S
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D. SYMBOL GLOSSARY 
A	
- Area of the wall normal to heat flow w 
CDR	 - Cold displacer regenerator 
BDC	 - Bottom dead center 	 .
	
VV	 . 
COP	 -- Coefficient of performance
	 V	 V 
D, D
	 - Intrnl. diameter of hot or cola cylinder lc 
B	 - Rgenerfttor ED 
- Fri.cUon force	 .	 . 
HDR
	 Not cpIeer reertor	
V 
V- CoaverMon factor in Newton'a law of motion; equals 3.2 ft x b C	
matter)/(o) (e) 1b force)	 V.	 V 
h	 - Film	 t trnfer coetflcie hort raft per unit area, per unit 
trare	 er=e	 V•	 V 
- Peeitnnd tze over-age film heat 	 ir cofiefnt in some dined roien.	
V 	 . 
- 
Ey of COW W1 MC53 par unit MaD.0 V 
•V• 
h	 Average fi1fl ht WA69or c1Cit th the	
V 
- 	 ciretor Ilcteiey	 V	 V 
- 	 ril	 ct	 pee' wi	 rcc 
k	 - TwI conductivity of the Wr, S 	 .	
. 
- Lntfit of the cyUnde;	 -.
(V. 
V	 -
k
—	 Thermal conductivity of tha wti1 
w 
L
-	 Length of the wall 
w 
Lr Regenerator lintJ. 
13 -	 L3ngth of	 cal,	 gonerator ti	 jLindcr 
M
-Maoe
 
M Annulus mane flow rto 
M
- Regenerator main flow rath
9 
N flevolutione par nnt tA, of the VM engine 
-
Chro prec with alt of VM engine at Ta 
P Pcaure 
P prouge In oo cycle 0f a
	 entao	 0 ij 
P prcuro in oo Qycte
	 VM ein 
P radtl nu 
- Tetsl prcrnwe drop
	 rjanrto, 
oeea	 idat, ltoct rcclon
	 CyQ at T 
1a t1oi,	 cytlecT 
- !dal heat VOSCatiG3 raW, nt Ta 
not -
	
Net boat 'ojootthn rao of a real VM Gagifle at 
C,	 t$3aI	 coA r&S6rPUG1i por cyole at T 
-	 al heat ebrption, por cycle at 
Ideal beat ahorpAon rato, at T
e	
0 
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OF
net - Net refrigeration rete of a real VM engine at T 
-
	
Frictional heat generation rata 
• HT -, Equivalent loori rate due heat traufor	 T from wothlng fluid to the VM engine wallQ 
-	 D1merteioitl3c, ideal, heat aborptton per cycle at Th 
•
-	 Ideal heat abeocption, per cycle at Tb 
Ideal heat thorpon rate, at Th 
net -	 Net heat aborption rate of real VT etglne atTh 
Loa heat rito, c	 of all lozoez to cold or hot cyllnthr for a given VM 
conflgura1on end trro 
- Pum ping heat transfer low rto 
Qr Rgtor beat lono rate 
Q -	 shuttle heat trerxfow . rate 
Wall heat coaCtuation rate 	 •• 
It Univereel rtn conetit 
3? Internal radluG of a dda walled prcaare carrying cylinder 
S - Radial gao clerece of CDI or MDR to cyl2iuor 
t Time 
T Ambient, crart!s cacie beat rejection temrahrre 
a
Cold cylfrder, rdrigeration efreration teapztrre 
TC -	 Top dead center	 • • 
- Hot cyHnbr, heat eozrce tzrapsratura 
Rc Effecive cold regencrntcr ttorn
T1 -	 Effective hot regenerator temperature 
U -. Gas stream velocity 
U
- Total energy contained within a control volume
--:1 
- Dimensionless, inctantanecus ambient volume 
V
- Instantaneous total ambient volume a. 
V - Average gas velocity	 .
.•; 
- Average gas velocity in the annulus
	 .	 . 
V - Average gas velocity in the regenerator 
-k!- Dimensionless in3tantaneous cold volume 
C 
V
- Instantaneous total cold volume C
- Cold swept volume to hot swept volume ratio co 
V -	 Total cold swept volume
	 . Co .	 . 
- Dimensionless instantaneous hot volume 
Vh - Instantaneous total hot volu'ne 
ho Total hot swept volume 
- Total volume in a VM engine 
Vv Total void volume in engine 
Temperature weighted,- dim cnIoriIess void volume
	 .. . 
V - Clearance or void voLme
	 tC for CDR 
vC 
V Clearance or void voLme at TC for 11DB vh ,.	 .	 . 
V/T The summation of all void olemeato divIded by the tow.pctiaie of that V
void element
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F - 
-
i 
VVR - Total void volume in cold regenerator 
vRh - Total void volume in hot regenerator 
W
- Number of regenerator screens per unit length
	
S 
- HDR or CDR stroke length 
Z
- Clearance, regenerator to cold head for improved heat trnnofr 
- Clearance, regenerator seal to cylinder ID 
Crankshaft angle from CDR pivot to HDR pivot 
- Angle from hot cylinder to cold cylinder 
S
- Instantaneous angle from hot cylinder center line to MIJ orukthrft ptvot 
- Dynamic viccoity of ths working fluid
	
.5 
- Regenerator efficiency 
S	 P - Gas mass density 
a - Design stress	
S	
55	
S 
Y	 - Kinematic viscosity of the working fluid 
- Net pho enio by which the IR le(ds the CDR
..S	 I 
1	 3•••47	
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RADIOISOTOPE FEAS[BILITY
Summary 
The selection of  heal source for the ICICLE reduces to isotope or  sokircoliesrlor 
for long life applications. From purely technical considerations the isotope le the 
preferred method for providing heat. Size, weight, complexity, reliability and life are 
much more ailrcctivc with the lso lope source. The safety and nontechnical criteria which 
Impact on the feasibility of Isotope usc are being addressed in such programs as (he SNAP 
series, Thnsfl spacecraft, and Pioneer spacecraft. It appears that satisfactory solutions are 
being achieved ,:d that feasibility will not be limited by these factors. 
Projected mIsion length will limit the choice of fuels to I'u 238 or Pm 147 for space 
upplications. The physical charoc(cris tics of Pu 238 make it the most attractive choice for 
use as an ICICLE heat source. Its half life 82 years so that its power input can be 
considered cotu:(ant for the iwo to five year ICICLE lifetime. Since PU238 is an alpha 
emitter with a hlch power dcnsiiy. If can be packaged into a compact. lightweight 
source. Heat wurces using this fuel and a refractory shell design are currently undergoing 
teat for launch approvel for the Transit and Pioneer programs. Pu 238 iz the only rP4 (a vial 
with which such lasting and development have been done, and Pu 238 s #1w only meerfzl 
which is pre.enIly being developed in the power range required for an ICICLE 
application,	 . 
A radioiso(o;c heat source using Pu'-	 fuel appears to be feasible 'or the ICICLE 
application on the basis of performance, sI.e, weight and life. This feasibility 
supplemented by the existence of a f;ody of developmental ",
,
test data for we of a	 - 
similar capsule in a space application. 	 .	 . ..	 ;.	 .	 . 
An important alipcct of the foaibillty of the ICICLE involves the fearibiIiy of the 
radioisotope heat saurce. Gcncrally, there are three questions which rit be an-
swered viien one to considering the uce of an tsoopc First, the feasibility of meeting 
the technical requirements of the eytein must be satisfied. Such factora ao thermal 
output,- operating ternreraturo, size, weight and life must be met to cstallith feait' 
biity. Secondly, a study of availability and cost of the preferred 1sctco must be 
made to determine whether the mission has nuiffcient priority to merit the uoc of the 
limited ciupply of certain isotopCa. In addition, more available fuel form-fi must be 
evaluated to determine whether the penalty of poorer technical characte fstics com-
promises mission performance unacceptably. Thirdly, a specific mjo, Ion analy 
4-1
LIMIT OF CURRENT ISOTOPE 
coo 
t3J
VV, NOT cYLuDaR
be completed to establish suftalc safety requirements and teat procedures. Feast-
hifltt, iQ .t.ihI ch.l if	 .fn n^nfj1nmrtnt nnrl +,.,.,...d	 -• 
•,	 "..S.flflSItJ6 t-fl1O U 
the requirements of a mission. 	 .	 . 
The technical feasibility of using an isotope for the ICICLE system is. in our 
ophuion 9
 an established fact. Many Isotope sources have been developed r use in 
space. Typical examples are given by Corwin.
	 Of the systems listed byGerwin,

the STEP II built b y
 Sanders Nuclear Corporation would almost exactly me: the re-
quirements of ICICLE. STEP ills a thermoelectric converter which has aelectri-
cal output of 10 W when driven by a plutonium 238 heat source which generates 250 W. 
The heat source iS in the form of plutonium oxide and is contained in a 4-In diameter 
spherical vessel and weighs 4 lb. The maximum operating temperature for this 
source Is 1800F, with current development being done to raise this to 2000°F. The 
curve shown in Fig. 4-1 gives the fuel capsule temperature required to transfer 250 W 
to the receiver. at the temperature indicated on the abncIsa. Both source and re-
ceiver are assmed to have an emissivity of 0.9. The conclusion from this data is 
that the size and temperature of existing isotope capsules can easily meet the techni-
cal requirements of the ICICLE program.
	 .	 .	 . . 
If one itecepts the conclusions that the effect of Isotope selection is binary
 on the 
feasibility of ICICLE (i.e., if an alpha emitter W available, the isotope will not bar 
feasibility; if such an emitter cannot be used, then ICICLE will not be feasible because 
of excessive .
 shielding weight), then the process of fuel celection can be separated 
from system few1bIItty. In this study, fuel selection is not made, but a general de-
scription of candidate Laeln is present ed. 
The ecrce of beat In a radioiotcpe Is the c-cntinuous decay of the material from 
an excited energy state to a lower energy 2t-o. This decay follows'an eonetial 
relatlonrthtp with time in accordance with
P Power 
	
A	
-	 O.63 
	
P= t	 = Decay Constant =
Half Lifo 
t=Time 
This relationship is shown In Fig. 4-2 for several materlai3. Clearly, the preferred 
isotope or vo to five yex Me is piutoa!un 230. its oi4put d -ades about 1 percent 
In two years and A.
 percent in five yeurs. T!n 70
 and p0110 are unceptabie for ' long 
inizeiono bee snGa of their chore cleay tinte Promethium 147 (Pm147) h52 2 daay 
charaaterh4tc intermedtr between thene two. hi two years, it decaya to 00 perc enat
 of its crlgLm1	 ability rad in live years to 3t oveu' 25 percent. A two year mcslon 
using Thn v.oUdriire an Initial cc of 200/0. 60 415 W aiW a five year 
mission iwouid require 1600 W initial c 
Decay of radioactive materials Es eccornpnnled by the em uektn of p2tiole
 such 
as alpha (a), beta. (j) and nenon (9 o welt CIO eiecrcnatio rsdiatina called 
anma (V) rrya. Thce.o decay oict Ede-act with matter CO geric the hect 
in tootopoo. Aipha eo:n ecu be contained by very lijit ei&iosuree o 
ttll the therri.el energy is avaiIab.e at t.e botope oauIe. Betra and gamma 
2GIVO, eróoeaos fO? cture. Table 44 wto prc. 
ortiso of rnrfoao oeu41c
	 isotopes caten:Esoi by type of prithary ov,41bation 
tOathi1TL 90 (01$0), which !o-oPs 11Te aggood pasolbility in Fig.. 42, to elh bated by - - 
the ehEsldin	 nent indicated in T.b!e 4L Au-i eamIe of th ecnt of the 
weight pcaalty bocauss of shielding La the SNAP 211, vbich hi spro2Iirnrtsly the tame 
thermal output as the
	 IX but weighs WO lb Wilo ftccu be argued that the S1'YAP 
21B, which is decined for undersea use mi&t not be representative of a spae oo-irco 
the diggIvifty of using y ocmcas would naZe them ictical, 	 S	 - 
The qqo^ Uaa of ol selection w&4d tbs probably rotnce to a coics h7e53 
a147 ,	 curium 244 Or 6-M sin	 .Jetal t 'ial, It vi&.d 
be a ilb1e fsr c	 ration in the 1072 time frie. There-is -.p2S0  van-
able to satEsfy the ICICLE reçtirement9
 which is for aprouimetsIy 6o g. The latest 
-.	
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Reentry haD been dealt with extensively -
 by Brunner et al. They summarize the 
problems for intact reentry from a mission short as followu: 
1) Off the ped. Booster elolo, fireballs nd after-fire. 
2) Power flight. Difficulty of ejocting fuel aseemblien ast high 
dynamic preure and danger of bootir explosion or damage from 
other dvbrio. 
3) Suborbital. Inability of reentry system to separate nd orient properly 
to that 0.0rodmMic heating at r.ondasign W,106 of attack causes csp. 
tulo burnout 
4) Parking orbit (100 nmi). Reentry systom must be deeiged to with-'
 
stand reentry exivironmeits, ground impact and postinipct thermal 
loads This trajectory Is usually the design case. 
5) Long-life orbit, Reentry systems must survive logtlme apace-
thermal-radiative cay
 onmeao prior to reentry and impact. 
6) Suprorbital return. Extremely Hh thermal flws, Inortial toado 
and dyntmtc prosuros cu. occtu hrough a viida rano of vluos. 
Dfeat protectvo ciystems d mateia1s as Ii5t4d in Table 42 have bea cbvolcpci 
to meat most zu1rcments. Using these wietaran.IG and WchaAvvmo, as well as 
foirred vsh.lclo r%TPQG, auote reentry protoct.en cn h pevi&xL Vars isots 
cDaloa have bn ccssLJielly testa in a 6-'in dcnoer plsi
	 cs to 01m. Mao
reentry. 
• Anodior arçaot of reentry was demonstrated by the recovery o an ab*rwl Watp. 
1. Tbe teoftz1affy twoh 110wed sdute volcie t acirjn5 Md *etory c1clatca 
to permit recovery 09 the cepule plays an lmyuytant dart in so llEbin lotepe 
foaalbllily. It ako justWes the use of e,3asfive bt lone lived Pg	 since a source
witha half llo of 00 years can be reused r. aay timo. 
The Impact rsuirements call for impactinj oato solid granite at the terminal 
veioctty of the seeic capsule conLuratio. Curvivol after &o test has bcsn demon-
stratod with sejeral fuel	 aurattons.	 •. 
While those @0'a.0 idem2ons must certainly be n
	 to assure 
a fourth prsccai but possibly overriding conoId-)mKcQ is the availability of on ec° 
cetablo clev ioed capsule. It would be naive to apoco that some alra, dovolv ed 
capsule could be simply used ac is In the ICICLI Cyotem sinco onh oaee l'ht has 
Ito	 aciJ	 eatc. ICICLE weuld be r	 sontially no cnd concept 
ocezomicalkY If dielccd oche	 could be usct. Toblo 4 is a sumory of 
isotope c elcpment capsules as rera ytad by Hitman I3oclateo, 6 Is pninted out by 
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TABLE 4-2. TYPICAL MATERIAL /PPLlCATlON 
Heat-Protective System	 S 	 Material 
Ablation	 Gr?pllte , a special graphites, b 3Mc 
and ESMd 
Transpfratio Cooling
	 Matrix: graphite, metals, ceramics and

3DGFM 
Coolants: 
Active - He,
	 N2 and NH3 
Passive - Be, N, LIF, BaF, B and 
BL Cu, 
Film Cooling	 Re, H20, N2 rnd NH3 
Liquid-met CcDli.g
	 Li, Na and Mg 
Heat SI	 Cu, Be and grapdtee 
Go Ran, 41 ThM, Ta 
S 
c. AT TtQ, RyralyU	 d POCO ff,thlte 
b	 oforcd jyroIytc grapb llta felt (RPG), relAgore d
 pyrolized 
l&tx (IUPP), Pyrocc,
	 d 
c Th	 gta browi rnz-aL 
pI eiatcn-Qr ctdold nti! for Bower ort1 em-
onviroet; T OOC? F. 
19 n2 20 am Otfry ralewat t6 Llm ICICLE pran, Cu10 ni-
ber 20 han c tir1 power of OW W
	 wall bz fiotlm la an RTO In a Trawit 3pace. 
crit In ociply 1971. TItO caBo k
	 oB test. 
The Tr	 erc1e lo an	 of the LRHS prog
	 (ften 
t!e tCIQ	 WL	 ffb	 of 1	 rc	 cc o? 
is w p
 a	 I 
Y	 cm1	 of ft-on 24 W to CSO
 W vi c Qtrhto&ij
	 wcB lea!s UO to micluda that witn t rawork of tha 
development program required to use any isotope in ICICLE, specification of the re-
quired output would not represent an important complication. The necessity of Ce 
relatively large reentry can make the total source size and weight relatively insensitive 
to thermal output. The LRHS capsule, for Instance, weighs approximately 9 lb com-
pared to 14 lb for the Transit capsule. Ten pounds seems Uke a good estimate for po-
tential ICICLE capsule weight. 
A competing capsule configuration also undergoing launch approval testing Is a 
modified SNAP 19 configuration (item number 19), which is scheduled for flight on 
Pioneer F and Pioneer G. This capsule, an outgrowth of the original SNAP 19 pro-
gram (item number 9), is slightly lighter than the Transit capsule and uses TZM con-
tainment. It is scheduled for flight late in 1971.
	
. I 
ICICLE can and should utilize a modification of the Transit or SNAP 19 capsules 
as a heat source. The feasibility of using an isotope as a heat source for an ICICLE 
System reouires similar considerations as are rontiird in the sfaidv of an TIAG Sinee
 these have been shown to be feasible by'study and experiment, there is good reason to 
expect that the Isotope will not be a critical Item relative to ICICLE feasIbility. 
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Fifth Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, Florida, Agarei 11-14, 1988. 
3 Private communication, J. Tacobo, Smdia Corpoion. 
4. M. J. Brunner et a1,, "Re-entry oT radioactive power sources,". J. of Spacecraft and 
rtectteto, vol. 8, April 1968,
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TABLE 4-3 SURVEY OF NUCLEAR FUEL CAPSULES AND DEVELOP 
STATUS - AEROSPACE APPLICATION 
thermal 
Pror Agency/ F
u
el
Fuel 
Ca,,ujl.	 Cupeule MODe) Applkotlon llit	 rug I Frm Technok 
lP30 52.5 TranIt4A 
TranU 40
US4C/Wcr,;n	 Pv230 Metal 0,55 n3	 Sunernlioy,Rtrn.up 
waf4fto Corp. (Copvilr	 Dctgr,l 3on-VonttJ 
Volurre) 
SNAP .9A 460 Nvlatonol UA(C/Mt,rfle	 Pu-239 M,tol 4.02 In3	 SuptrolIct,,0urnup 
Sotolilte; l*jrlotto Corp. (Copwlo	 Oel,.ionVonterj 
VoIur.a)	 - 
SNAPI9C2 105 Nimbus UAtC/Wu,rtIn	 Pu.239 Metal' 0,981" D i u.	 SvpvolIoBm.g. 
h'w rlof to Corp. NO 1
x 3.732	 DriNor V	 ,ad 
- $Wien Suit 
Water ( 1 96.") (Mlc(np$erei)
I.ang, (RI It 
,lor	 lçj' 
P00011! 1670 ThrutI.t USAEC-USAF/	 Po-210 onhjm 1.950, 010. 
TIIW Sytlema Compound t 4.703°	 1	 ' .
	 .n-Ipoct Impa t D-
Lone	 Richt -. 	 $1911 4 
- CIrcu or Cy1 
SNAP-19 570 Nimbus- tlSA(C/M.,fl,	 Pu-236 PuO. 2.900° D ig . p,rollay,2t . n.,p . (Oeferoreo tM Mart. Ito Corp. •9r1. Non \*-.r-d. )L0I%9 
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Ctnt,ol 
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Osmp^c al 
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ci
°4AP19	 570	 N1.4v-L1	 t,kA1!C/liapa$,	 Pv-23l 
Ak Catulo	 204	 TcchnAogy
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Pv	 tcatflttI	 - 
• 	 -
Pv02	 2,125,011 .	 nrolk,,Vid 
(Mlarp1ae7}	 .5" LcIJ (NioIiar	 ttttoci Dl'i 
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1 ,73'D, * 
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Fuel fuel 
moncy/ • reel c. p.Io Ccpsul Louncr 
frn SIco Tochnoloty Rumorht 
,'';ttn P'3 Milal 0.53 in Suproll*y, burn-up This Not ciwIo wonid not totiilcurrent earo- 
ta Co.-o. (Capsule Dsign,NonVoitod 5f0O nuCICO? tofoty Critorin. 
Volume) 
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VoIur) 
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yutrms Compound x 4.70',%' Non-intact Impact Do- Tctt tystom tost.	 Three capsules mato	 one ocembty. 
Long (Right sign Only lut th0 ground tail, roth copsslo wet fueled to 
Ctrcukt Cyt 300 wales on l y.	 The capsule was putti. t lty qtsolitiud, 
rndr} i.e., thermal and impact mting was performed. 
T/Mnrtin P.23 Pu02 2.98O Die. S,iperolIoy,Bszrn.0 No This fuel capsule was not used for Nlnbu,-B. 
!to Corp. (MIC.t.phOrcrs) x6.l 	 Long Design, Non -Vu: 
CL0') 
- Pet 147 Pm203 I	 Do. a 2 .5" vpornItoô N-ors -Vntod Grcund This fuot eapwlo was furled and used in tho Rh 
Long Tail %yticm 9tOIJfld tOti thol was fser(OIl'w . d of Mound 
spherically Only 
[ ondosicylinder 
TRW f\	 '31) Pu07 1.563'Dl. s ftefrcctcrNon-VcntcS, Ground Its oraur'.d 
1MI crOt	 e " iue" (P.lght Circular
lion. IfliOtI IIflOtt WI - 
tItT
Itt 
Only 
Cylinder) 
/Smmcur,	 Pm .147 Pm203 2	 Dirt.	 rr 2' Rofractutp Klan .Vrsod Ground 
lot-sg (R ; ghb Cli- TotI 
culor cylinder) Only 
/hotc,an.	 P23 P002 2.125	 Cia. Suporallos Vented Yes 
(Mlcroopheros) ti (Hersiephor.
(NonSolocIivo), 
Intact Dottgn 
icaily (ndecl 
Cylinder) 
/Alturric,	 Ps. 233 NO 	 .: i .726Dlo, Rofsucboy.Non-Vcnto4r No 7.311	 Ler.g intactIrst'.3ct Design 
C/Gonerl	 P0.23 
q c Co. 
r .'iscstopcs,	 Po210
NO 2.519' Dlo, S	 esohIy,Voncd	
•
Yes (For ca 
'MI rc.hó'.'' ' I$.O' Lor (Right Ciroulot
(rs Seloctivo)r	 , 
Specie1 Can; ['to- Cult'. Con. 
- Cy in sinned for Aepoo Wined In IiecnhV 
- P4jlaor Safety Cos.r) 
Plarilsnts 0.0m , 010. P.cfrohre Non .Vcntecf No 
it l3.W4" 
Lcssrj (Irti-
t1srichIy	 - 
- dCylltufr •	 - 
Pu02 3	 CIa. n 3 I'oftactoty,Non-Vrntcd, V,s 
(Mlcunherco) '
	
ircGuLrGCyI. Intact lnWoct Desl4n 
- Inder)
tyrrurn roit. one cupsue was porttaiy quer.reo,6 
I.e. thermal and Impact tostr e.t performed. 
Advance Manned Svratcgic Aircraft. this fuel 
capsule woe fultd and ueod Its a Cnourrd system 
teet. 'h r.apivlo sr-.as not douisned (at ocroip000 
oophkotiot-se. 
This fuel cpsulo was fueled and launched Into 
earth chIt on April 14, 1969 as a pure of 
the S	 l9/Nieth,-1esotohlIte peagroni. 
A meoflfied design of this fuel cispo-ula hi bean 
tcrttrsti"ly i-elected for usa on the Trc.rraif iotop'.ees. 
£tett,Iv threloenrent Cestirvj hoe been pnnc'd 
lot due eamuto, Four '.euz,ulee will be y00kd In 
- to neer (utvrO. One soul meet liLehy Incld, ci 
Yent. This fuel cup;vto will mat likely be wad 
lot tho La['o Roçntry 11t Source 'oeu in coos- 
uncfL, with Uooytort Lycl Sytow. 
This fuel eusulo has been fuolod cord f1li1 
quahifted (c'. lnc.h In a special rt0r?ry pro- 
tecllwn co4c, The SNAP-27 geteetcitce It planned 
to be (linen son the allo-12 Mieslon this year. 
Proaram tenitsted. Fuel CO t2utO mci only 
portlaily	 vclorne;it tested. 
Apollo tuner rndioi:eto,o lieotre. Ccorplotaly 
flight sjliftod. Two hoober srtd per selurso-
meter cecmleiy. flown on Apollo-I I In .tuly 
I P39. 
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No.
For F rst	 Power 
D npr.os;o n	 (Watts) pcot;on
Agency/ 
Ro3ponli	 F,el
 Fuel 
Form
Fuel 
Ccp3uIe
Fuel	 4
Capsule 
Size Technology 
14 1969 to 50 Spacecraft 
Componont
NASA-Hoution
	
Unknown 
(MSC)/McDonnelf- Unknown Unknown Unknown 
Heater Doug Idi
- 
- 
IS 1969 P4litrnon
	 870 Technology 
Program
USAEC/Httmon	 Pu-238 
Au	 l,e.
Pu02 8.10' Do. Supeal lay, Non 
Spherical Copule I
oclato,
. crosp	 res, (Sphere) Vonted.lntact- 
Program - Design 
16 1969 Sanders	 600 Tohnalogy USAEC/Sondori	 Pu28 Pu02 4.06" Dia. Ceromic,Vcnt 
Spherical
Program Associates, inc. (Micropheres) (Sphere) intact-Impact 
Capeula 
Program 
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- 
GOA	 700 
pherkal
Technology 
Pr-.sgrom
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Pu02 8" 0h2. P.ermctoreitf!ei 
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-'	 10 1969 TAW
	 900 
Capsule
Technology 
Program
TRW Systems
	 Pu-238 (ln-H} Pu02 2.0911 Me. RefrnC)VeijJ Progrcrn - ,.	 ,cros,, ores. x 6.06" long Intoct-Inipoct Dè (Hnrispher-
kally,
 Ended 
Cylinder) 
1969 SNAP-19	 675 (Mdifiod Tochno-logy Pegrnm lotop	 Inc.	 Pu238 (Prhnarlly on ' PV 02 leentry Shape ReFractorVe.it lR$lS) 
-
ln-Ho,:	 Program, (Micratpheras) l	 xegonol 3.5	 Acr Intact-impact -S
Sosi,. USAEC Flqts x 6.75" 
-
Fundlrt3) Long 
2 l-s#ijre Tranolt	
-.850
 
Heat Source
Transit 
Spacecraft
USAEC/TW	 PV-238 
Sytor.'o
Solid 2.46' Dia. x RFroctr.,Vett 
Solution 6.70" Long lnloct-trnpcct Ckrá 
Cannot nfeoSer-•
- icolljf - 
Cyllnd.zr). 
•	
-
 
Pe-entry can Is 
• a right clscukr 
- cyiindar 3.04" 
Oia.,t8.04 
LWV 
21 LSS Most	 ...400 
Source
Future Life 
Su pport
USAEC-NASA-	 Unknown 
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System Electric Co.
-
- 
Program - 
() Future Mulil-	 Unknown 
I4sm*od	 ftt
Future Space 
Misslono
UAEC/GeruI	 Unknown 
Electric	 o.
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Hoot Source(s)
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-	 -	 -	 S - 
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URVEY OF NUCLEAR FUEL CAPSULES AND DEVELOPMENT 
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Fuel
Fuol 
Fuel	 C0p3u10 
Form	 Sire
Foal 
Capsule 
Technology
Launch 
Approval * 
Won	 Unknown Unkn	 Unknown Unknown No Donr* ll-
ttnon	 Pu-238 
Inc.
Pu02
	 8.10"013. Soperolloy,Non No 
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Design 
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Section 5
	 - 
HEAT PIPES 
Summary 
The most efficient means of truiefeI?ing heat in an ICICLE system in terms of low 
weight and low temperaturt, adier.is A to employ heat pipes at high, ambient, and 
cryogenic temperatures. 
Ifigh-teniperature (943°C) heat (350 W) transfer from the rcL'ec-otopc to the VM hot 
cylinder can best be achieved by the heat pipe combination of sodium working fluid, 
molybdenum wick, and TZM-mrlybdsnwn usd1 material. A 0.54n diameter heat pipe 
would exhibit a total temperature drop of about 10°C. If pre4lunch testing is done in air, 
nickel wall and wick nwterial should be us-ed with sodium, which would result in a total 
heat pipe temperature drop of obout 13°C. The weight of a 0.5-in. OD heat pipe is 
approximately 0.25 pound per foot of length. 
If a Mort half-life radiosotope is employed, a constant -temperature b.ypam heat pipe 
can be used to tranzferoxcesa isotope heat to spece. A 1-in-diameter, 12-in-long sodium 
heat pipe with a helium reservoir will imnefer 350 W while meintai:zirga terapert.ture of 
from 936°C to 9&5°' and would weight about 0.75 lb. 
Amb1ant-lernpemture heat rejection from VMcmnbcase tosce is beat handled bya 
heat pipe-honeycomb radiator linked to the Vhf by a primary heat pipe. A heat 
p4re4zor,ecomb radiator configuration is om'ended because of its low weight and 
low temperature gradients, Ammonia Is recommended for the workbg fluid in both the 
primary heat pipe and the radiator oreeconthn'y heat pipes. A 1-in-damcter primary heat 
pipe with aluminum well and wick will transfer 19C Wet 30°C with a temperature drop 
of °C and will weigh about 1 lb/ft. 41undnum trail and wick is also commanded for 
the secondary heat pipes which are 0.25 in. In diameter, and will exhibit en 11°C 
temperature drop and weigh about .05 pounds per foot. 
In the cryogenic heat pipes, minimum temperature drops can be achieved by using 
ccren-couersrd channel wicks. The pore radius and the wick Ihithness ratio should be 
optimised Co permit ground testing at the full design heat load. The fluid flow and heat 
train far characteristics of oxygen are superior to nitregen in the temperature range 77°K 
to WK, but a complete lack 01 experimental data for oxygen heat pipes precludes its 
recornmeruiaflors. An optimised nitrogen heat pipe operating at 77'K mitts an aluminum 
channel wick with an 1W of 0.3 in one a length of 4 ft will weigh 0.05 lb and exhibit a 
temperature drop of Ices than 1°C for a heat transfer rate of I W
I-
A. GENERAL HEAT PIPE THEORY 
I. Introduction - 
The necessary heat pipe technology for an ICICLE system requires a synth-
sin of exioting heat pipe theory and the expansion of that theory to permit a more 
complete understanding of heat pipe fluid flaw and heat transfer p rocesses. The 
5'-1 
-,
operating temperature range for ICICLE heat pipes encompasses irtua1ly all areas 
of heat pipe investigation to this date. In this section a thorough treatment of heat 
pipe theory will be presented, which will include analysis of fluid flow dynamics, heat 
transfer mechanisms, operational limits and optimization t-ehniques. 
2. Liquid and Vapor Flow Dynamics 
The fluid driving force in a heat plpcis due to the surface tension fc..rces 
in the wick. These forces depend upon the liquid-vapor surface tension, the radius 
of curvature of the evaporator and eondcner menisci and the liquid-solid wetting 
angle. This capillary puniping force is resisted by viscous shear forces In the liquid 
and vapor, by momer.tum changes in the liquid and vapor, and, depending on the 
orientation, by gravitational forces acting on the liquid. 'he effect of gravity on the 
vapor flow is always assumed to be negligible. Tkese forces may be combined In 
the following pressure-balance Euatien for steady-state heat pipe operation: 
=
	
if +	 v +
	 g	 (5-1) 
Where
is the capillary pumping pressure
 
is the liquid pressure drop caused h' viscous drag In the wick LI	
.,•/ 
	
Ap
v is the vapor pressure drop	 1.:
PLg Is the gravitational liquid pressure drop 
P.. Capillary Pumping Pressure 
The pressure difference across a curved ilquidvapor interface is given 
by the Laplace-Young equation.,
	 - 
	
P	
--	 (5-2) 
I	 C	 r dl
• • -'. 
where 
y is the liquid surface tension 
e Is the liquid-solid contact angle. 
r	 is the capillary pore radius.
.5-2
..f.
•	 •	 •	 •	 •• 
I	 p 
Th3	 t nAen cf	 woulzillev flnidn is evatorally WQII daftned ad 
• th cciact Wla ia us i^aRLyto ha 00	 which can lead to iar^-,^ ernra in cacbth 
kzvr, £	 a ?Jqi	 ioa, andnft	 i ccrac
•: 
• 	 •
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Mftaot
	
, 
be e	 eiially cemid. ComnerIimetal or fiber
• 
meml viice cc1rA a distirEmflua el pora sizes with the Iajet gore bzing Wically ;• 
live tfr	 larger than the	 e1lct 1o3. TWO stndak-d	 Mhaliques 1!Or 
dGtwMiMUG'a C4 the cic pare QiZe in a Wick are the 	 1ICy 
rice to3t and the	 imvi	 precre test. The cpiIkry TIne test cc uiste of	 ea-
• tha raqtimum heit, z, to Tihich a wetin	 lIjiid oal density 
p, 
vAll rice In 
• a verticaR wick. Tits	 JThrim con,lon re-Wires that the capfllsi	 pl 
• 	
•. sure be balanced by the hydmoMe peaeure . of the I1quId	 • 
AP 	 P	 (5-) 
or
p 
where	 - 
L the local acce eatio	 of gavity. •	 • 	 • 
The	 teat lnvoivoc LwassnrislwZ a 
unik tQ	 ra e'cec	 the ea-tl!ay pressuro es cvlden-ed by ar 
• thnh 9ke vtc	 tmbn^quvismtah	 Lcr and faetor than tt5 eafl 	 • • 
Ly aice txt	 ha bn zhiz-m that Lmth	 ylold Sim1hr rcrRs 1 
b,	 Prestmea 
The	 ease	 In the Rqmid omsed by f'avity Ic cy 
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2 i. the Iath e. the Lt Ie 
• ti the heat iie oa	 c11 tIJit	 eced from the icroibL	 --; 
For darivaUGA of the licpid pro c.aro drop due to vincus chear, tncóm 
preeIbe, one di.zcneic1, fJ1y developed, laminar fIcr vilth cotant prcertie	 1e • 	 • - 
aocumed.' The Reynolds number, R0 , for liquid floi in a pore Is uswil]y beli 10 
-	 •.	 •	 S.	 • •
V 
S.
SI 
The fol	 vhg RyitoIds numbor cIcukthm is typical for	 high temaro.sodium 
heat pipe:
1 
re R 	 (5-6) He
A0	
S. 
where:	 . 
m. is the liquid mass flow rato m 	 41 
• A 	 is the cross sectional	 A :	 2 - r	 e	 S C w	 v 
Q	 thro. 
in the L4á VCo3ft.y	 I 
h is the latent ht ca" Viti .• j 
S i 
.G UO ry 
e is ?	 wickgolvoity . 
Asciug vE',Lzn e 1000 W for Q, 1. C	 /o/s fo	 3870 W s/g Lor h 
O.0icfor r	 I7cor r
	 1.00 corr	 ord08fore, lQJato 
be 1. U.
	 Tia	 eqi^_%uaa o?h
	 j layer i	 rive Ia
	 • 
cat
P.1 1
	 \ S	 • • 	 • 	 r	 r	 \r r)	 S 
where:
	
- 
U Is tk,3 ice1 cal vøRc
.5-
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S I 
V I 
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F. 5-1.	 flow rnocI. 
For a My dsvolopt' roIoaIy po1ik, v	 0 and	 0 Eq. 5 9 thor. I 
4, (5:Lo) 
coditk,
(541) 
(5 Th 
0 in 
. 540 WA00 VIK	 OpW to
i	
(+c) 
(	 th) [ 
-	 ,---	 - -. 	 4_	 ;_,•	 ..—SsS - S
=L ^	 C1 mr + c2j	 (5-14) 
The f1rt bonthry condition, Eq. 5-11, yields C 1 	 0; the i9ecand boundary condition 
Eq. 5-12, Y1O1d.
4 
+ C2] 0 
= 
or
C2= _rf2 
Equation 5-14 becomes
:. 
dx)[4
(5-15) 
or
2 
L r ()
	
(5-18)	 4 
E.tt©; 518 yIem& ths 1oR n1I voityLi, In teriin of th3 cthl p QGU3 gradi-
ent	 The lcoI v1oclty cn be W.'Pree- sed In terme of t moan veloic'y, V, by 
dotannirAng V ouch that'.	 . 
=	 VA	 (517 
The tocl wnan flow rite ()
	
be fcnd by intonn tt.w! u over tho crc-
eectcrl fotv or
th f up , dA0	 (513) 
V	 u pdA	 (5-1) 
5-6 
Since pp, ic a constant over the cross section, 
VfudAc (520) 
For e circular tube,
S
t 
7 r 2 A0	 0 
dA	 2Frdr 
C 
E(puatio' 5-20 now becomes,
2Turdr : 
çrj S I 
0 
V	 (	 u 
LP 
0
j
Subtitti	 Eq. 5-16 Into Eq. 541, . 
2	 f 	 (-.,) [1 (522) 
0
r"JOr vL. f
ro  
vL(..)(43 (5-23)
I 
•	 ;••.••	 •
- 
•	 3
dP  
r.jV 
g r0
(5-24) 
In a heat pipe tho total Q io tansfcrrc2 by mccr trr*port or Q	 zh. 
For	 teati-ttato f1m, int 	
- • 
or 
and _____ V	 -- £	 peA 
Eqttion 5 . 4	 om	 (with "t	 replaocd by '', the dinco slona tho tth of tho 
ht pp3)
dP
(6-25) 
A i	 i Hquij fk
	 A
-
ry	
CD 
V1	 j 
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The conotant B In Eq. 5-28 comos from the aveu gnptton that all the pores in the wick 
may be reprccnod by straight, parallel, capillary tubes of radii r0 . The true liquid 
pressure drop in a wick etrucluro will be somewhat higher, depending on how the 
actual liquid flow path tkwlatcs from that of the otraight capillary tube. To account
 for this deviation, the contcnt B in Eq. 5-28 In replaced by a tortuousity constant, 
b which may vary iipwarde from 8. The b factor ic commonly ausumed to vary 
from 10 to 20, but this implies that S may vary independently of o, and r, which 
is not correct. 
•
	
	 Just as the characteristic rc should be determined experimentally, the
grouping
b 
or 02 
should akio he found by onperlinent. Thfu ia commonly done by either the forced flow 
permeability tct or the gravity flow cmthiLity that. The latter Is used for very 
thin wicks where the flow roistanco Ia a function of the meniecus radius of the 11 quid- 
vapor intorac,. This aubject Ia covered thorovhly In the literature. I / 
Equation 5-28 with b in place of the B is valid for wicks of the sintered 
pewdered ntaL, acrosu mash and fibe i'tal typea. Thane three types are commonly 
referred to a homogeneous wicks. Aher common wIci structure Ia the channel 
wick, con atin of many lcnitud2nai grovee or channeth in the heat pipe wall,hlch 
provido a lintorce flew path for liquid return. The liquid flow in rectangular 
channel Is very oimiLr to the mool which woe just davolopcd for flow in long, narrow 
capillary tubes, The analysis of th y,	 for channel flew relts in the following 
•	 equation:3
(2 +t/r) fi	 Q( +Z)
(5-29) 
2 VPp, h r ( r	 y r 
a. Pressure Drop in Vapor 
In addition to the offoots of viscous shear, vapor flow presaure drop 
analysie must also tefo Into account the affects of momentum and, in a few eases, 
turbulent var flew. Whether viscous aher or momentum changes Is the dominant 
ccrntrthtor to the pr sure dro'p depande on the ms1po itucle of a radial flow Reynolds 
number (based on the radius, rather than the uuul diameter). The radial Reynolds 
number, R , is defined b' 
r	 ••	
1 
r	 TT	 '2:	 (5-30), 
•	
•	 5-10
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For very call =We of cvpration aaS conntion,	 < 1 AndicmUng th 
dominance of vthcou shoar, The vapaw prt'iro drop for thth cane mty be found 
by a grtuz'btion oxpDion of Eq. 5'2$ in pworc of the 
 11 v 
-	 -	
, +	 ,	
2 
4	 r - 27	 r	 (631) 
The wtruandod term3 account for the offoct of momentum oh3nga, which cause the 
preure thop in the ovaortor to be h!ghor than for vicoouii ohear and the preur 
drop in the condsnaer to be kor than for viu00w3 chsar due to a preuro rise  
in the docelanAing flow in the eonnor ecotten. 
'or high ratee of evanurction, th Wal volecity proffla is no longer 
prabolk,, ht prop ional to coo [".7/2 (r/r ) 2 J. A perturhtIcn epnion can ho made 
In rowery 0r:	 to obtiin tb
	 in the	 rtter, or high coOnction
	 - 
ratoc, the voAclty pfilo Ic p in, iIer W that of turui©t flow In which the profile 
Ic v©rv 1YLtacrou Oct' . of tho	 in of ely to zero in a thin layer 
nir the r$' 'clL Ya thir, ccoe 9 03
	 ocurro Inc cec.'c in the flow direction cane to 
Partial dyrile rocovery in tLo
	 f1wid In the Uit, no Rer	 the 
In the o tpretor Ic
	 by
! I 
(582) 
•	
,	 -1 
Whore s, a oeant jr,
 1 gor	 t1nd 4/112
 for condeu2tloa. Thie epr3eelon 
Ic con eLtivo rAvoc i
	 or CompreouibilAty. The preacuro reoovory 
for high cic heat flu	 may c,5zaccd	 le con dore, 
tn the &lcbtIc ncctloi if a tt
	 thoio '1 0 orccneJ1y no ninee 
adftgua or oucttcf, hnoo
	 The A Pv
 in thic ceetlou dopsndu on the ntol
	 • 
flow fleynoldC nobor (b-naed ou the radltts, r.,) 
•	 •1; 
r	 (5.33) CZ 
For !n'lnar vcer fio:i In the a1cnt1c ctlon (l¼ z t 1000) 9
 tho proCouro gratent 
ny be tound ueinf., the eano cnaiyoiii VJhIOfl roeultczi in Eq. 20 for the lcninar flow 
The Onsity Ic apsoumod war tF
dz 
/ 
The result t o
dP
V	 Z < ; ( Z	 (5-34)
 
't 
	
7z e	 a 
For fully -developed turbulent flow In thc adiabatic section (Ho7 >1500, Z>> ri,), the 
Blasius equation which la based on dir3ct pipe pressure drop measurements is com-
monly used
2 di) -0.0655	
2	 ^ Z	 (t3 V(H	 35) 0 )	 0 	 0
V 
'0(IZ	 prv	
z 
Before Integrating thc qe prof4nure gradients, some typical Reynolds numbers will be 
calculated, 
4. RadlldsNum)er 
In a typical ICICLE system, tlw lowest rdlaI Reynolds numbew w'ild 
ucur in the o I ryoge.nic heat pipe due to the ocl1 heat lead It n%Lat tieport. 
For a nitrogen heat pipe, with
	 M, T 77°K, h 200W,s/n, c
	
0.56 x 10 
am/cm/a, and Z. 5 cm, ih would be 0.01 gm/s and k would be 5. 8. 
In comparison, for a typical codium heat pip wfthQ 350 W, T 900°C, li 387t) 
W.8/gm,	 ri 2.
 3 .x10 gm/cm/ri, nor would be 12.4 
Under thoo nune respecUvoconditinri, the sial oynolr10 number R, for tho N2 
and Na h&t PIPOD with ry
 of 0.7 cm would be176 and 83, rspocUvoly. 
The usual condftlona for vtper flow in a typical ICICLE cyctei.i is, then, 
rAbigh radial lyolde number in the evaporator ad couconLiar w,oUon, and larainr 
flow in the adiabatic region. 
The vapor pressure grsdente are integrated as followri for three 
commonly onecuncred flow regimes, 
For	 <<1 and Be < 1000, Eq. 53X 3PPIWD in the evaporator 
and candomour noujun
. 
Notlecting terms O7e2 and hSgher order, Eq. 5-31 can be integrated for the 
cvaporaor section. 
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o	 11pro	 2c7dz, 
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&V 
Mt-,	
(o	 z	 Z)
 hZ
C	
., 
-Sr?v
	
[ 2. 3c2,2 e V	 • 	 VV[ 
f
z 
dP 
 
v	 pr4 [liZ.2
	 i	 ci i i12z 2J . V 	 . 
4	 OZ	 ,, 2 
V	 0 _____ 
- P(Z0) 	 '--;j (5-36) 
V 	
2c?	 pr	 Ii
 
in the adia}Vatic section, Eq. 534 is V 	 ,VV 
dJ?	 m 
-•	 whcrc Al
	 Q/h
 
dZ	 cyr	 V 
.vv
. 
7 f -	 if dz 
Z	 c?prh	 Z0 
•
-	 :-	 81,QZ 
P(Z)-P(Z)fp	 V 
a
(5-37)
	
V 
ciprh 
For the condense.- section, Eq. 5-33 is agmin integrated
V 
fz 	fz ( 
• V	
••	
c	 V	 VV	 c 
where . 
VQZZ) V 
I
v
V 
•h Z C
	
dZ	 ItZ
. 
-V V	 V 
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.1 dP	
Pv	 Ze {
 
[(Z
s V hQZ - 3Q2 
	
P (Z ) P (Z) = p	 (5-38) 
	
vc	 y	 V	 2	 42 
F
2 rw Pv r h 
ho Lcial vapor priure drep for the conthtLo 11 < < 1 and R < 1000 is, thn, 
1p =p +p +p 
V	 v	 v	 v 
	
z	 2 q 
+	
+ 8QZ	 3ç' 
	
j7p hr	 2c7 v v	 v 0 r h- 
AP	 R <<1, fl <1000	 (5-39)
ea 	 0 v 	
t7 ph	 z 
V V 
For	 > 1 and H > 1300, n the wmpairtôr C	 (9. 
	
z	 . 
f  
Z dp
-;t:- J 
Z0	
L.	 (5-32) 
dz 
dP 
f	
V..	 7^ - 
1.	 Q
	
(
Z22\ 
_____ 
-.- I	 4 
 
	
4	 22	 i	 cprh 
a	 tp 
v V	 C 
r	 hZ 	 '	 vv. 
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In the adiabatic section, the Blasius equation (5-35) yields 	 -. 
dP0.0655
	
2	 IF 1j	 \7/4 
dz	 pr3 (5-41) 
Z	 7/4Z 
0.0655 v2
	 (TAV p	 -	 ________II.	 U•	 -V pr 
Z	 z e	 e. 
0.065511 0.25	 \1.75 
V
. qL--1	 . P	 4.75	 at	 j Va (542) r PrV 
In the condenser secon, 	 2 
z	 zQ	 .• . LA. 
f	
dP	 ft	 -- (Z -. Z) dz  
V	 4F •	 2	 2 J	 h z
.:.	 •• zc	 -	 ze
.c 
2 
ff
•	 •- 
AP
VC 8p r4h2	 . (543) 
- - 
Th total vapor pressure di op for he co	 kons	 >> I and Rez > 1500 is
•...	
. ••.• 
•P	
•	 oos.025Z
's (Q)l.? 
V	 8pr4b2 (54) 
• For tb)3 conditions Re>> 1 and Rez <l00O from the urecezüg analy-th -	 .. • 
C	 •. AP=
	 ------------•	 •'.	 - 
Ve	 h2 8 pr 4
• 
• ..••.	 •	 ••
••-
/ 
t
-.	 -	 ------	 -- -. - 
8flvQZa 
VP vv 
VC 8pr4h2 
A1 
= (1, - -- 2) Q2
	
+ 8I7vQZ 
,'	 8pr4h2:
	 c7pr4h (5-45) 
a. Vapor Pressure Drop-Order of Magnitude
	 S 
The pre.ure drop equations for vapor flow in the adiabatic section are 
well developed for both the laminar and turbulent conditions. Vapor flow in the evapor-
ator and condenser regions, however, is decidedly more complex,due to the radial 
ve1ocity component and the presence of inertial forces. The present theory describes 
evaporator and condenser pressure gradients only for rztial ReynOs numbers that are 
either very small or approaching,
 infinity. At these two extremes the vapor pressure change is considered to be entirely due to viscous shear (l <<1) or Inertia ( R	 '). 
•	 -	 Since the radial Reynolft numbers encountered in typical ICICLE heat 
-
	
	 pipe are between 1 and 100, it is im portant to examine the magnitude of the vapor pres-
sure drops in the evaporator and condenser as determined for both low and high Rer and tz-e cicmpare theu pressure drops to the adiabatic section and also to the liquid 
pressure drcps. 
To compare the high and low R presuxe drc03. the sum of Eqs 5-336 
and 5-38 is divided by the sum of Eqs. 5-4C and 5-43.. 
-
S 	 ••S
t 
PvRe4<1) (4'	 Q(Z + Z )\	 8prvt h2 
Ve+c (Re Y )	 i 
Pressure Ratio (P.R.) .,- 17(Z + Z)J/m
To calculate this pressure ratio, the following values are assumed: 
N2 : Q-2W, T=77°K, Z0 Z= 5cm, r-O.4cm 
Na: Q 350W, T 1200 0 K, Z	 2 = 5 cm, r 0.4 cm 
C	 V 
At those typical conditions the P.R. for N at T = 77°K i& 0.935 and the P.R. for Na 
at T 1200 1 K is 0.435. 
The magnitude of the
	 for those examples is shown in Table 5-1. The 
APa shown is for the laminar flow condition with Z 30 cm. 
TABLE 5-1. VAPOR PRESSURE DROPS 
lIeatPtpe 
Fluid
Pressure Drop (dynes,cm2) 
A P
a
A P+ 
cc 
____ 
R0<<l r>>l 
N2 0.35 0.00 0.064 
Na 2.50 37 85
For this enamplo, the
	 for Ro r>> 1 is calculated based on a 40% pressure 
recovery in the condenser. An stated earlier In this report, the condenser pressure 
recovery could approach 90% wha comprenoibflity eftectu are considered This would 
mean a 0:1 reduction in the A I' 0-0 and caue the	 #0  4P	 for email l. to be the larger 
op t the two for the conditions assumed in the onample.. 
-As will be seen in later in this 
report, the magnitude of the total vapor pressure dro in the optimiod heat pipe 
operating in a gravity field is only a few per'cnt of the ccrnbincd l[ud and vapor 
pressure drops. Of the total vapor pressure drop, the contribution of the A P 
in about 20% for the two examples shown In Table 5-1, thus making the P
	 typically
io thtth 1% of the total liquid and vapor pressure drops for a gravity field ciiaezi 
hot pipe.	 .	 '. 
I. Summary o Fluid-Flow Equations 
The expressions for heat. pipe fluid flow are'
 now subat1tutd into the 
prssuro-balance oqwttion for s homogeneous wick: 
5-17 
b •1 Q(Z + 
Za) --.+ p gZsin r	 2	 2	 £g c	 2P , c7(r' -r )her 
	
W V	 C 
•	
411v Za) 
4 hr 
4	 9 
^ 8pr 4 h	 +
Rez 
< 1000 
Rer <<1 
.0655 17 
V
•25Z	 1.75 
 afQ 
Pr4.7S
(5-46) 
Re 
z 
> 1000 
1 
(5-46) 
For channel wick the A P term Is reptced with 
(2 + t/r) 8Q(Z + Z) 
—'1 
2cpLhr(r.r)r 
This pressure balance equation is strictly correct only when the radius of curvature of 
the liquid-vapor Interlace Is equal to the capillary pore radius
	 which occurs at 
the maximum boat transfer rate Q.	 - 
max 
3. OpmIzation Techaiques
	
•
__
t   
For a homogeneous wick Eq. 5-46 shows the capillary pumping pressure,
 
Is invere1y proportional to the pore radIus r0 , and the liquid frictional pressure 
•	 drop is Inversely proportional to r2, •Mnce It is desired to obta in a high A PE , and a 
• low A P the pore size can be varied-{mtj1 the difference between & Pc and A 
Is a maximum. At this opthun pore radius, r0 the throughput will be a maximum 
• for a given ñtci, and a given r9 rv, and acceleration field. SimiIarly, when the 
r 00 is determined uuxi
 substituted Into the original pressure balance equation, the 
vaPor-space radius, rV can also be optimized to yield a maximum Q for a given fluid, lL, and gravity field.
	 - 
The came procedure can be followed for a screen-covered channel wick where 
the capillary pumping pore radius is proportional to the channel half-width. 
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The procedure is as follows for homogeneous wicks: S 
EquaUon5-46maybewrittenfor R	 <<land	 <l000as: • Z 	 ez	 • 
YrCcO5 e
	
AQ+
	 c (547) 
where
bT(Z+Z) 
A=	 a 
2 y
 (r	 T r ) phe 
4 77 V (Z + Za) 
•
J
• 
•	 C	 pi g Z	 •
•' 
Rearranging terms
2yr0 -Cr02	 -
• 
Q=-••---- 
A + Br02	 5
• 	 .5 
(5-48)	 j 
•	 S 	 • 
to find the rc whIch maimlzcs Q9	 Qfr	 is set to zero. -	 I aQ	 (A# rB) (2y - 2r0C)	 (2y r0 - r02C)(2	 ). .	 ••	 1 
--------.-------------.-------------	 0 92 C	 [A+ B r] 5 • 
collecting terms	 • 
•	 • 
l B) r
	 + (AC)t0 - y A . = 0 
Solving for rc0, • 
H-AC+T4.	 - 
rco=
	 2 V B	
= 0 (549) 
V .
-S 
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Substituting Into Eq. 5-48 the following cpression for maximum throughput at r
	 r and rt given r Is obtained:	
0 
2 y r - c Q
co 
This equation can be differentiated with respect to r with rw held constant and set equal 
to zero; tho resulting expreacton yields on optimum ratio, (
r1r )0 which can be put into Eq. 5-50 to give the maclmum throughput at r0 and (r/r ) for a given fluid and 
gravity field. This lattor procedure to determine (
r/r )0 becomes very cumbersome 
if a closed-form solution to attempted; therefore it is best-handled by computer-aided 
numerical iteration. 
111010 absence of Ir.rIlVitutionat forces (C m. 0), the opt1miatlon procedure Is 
somewhat Simplified and rocults in the following expressions. 
r
F4y
(5-51) 
Substituting this Eproscion into Eq. 5-50 yields: 
FA 
•	
r0	 A +
	
2A 
V 
r'	 1/2 2b	 (Z+Z)	 I (5-52) 
ppher (r
	 r)j 
In terms of r and r,
	 Is It maximum when r_ rV 2) £ a mimum. 
Sotting	
= 0 yields the optimum, r/ r for zco-g operation (r 18 1iCc) 
V %V
Lreo	 r (1/2)(r2 - r%2)
	 + (r 2 - 2) 2r = 0 
2(r	
-r V	 W	 .v
	
 (r /r
	 (553) 
rw 
Subotituting Eq. 5-53 into Eq. 5-52 yic1th
3 yr 
co
1/2	 1
(554) 
Or, in more general torma, the product of max!mum throughput and length becomes 
	
y 	 Ir r 	 ft <<1. _______	 e 
amax.	 T1.5.5b?,,1 1/2	 ,. 
(r 
v W	 v 
/r )=(r /r )
	
R
e
 <1000 
L '	 _ C - 0.	 (55) 
The fluid parameters in this equ:stlon can be grouped as heat-pipe fluid figure of merit, 
thus
r	 l/2 kPnPv 
F.O.IVI. yh I---..-1 
L ?i J
	
(5-5) 
This working'fluki figure of merit for zoro g (s plotted ver.us
 temperature for the 
candidate ICICLE working fluidi3 in Fig. 3. A similar figure of merit expression for 
heat pipes operating in a gravity field cannot be ex r eed because the fluid properties 
n Eq. 5-50 cannot b& grouped into a sfngc expression. Close examination of Eq 5-50 
showsthe ma1mum throughput to be a complex function of g-fluid, fluid properties 
- -..----- ------- __-_ ----	
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Fig.	 5-3.	 Working-fluid figure of merit as a function of temperature 
for N9, 02, N11 3' Cs, K, Li, and Na at zero g. 
and r .
	 Plots of Q(Z + Z)
	
versus r
	 for several g-fields show the strong [nfuence 
of magnitude of the gravitational field onQ(Z + Za) max
	
It should be cautioned here 
• : that selection of it heat-pipe working fluid should not be based on the zero-g figure of merit, 
since the presence of even small g field could result in the selection of a different fluid 
(see Section 5. F.). Other fluid properties such as liquid thermal conductivity and vapor: 
F
pressure must be considered in the selection process, but cannot be conveniently grouped 
with the fluid properties which are germane to the fluid flow expressions.
	 The heat 
• transfer and vapor flow limitations will be examined in later sections.
	 Detailed heat 
pipe design criteria are discussed in the Sections 5.B, 5.C, and 5. F. dealing with the 
high, ambient and low temperature heat pipe, respectively.
	 • 
4.	 Vapor Flow Operational Limits 
In addition to the lirns imposed on heat pipe throughput by the wick and pipe 
geometry (referred to as the capillary pumping limit), there exist three other opera-
Lioflal limits on a heat pipe:
	 sonic, entrainment and boiling.
	 The boiling limit is 
discussed in Section5.A. 5; the sonic and entrainment limits which are both caused by
	
• high velocity vapor flow are analyzed below.
	 •	 • 
F -	 • 
- • •	
•.,-
•
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a. Sonic Limitation 
Heat transfer in a heat pipe is essentially due to the vapor transport of the 
latent heat or Q thh. For steady state operation, th = it p VA. Combining these 
equations for the vapor flow,
QhpV?r2 
If it is assumed that h-' h (T) , then 
Q (T) - (hr r 2) Vp(T)	 (5-57) 
For a given axial heat flux Q/9rv2 , if the operating temperature is reduced by kwer 
ing the condenser temperature, the vapor density will decrease and the vapor velocity 
will Increase until sonic velocity Is approached. A choking contlon vv-illthen exist a't 
the evaporator exit, and any Increase In heat flux, q, at this temperature will not 
result In an increase In the vapor velocity; rather, the additional q will cause the heat 
pipe temperature level to increase. As the heat pipe temperature Increases the vapor, 
density increases, which causes a lower vrpor velocity. Once the 'conic 3ondition 
exists in a heat pipe, pressure change in the condenaer is not tranemitted to the 
evaporator. Hence, large temperature drops along the heat pipe length can develop. 
The sonic limitation Is encountered by all high-temperature heat pipe working fluids 
which exist in the solid phase at room temperature. Since heat pipes are not nor-
mally operated at very low vapor pressures, the SOnIC limitation will only be encoun-
tered during start up and cool down. It is not a catastrophic limitation in the sense that 
the wicking linitIatIon Is, because once the wicking limit is ranched, any further increase 
in q will cause wick dryout and thermal runaway, whereas once the sonIc limit in 
reached, additional heat input will raise the operating temperature and thus lower thc' 
vapor velocity which tends to correct the situation 
The heat flux at COflic conditions, q, can be predicted using the equation 
developed by Levy:6
PvVsh 
s 
where: 
F	 V5 Is mean velocity at sonic conditions 
K is ratio of specific beat of vapor at constant pressure to specific heat of vapor 
at constant volume. 
Investigators such as Kemme (7) have experimentally verified Levy's equation for 
several high temperature working fluids. The sonic heat flux mlts of candidate ICICLE 
hot heat pipe fluids is presented in Table 5-2 as a function of temperature. 
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TABLE 5-2. SONIC AXIAL HEAT- FLUX LIMITS 
Evaporator 
ExitTein"; .
 ('C)
lleat-l'.x Limits (kW/cm 
Potassium Sodium Lithium 
400 0.5 - - 
500 2.9 0.6 - 
600 12.1 3.5 - 
700 36.6 13.2 
800 -. $8.9 1.0 
900
- 94.2 3.9 
•	 1000 -
- 12.0 
1100 131.1 
•	 1200 -
- 71.0 
1300
- ;.	 P43b
) Entrainment Limitation 
If there is no physical separation between the liquid and vapor flows a 
heat pipe as in one with an open channel wick, the flow of returning condensate is re-
sisted somewhat by the vapor flow, and,.e high vapor velocities, the liquid at the Wick 
surface will become entrained, or pushed backtoward the condenser. The onset of en-
trainment in high-temperature heat pipes with open channels has been detected expert-
menatily by the sound of liquid droplets striking the condenser end of the heat pipe. 
Entrainment begins when the kinetic energy of the vapor exceeds the surface energy
 of the liquid or
	 - 
19#VvV
>1 V/d 
• where V is the limiting vapor velocity, d is the characteristic dimension of the 
vapor-wick interface. This grouping is referred to as the Weber number and is a function 
of d. For screen mesh wicks, some experimental data has shown that d may be ap- 
proximated by the wire-to-wire spacing. The quantity d is related to the wavelength 
of the perturbed liquid surface, and therefore to the dimensions of the vick. The amount 
of experimental data available, however, is limited and does not clearly e5tbIfsh a 
method for predicting the value of d for a particular wick-fluid combination
For the case of unity Weber number the limiting vapor velocity is 
•	
r	 11/2 
vv=[_j	 S 
the corresponding limiting axia) heat flux, q, becomes
 
1/2 
7 h2 
For aconrtant dimension d, the quantity py i2 may be plotted versqs 
•	 temperature for some Mgt teperature working fluids as shown iii Fig. 5-4,	 - - 
-	 The entrainment limit can be avoided by proper design, I. c., separating 
•	 the liquids vapor flows with a homogeneous wick. This limitation, like the sonic 
l;mlf.ztwn, is more frequently encountered during the startup of high-temperature 
heat pipes due to high vapor velocities, 
- However, the effect or entrainment onset can be burnout since, as some 
• liquid becomes ent ained in the condenser a smaller amount of liquid is available to 
•	 he pumped w the evaporator and if the q is increased the wick would dry out.
	 In an 
ICICLE system, with radiative coupling from the hot heat pipe to the VM, the entrain-
meat limit will not muse burnout because the heat pipe will b
	 essentially decoupled 
from its heat sink (VM) during startup. The heat Iiput from the radioisotope during start-
up will cause a uniform temperature rise in the high-temperature pi pe and only when the 
temperature approachei operating temperature will the pipe begin to transfer a algal- 
ficant amount of heat to the VM hot
	 Radiative
•• 
cylinder.	 coupling, therefore, allows the
	
•., . 
'pipe to	 arm up to near the operating temperature before it Is requ'Ledto trsiet any 
heat.	 S I 
5	 Heat Transfer 
•	 The primary neat-transfer mechanism for liquid metal heat pipes isordinary 
thermal conduction through the liquid-filled wick v z..h surface evaporation at the heat 
input section, and film condensation with conduction through the filled wick at the con-
denser section.	 The liquid-flow velocity is usually very small, and therefore, thecon-
tribution of convection to the overall heat transfee is negtigxb'e, and the assumption 
of stationary liquid is a valid one 
Direct observations of boning in liquid metal pipes have not Len made, and 
most boiling equations indicate a very large superheat is required for incipient 
boiling.	 For example, the incipient boiling theory of Rsu9
 predicts the 
required superheat for saturated potassium at one atmosphere tube 350°C; 
Experimenters 10 have observed boiling in potassium at a superheat of 1900 C.	 In. •	 I	 - 
addl t on to present theory not supporting the existence of boiling In high-temperature 
• 1)IPCEJ, the very sterile cleaning procedures used to prepare the wick, container, and 
work i ng flu'd, which Includes high terpe:ature vacuum bake-out, \ 'rtu'iuIy eliminates
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Fig. 5-4.
	 Pertinent fhid properties. 
all absorbed gas.s from the metals rmil dissolved gases in the fluid.
	 Thus	 two 
possible contributors to the boiling process are removed during the cleaning procedures, 
Boiling has been observed in heat pips with on-metslllc working fluids. 
Experimenters at the U.-S. Navy
	 tgrduate School reported and photographed boiling in a glass-walled water heat pipe with a 100-meh stainless steel wick'1. 
The effect of nucleate boiling in their experiment was to reduce the superheat A T 
• at a given heat flux when compared to ordinary conduction with surface evaporation. 
Other eAperhnenters 12
 have reported higher A Ts for water boiling in a more dense 
• wick.	 The wick density Is an important parameters
 therefore, In the determination of the 
• method of heat transfer In the heat-ptpo evaporator.
	 In general	 densely packed 
structure such as a sintered array of metallic spheres will inhibit nucleate boiling 
because It severely "restricts the flow of vapor to the w k iurface.
	 Such a wleIz, 
however, doas have a high thermal conductivity dte to the dominant role of the meta,
 particles in thermal conduction. The eff1eetKie thermal conductivity of composites 
such as a sintered per metal wick &-s been epreoed by Corning and ChurchIIi1 
tv	 • - r	 1	 2r3 
n TT (b''5)
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Fig. 5-5. Heterogeneous conduction model, 
whore 
ke Lo the thermal conductivity of the compacite 
k. ir. t thermal conductivity of majority carrier, and where the sphere radius

'-0 (Fig, 5'5) the contact rcdiue r A, and the porosity, e are related by 
___	
F (\2 (J 
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(5-60) 
A Lypicl value for obitered cor powder wick with a 48% ir, k. = 1.265 (W/Cm /"C) 
which Ic abotu one-third the thrn1 conductivity k of the netl. Thie formula 
CU.rnon the liquid to have a zero l and the metal to LYJ the majority carrier in conduc-
Ucu. TIIth to not ixuo, of couree, for wicks of the ftberrnoa1 or tcrcn znoh typee 
who.,
 poroitien are typically In occeoo of 80%. 
The oknaorlonce of RCA with ammozda water, and nevoral fLeOa in eontat.t 
with hroeity fiber-metal or ccreencich wletw has led to the concluelon that a 
£arm of nucleate boffin; doze ocor in the wick and the eficet of thi "irregular" 
boiling is to Improve the heat tronfer in an oparaHom Lt p. Bofijrg hae been 
cbcervo4 at RCA, In	 welled amxnonia hc*at pip with a nickel fiber-metal wick%. 
th, ntecurod A 'F for a 3/8-L%-OD em nAa-aiekel felt. rnoti heat pipe 
to a AT bioad en erdinry cercQio throh en a lkd K-,Ws, the conduction 
modal pradicto a total	 tcipt AT of i4° C tvleh rj 2. 3 tinec hier thuc the 
of 6 C. The wick wed Ia cely 15% dnno with
	 ro wtich tire randomly 
In outh a low donefty disorianted atructee the contribution of the metal 
to the overall uctivity th Uible, The meacured AT of 60
 C, therefore can 
only kw eqiainnd by nucleato boiling in the wick which Improved the heat transfer, 
There Ia still much Investigation to be done with the heat-tran sfer procean 
In httt p1pos with nonniotaflic working iluido. Tho bulk of heat-pipe fabrication and
:
I 
p 
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experimentation to date has been in the area of high-temperature liquid-metal heat 
pip&	 However, Instigations at RCA into heat pipes in the range to 200 0
 C has 
resulted in a aeneral agreement with the early work of Allingiam and McEnUre14 
Who concluded that at low heat flux, the presence of a capillary structure improves the 
heat transfer due to the wick fibers which increase the effective heat-transfer surface 
area and provide acttv
	 bbhle nucleation sites.
	 At higher heat-flux levels, the 
wick fibers restrict the turbulent motion of the vapor bubbles and the motion of the 
vapor to the wick surface interferes with the crossliow of capilary-pumped condensate, 
which results in lower film coefficients than in fully developed nucleate boiling.
	 Indica-
tions are Lhat a form of nucleate boiling does occur in heat
	 low-density pipes with 
wicks In non-metallic fluids at moderate heat-flux levels and this boiling results in a 
lower AT than a conductIor. model would predict.
	 Unfortunately, present theory can 
only predict wick boiling coefficient for a few of the countless combinations of wicks, 
fluids, temperatures, and pressures.
	 The model of ordinary thermal conduction iJ 
through the workng fluid with surface evaporation is a conservative starting point for 
predicting evaporator A Ts. 
The heat transfer process in the condenser of a nonifquld-metaI pipe is ordinary 
thermal conduction through a saturated wick.
	 Liquid convection Is negligible because of 
thc' very low flow velocities.
	 Predicting the heat transfer A Ts in cryogenic heat pipes 
is a crucial problem because of the poor liquid thermal conductivity and the eharu 
degradation of the liquid thermal conductivity, k, with increasing temperature.
	 Even 
if the liquid end metci are assumed to conduct heat in series, the difference In thermal 
conductivities (over 1000: 1) and the low wick density causes the liquid to be the 
major phase with resulting large A Ts.
	 A wick structure based on parallel thermal • 
conduction which significantly reduces the heat transfer AT Is described in Section 5. 1". 
a	 Boiling limitation 
In addition to the previously detailed heat pipe limitations of capillary 
Pumping, sonic and entrainment, a fourth limit, related to nucleate boiling may be 
expressed.	 In ordinary pool boiling as the heat flux is increased, the bubbles coalesce
until a flux La reached where a thin vapor blanket La formed over the heat input surface.
 
At this point, the AT between the wail and the liquid rapidly increases due to the poor 
the rmuul conductivity of the vapor.
	 This is the burnout heat flux for pool boiling.
	 For 
boiling from a bare, flat surface, the limiting, critical value of heat flux qc has been 
formulated by Roheenow and Griffiths15
 as 
=	
143 g1/4 (t-Pv)°	 (5-61) 
PV 
This formula can he used only to compare working fluids; the critical q is also a func-
tion of the condition of the boiling surface and In general a roughened surface Will 
result in a higher film coefficient than a smooth surface.
	 The maimum, or burnout 
heat flux for boiling from a wick has been measured by Pratt and Whitney( 16) investi-
gators for a few wick-fluid combinations.
	 Present theory cannot predict a burnout heat 
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flux due to boi l ing in a heat pipe but the burnout point is influenced by the ability of the 
vapor to migrate to the vapor space of the heat pipe. A dense wick would inhibit the 
vapor flow and result in burnout at a lower heat flux than a less dense wick. The boil- 
I
------•---. ---, - Mg &11ILUUL1 on maximum neat transport for a beat pipe is generally thought to occur 
at a higher heat flux than the capillary pumping limit.
	 The experience of RCA with 
heat pipes containing water or ammonia, the low-density (15%-20%) wicks has been 
that the capillary pumping limitation is the dominant limitation and no observations 
have been made of those heat pipes becoming boiling-limited at a much lower heat 
flux than predicted by the wicking limitation.
	 It is quite possible, however, that the 
wicking and boiling limits could coincide for a particular heat pipe.
	 Both limits are 
evidenced by thermal runaway and could not be distinguished if they were to occur 
simultaneously.	 - 
b.	 Material Compatibility
 
The wick, container, and wicking fluid in a heat pipe must be chemically 
compatible to insure long and undegradtag performance.
	 Because of the fluid circula-
tion in a heat pipe, some dissolution of the wick and wall occurs in the condenser region 
with subsequent material deposit In the evaporator. - Another degrading mechanism in 
a heat pipe is the chemical raction of the fluid and the container resulting in the ie-
lease of a non-condensible gas which collects at the condenser end of the pipe due to 
vapor momentum and has the effect of shortening the condenser length since no heat Is 
transferred across the pocket of non-condensible gas.
	 This problem of non-condensible-
gas generation has been observed by several experimenters including RCA, in water' 'I 
heat pipes with nickel and stainless steel wicks.
	 Since current theories cannot predict 
the mechanism of mass transfer for particular cases, reference must be made to the
- 
expanding data on various heat-pipe life tests.
	 The combination of high temperature
'.-• - . 
heat pipe life data from RCA Lancaster and ambient temperature life data from RCA
 Camden together with current literature, provides much valuable life data to support a:
	 •-
 particular fluid-material selection.
	 Zher6 is no published, life data on cryogenic heat-,. 
pipe life, but the depressed temperature level would cause a very slow reaction or dis-
solution rate	 ror this reason, the life of a heat pipe could be generally expressed as 
an Inverse function of operating temperature.
	 Specific life test data to support the • 
selection of each ICICLE heat
-pipe working fluid Is presented later in this report
-•	 -.'•-	 --5-29	 -. 
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B. HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPE 
The high temperature heat pipe Is required to conduct thermal power from the 
Isotope heat source to the input of the VM engine with minimum weight and thermal 
losses. To accomplish this requirement, design con1deratjon has been given to cer-
tain important areas. These are: (1) Fluid flow and thermodynamic design; (2) The 
selection of the optimal working fluid; (3) The design of the capillary wick structure; 
and (4) The selection and design of container materials. Each of these design areas 
is discussed In the following paragraphs. 
L
.
 Fluid Flow and Thermodynamic Design 
RCA has developed a computer program to describe heat pipe performance 
on the bzsis of working fluid flow dynamics. This program is based on the expres-
sions developed by Cotter4
 resulting in the basic heat-pipe equation 
AP a,P + p
 +. p C	 V	 £.	 g 
where 
AP 
c	 is the capillary driving pressure head 
is the liquid return pressure drop 
V. Is the vapor pressure drop 
AP
	 to the pressure drop due to acceleratiolu
.0 
The vapor pressure drop will vary, according to Cotter. drHn ' rn -	
-p -,r'' 'nfl TV.4ktWS tIU
	
-1• flow is laminar (low axial Reynolds number) or turbulent (high axial Reynolds number). 
For the design of the high temperature ICICLE heat pipe the asial Reynolds number was 
determined to be less than 1000, hence the following terms. were used to describe the 
laminar flow heat pipe performance in the computer program:
	 ..	
. :1. 
2Y Cos 	 8i V ZQ 	 b1lQZ	 -	
0 
r	 '	 4	 2	 2	 2 +	 g Z sin	 0 - 
- c	 Vp r hr - r ) p 9
 o r h
	 .	 . 
where b Is wick tortriosity factor.  
The fluid properties ', h, p,, p ,,	 ,,	 ) dl vary with temperature. In order .....
	
0 to obtain accurate results, the proper1es o'f eae'h of these fluids ia stored in the
	 -
I 
I 
1'.
I'p
•	 1 
'; 
computer for the entire temperature range of interest. When an operating tempera-
ture is aelectod, a "least squares" fit Is made to the data and the properties of the 
fluid for that temperature are used in the cnlc1.1onr3. 
• Tno wick properties (b, v, re) have largely been determined experimentally by 
separate bench tests. The resulting data has been stored in the computer so that a 
selection from over 20 ciIifcrcnt wick structures is available for best pipe designs. 
In using the heat-pipe design program, the heatpipi dimensions, (outside diam-
eter, wall thioknes, and length) are chosen along with the heat-pipe Working fluid 
and temperature of operation.. A candidate wick structure isaclectod for evaluation 
at the cpraUng conditions. The computer will begin at some desired initial beat 
transfer rate, Q and calculate the resulting heat pipe pressure drops. If the overall 
drops ( A  PV, A PA, 46 Pg) are less than the capillary pressure head, 46 P C, the pro-
grrm will automatically Increment the boat transfer rate a scloctcd amount and repeat 
the calculations. The cycle is repeated until the basic hcat-ppc expression becomes 
an equality, At this point, a Print out is made of each of the pressure drops and the 
heat transfer rate capable in that design. 
If the liquid pressure drop, A P, Is dominant, an eehanccd power throughput 
will result if the wick cross sectional area is increased. The computer will do this 
automatically In preselected wick-thickness increments, until the vapor s Tpace for the 
chosen dimensions Is ehoed down to where the vapor pressure drop to domInant. The 
power throughput capability Is then a maximum for the particular wick design. A new 
wick design may ho selected from the computer library and the heat-ptpo capability re-
evaluated. The vapor-pressure drop within the heat pipe results in one of the tempers. 
ture drops Inherent In heat pipe operation. The computer program has boon arranged 
so that a madmum allowable temperature drop down the heat pipe can be elcctad as a 
•
	
	 limit. When this value Is reached a printout of maximum heat transfer rate is made. 
The othor temperature drops associated with the thermal conductiviti and evapora- 
tive and condonalve drops are calculated by a separate program. 
The pressure drop due to gravity,
	 will add to or detract from the overall 
heat pipe pressure drops doponding on wher the accetcrtion force on the boat pipo 
favors or opposes liquid return. The computer will account for this drop by ovaluat. 
•	 •	 jug the heat pipe performance on the basis of the angle of inclinatIon, 0, with the 
•	 horizontal. For the high temperature heat pipe design calculated for ICICLE, the 
gravity term was made zero (0 0) oinco zero gravity operation Is anticipated.. For 
proper evaluation of those heat pipe designs In none g environment, they should be 
oporatod In a horizontal attitude. 
The computor program also has the capability to calculate f l uid dynamic par-

forman',e with composite wick structures. In general, The composite structures con-

slat of wicks with two or more typos of porosity. A fine pore structure is used in the 
evapormor to dvclop hip, '. capillary pumping pressure while a morn cçarae structure 
•	 Is used 1i the condenser and nirtbatic zones to reduce the liquid pressure drop. The 
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computer can evaluate heat-pipe performance with both series and parallel eOnpor41UJ 
wicks. In the aeries structure, a fine Wick is used in the evaporator and then con-
nected in series to a coarser wick in the adiabatic and condenser zones. The parallel 
structure Consists of a coarse wick next to the heat-pipe wall for low Impedance liquid 
return and a fine structure facing the vapor space to give high capillary pumping 
pressure. 
The computer program also has a subroutine for calculating the weight of the 
heat pipe. At the time a printout is made of the pressure drops and thermal power 
transfor capability, a subroutine is entered which calculates and prints out the weight 
of the particular heat pipe design. This calculation includes the weight of the con 
tamer, and plates, wick structure, and working fluid. Using this subroutine a rapid
	 4 comparison of weights was made for all ot the designs calculated for the ICICLE high-
temperature heat pipe. 
Using the RCA computer heat pipe design program (code HPDP-18), a great mauy 
heat-pipe designs were evaluated. These heat pipes contained various worldng fIu1di 
and had a variety of geometries. in general, they were all right circular cylinders, 
but the length and diameter wan allowed to vary. For each geometric-al conflgurr4tea
	 - 
a number of wick structures were evaluated and the most promising selected. The
	 I 
results of these computuiona were plotted and appear In Section 5.B.5. 
2. Fluid Selection	 I 
The selection of the working fluid for the high temperature beat pipes was 
baeed on fluid-flow conuiderationa beeeuoe the candidate fluids are all liquid metals 
which have relatively high
 thermal ecnductMtiea; therefore, the heat pipes will have' low inpu t
 end output tomerature drops.
	 -'	 '	
I 
I For a given temperature, geometry, and wick structure, the n 'mum power
 throughput in a heat pipe is proportional to a figure of merit (FOM) which combines
	 - 
the relovent fluid properties. For laminar flow this expression takes the form: 
FOI = h 
(P)l2	
(5-61)	 I 
	
In selecting working fluio-Is for the high-tcmperatere heat pipe, two cpoatins
	
- 1 temperature requirarneattij have been considered. These are (1) 627' C (906' K) for
	 I direct coupling of the heat pipe to the VM engine and (2) 9430 C (1216° K) for radiation
 
coupling the heat pipe to the VM engine. For these temperatures, four candidate 
working fluids have been evaluated on the basin of
 their figures of merit. Those are
 
the alkali metals; cesium, potassium, sodium, and lithium. I'lix figure of merit of 
L	 -
S 
each of these fluids was calculated over Its normal operating range and is plotted in 
Fig. 5-6. Cesium is ruled out as a logical candidate because its .hermodynarnlc flow 
eharacterjstZcs are relatively poor at the temperatures of interest, as shown In Fig. 
5-a.
At temperatures up to 5900
 C potassium Is the superior working fluid. Of 
temperatures from 590° C to 1170° C sodium is the preferred fluid, and at tempora-
Lures above 11700 C lithium has the best power transfer characteristics. Heat pipe 
power transfer characteristics were calculated using all three of the latter working 
fluids. The results of these calculations are shown in Section .B.5. 
In addition to the thermodynamic heat transfer characteristIcs the workini 
fluid must have other desirable attributes. The fluids should have a low wetting 
angle with respect to the eapilarysurface, In a number of t,ixperiiiients performed 
on operating heat pipes, it has been determined that the wetting of metal surfaces b3 
potassium, sodium, and lIthium is excellent. These highly active metals form a 
very low wetting angle with the metal containers so that a zero wetting angle was us 
In all calculations performed.. 
All three metallic working fluids have high coefficients of thermal conduc-
tivity so that thermal drops getting into and out of the host pipe are minimized. At 
IO II -
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•	 Fig. 5-6. Figure of merit as a function of temperature for 
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the operating temperature of G49°C (12000 F) potassfuni and sodium have thermal con-
ductivities of ilL S and 35. 5 l3ttt/h/ft/° F, respectively. At 9430 c (17300
 F) JithIum 
has a thciml coduet1v1ty of 28. 7 l3tu/h/ftJO
 F. 
The vapor pressure of the working fluid should be sufficiently high at the 
operating torn perature so that heat pipe opertin is well bc!ov: the sonic limit, but 
not no high ati to require an Inordinately high wall thickness since this will not to In-
cretwe the temperature drops getting into and out of the heat pipe as well ao to In-
crease the overall weight. 
'llie sonic lImit has hocn defined by Krnmc 17
 as the ultimate heat transfer 
tale whtoh can be reached when the average velocity of the vapor leaving the ovspora 
tot reehcs sonic ve'ocity. Nemme has shown that the rate can be found from the 
following expression.
P V h  
V 5 Q= vTfl. 
whore
(5-02) 
Q Is the heat transfer rate (cal/see) 
Is vapor (Cn5ity (grns/c) 
is latent. heat of vapor (cal/gm) 
A is cross sectional area of vapor duct (en2) 
k Is ratio of specific heats of vapor at constant pressure to vapor 
at constant volume (0/c) 
V Is velocity of souni In vapor at temperature ci interest (cm/.oe), 
The sonic vapor velocity may be found from 
V8 =
	 (5-63) 
%4h0L(
R Is the universal gas constint (8.3 x 10 ergs/mol/ 
T is ternpoature (° K) 
M is molecular weight of vapor (gins). 
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Based on the expressions above the sonic limit Q 8/A9 in watts per tquarc 
cm of vapor space was calculated and plotted for potassium, sodium, and lithium 
ovr the temperature ranges of interest as shown in Fig. 5-7, 
It can be aeon from these data that at an operating temperature of 027° C 
(900'1,C) the sonic limit of potassium is 8300 W/om 2
 and sodium is 2800 W/em2
 and 
•	 honco are no limit to any reasonable heat pipe design. At this temperature, lithium 
would be down to approximately 100 W/cm 2
 and the sonic limit would be expected to be 
•	 roachd in seine heat pipe designs. At the higher temperature of 9430 C (1210° K) 
•	 lithlvm is well ShOVO the sonic limit for irost practical pipe designs. 
/	 3.
The basic requirement of the wick is that it must he capable of pumping the 
•ondonsod working fluid back to the evaporator In the quantities rcqutrcc to sustain 
heat-pipe operation at the desired power level. The wick design will gonernl'iy be 
either a homogeneous or a composite type, homogeneous wicks have a nar1y unl-
form pore structure so that the pore size must be optimized to give maximum pump-
ing pressure with minimum drag. Comp.olte wicks, as provously described, have 
email pores to do tho pumping mid large pores eiewhoro to reduce fluid flow resis-
tance. The composite wicks have the disadvantage that when momcitary ovr1oads 
•	
or other no-uniiorm operating conditions occur, the iare pore ec'ctton will empty 
loG
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and cause heat pipe failure. (.n this basis a self-priming wick structure was IMI.-
catcd for the ICICLE high-temperature heat pipe and consequently a homogeneous wick 
design was used for all heat pipe calculations. Most of the heat pipes were cvaluatccl 
with inultiplo layers of screen wick sintered to the inside of the heat pipe. Wicks of 
this type have been used extensively in high-temperature heat pipes at RCA. The 
wick factors h, o, and r have been measured and determined cr.piricaUy so that 
their charactr.,ristleb are well known. 
4. Containment Material 
The material used as the containment vessel of the heat pipe must have 50%'-
oral properties which are important for long widegradeel performance of the heat pipe. 
The material should be chemically compatible with the working fluid so that no re-
action can OCOUL. it must have i.ufficient hot strength and long term creep properties 
•	 to retain the 3hLI. r for the expected 5 year period of operation. The material should 
have It low ovaperaiten rate so that tie wall thlckness does not change appreciably 
with Itfe. The roatorlal should be compatible with the Isotope and engine Interfaces. 
The material should lend itself to the cleaning and high tempei ature outgasslng oper-
ation required for good heat pipe processing. 
•
	
	 At the lower temperature of 627° C (9090 K) considered for direct coupling of 
the heat pipe to the engine, there are a. great many materials available for contain-
mont. The 30 series stainless steel 304 and 316, pure nickel, and the super alloys 
such (w, incnl and Ha3telloy X all have aecentaijle properties. The chemical corn- t_ .--	 •- 
m	
--	 - r nwe atoriais with sodium and potassium have been proved in life tests 
at IlCA. JIeat pipe made from 304, 316 and nickel and using sodhun as the working fluid have opertcd at temporaturss above 649° C (1200 F; for periods exceeding 
tO, 000 hours, A itastolloy X'sodlum heat pipe has exceeded 20, 000 hours at 7115° C 
and a nickcl-potassiu heat pipe has exceeded 30,000 hours of undograded operation 
at 608°C 
•	 At 649° C (12000 potassium and sodium have vapor pros aurc os of 5. Ô pmta 
and 0. 95 psia ropeetively. At these internal pressures a wail thickness can be cat- 
culated based on published creep strength data according to the hoop stress exprer ton: 
(504) 
where	
•; 
t	 is the wall thickness (In)
	 •.	 '• 
P is the internal pressure (pal) 
d	 is the outside diameter (In)
	
S 
S is the maximum allowable creep stress (psi)
I	 'S.	
•	 I 
For 304 stainless steel a stress of 4000 psi is given for a 0. 00001 peicent 
per hour creep rate18
 at 649° C (1200° F). Using this l imit for potassium at 5.0 psa 
on the largest diameter pipe considered 2 in), t is calculated to be 1.25 x 10 i:i. 
Any nominal wall tubing would have acce
^iable creep strcsc. All of the corn-
puter calculations used a value of 0. 050 In. as a standard wall thickncc. 
The vapor prssures of nickel and the constituents of stainless stools, and 
super alloys are below 10- 10 torr at 649 C (1200° F). At this low value evaporation 
of the containment material is not a problem. 
These materials are easily formed, welded, and processed into heat-pipe 
structures. They can be Joined to both the Isotope capsule or the VM engine by weld-. 
ing, brazing, or mechanical join.s. 
At the higher temperature of heat-pipe operation required by radiation coupi- 
ihg to the NUMengine, the cotainment problems are more severe. While the lower 
creep stress of the material and higher inte,.nai pressure (26 psia for sodium) dictate 
a heavier wall
 thickness, the over-riding factor to be considered 10 the Increased 
evaporation rate of the wall material at the higher temperature. Excessive ovaportian 
will make it very difficult to retain a high-omtsblvlty surface for coupling the heat 
from the heat pipe, since it will cause loosening of a higl,-tmissivIty coating and 
thermal polishing of the basá metal. in addition, evaporated material could affect 
the properties of the thermal insulation. It could aloe affect elcctr'..eiic or other on 
board equipment.	 0 
The amount of material evaporated from a surface may be found from: 
____}2._....... 	 1'•-
where	 :0 
is the evaporation rate (molcs1cm2/a) 
P is the vapor pressure of material at temperatuxc, T (dynes/=2) 
Is sticking coefficient 
M is molecular weight (gins/mole) 
R is universal gas constant (erW° K/gm/nol) 
The evaporation rate 14
 for nickel at 1500° F with
	 1, P 10 mm Hg, 
M = 58. 71 g/mol, and R = 8. 31 x 1-7
 erg/° K-g-mol, is calculated to be 2..1, x 
mo1es/cm/s.
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This rate is equivalent to a total evaporation of 0.010 in. from the surfice durtng a . 5-yanr mission.	 Comparisons of vapor pressures of ulckel, iron, and 
chrom ium with the refractory metals are presented in Table 5-3.
	 It can be seen that none of the former metals, which are the main 
consdtuentc of stainless steals and super alloys, are acceptable for a 943{ c (173(° F) heat pipe for a 5-year mission time.
Of the candidate I atcrAis, molybdenum, columbium, rhenium, tantalum,, 
and tungsten are the only materials with sufficiently low vapor pressure to be accept-
able for the ICICLE hlgi temperature heat pipe If radir1don coupling is employed. 
Rhenium, tantalum, and tungsten cw be ruled out from a cost and fthricability stand-point,	 Consqueney, alloys of molyb
.lenum and niobium are recommended for use in the high-temperature heat pipe.
	 RCA has considerable oqerknee with TZ1
.-moly-bdez%um when used as the containment material for lithium and sodium heat pipes. 
Long life cEon results from the rood compatibility 
of these materials. Nobium - 1 Zr can also be used for the heat pipes at 943° C.
	 Pure nobium and molybdenum are 
not reeommckd ataco the smell add1thcs of titanium and zfrcoaiuni in the alloys 
offer a ler&e rneasue of Protcetin egclnct oigea erosion in the boat ppe by reacting 
with nnj unwanted rcoldaws of this gas. 
TABLE 5-3. VAPOR PRESSURE	 TEMPERATURE DATA Of CANDIDATE IA.TEXAL$. 
---------.------ -.---------------------..--------.----------. 
Temperature (°F) •	 I;- • 
•	 aterW	 at 10	 Torr	 at 10 8
 Torr
	 10 at	 Torr 
- ---
139	 1539	 1791 Iron	 1631
	 :	 1638	 1890 
•	 NlOd	 1502	 1701 
MoIyhdmum	 258$	 383	 3312
- 
columbium	 252	 3204	 3609- Merdunq 	• 3132	 3537	 4023 Tantalum
	 3177	 3555	 4059 
$411	 3843	 4365 
6.	 Dslr n C1c btIO C 
k '	 -
	
IA	 Gpro,-,y=,(codaUnDL4'1) c large P,
	
am
 of otti1	
-toe	 were oalculaz an2 eva!natd for thermal ior 
- tort Cad wogbt c
	 L3tics. A review of the rooult are reit d in this aeotis. 
L.
I 
•	 •
H
I 
In the first series of curves, sodium and potassium working fluids were 
evaluated in ctatnless steel containers at an operating temperature of 627° C. 
Figure 58 shows te power throughput capabilities versus length for sodium 
at 627° C for 1. 0-in diameter bent pipe. Each design was calculated for three dif-
ferent wick structures and the optimum number of wraps of mesh is shown. The 
small numbers beside the data points are the weight in pounds for each design. 
Figure 5-9 shows the same data for a 1.5-in OD heat pipe. 
Figures 5-10 trough 5-15 show cross plots at 6270 C of power versus weight 
for pipe lengths of 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, and 96 In, respectively. In each case the de-
sign is evaluated for three different wick structures. The data points are for the 
optimum wick thickness for maximum heat transfer. 
Figure 5-16 is a cross got showing power versus outside diameter for a 
12-tn, length of hcc& pipe with the optimum number of wick wraps. 
Figures 5-17 through 5-20 show power versus length for potassium heat snn,r,	 - ur U. inc uuctrons present the data for outside diameters Of 0.5 9 1.0, 1, 5, snd 2.0 in. raspeethely. Each design was calculated for three 
different wick ctructares. and thickness. The small numbers beside the data points 
are weights In pounds. 
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I Fig. 5-0. Power throughput crpthilfty as a fm'ctco of lengh for soum in etala-. 
less steel teat pipes with mesh wicia diameter of 1.0 In, and wall r	
thickness at 0.05 in. at a temperature of 627° ' rind a temperature 
- drop of 250 C with wick structure as a parameter.
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Fig. 5-0. Power throughput cpthility as a ftnction of length for sodium in stainless 
steel beat pes with mesh wicks, diineter of 1. 5 In, and well thickness 
at 0.05 In. at a temperature of 627* C and a temp e-ratura drop of 25° C 
with wick structure as a parameter.
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• steel sodium beet pipes with mesh wicks, well thickness of 0.050 In. at 
a temerature of 624° C and a temperature drop of 25° C with mesh gage
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Figures 5-21, 5-22, and 5-23 show power versus length data for sodium 
operating at 677° C for heat pipes 1. 0, 1. 5, and 2. 0 in. in diameter, respectively.
	 A This temperature assumes 649° C at the VM engine with a 28° C conductive drop be-
tween heat pipe and engine. At the higher temperature the power transfer capability 
has increased primarily because of a higher vapor density. 
Figures 5-24, 5-25, and 5-26 show power versus length data for potassium 
heat pipes operating at 677° C. These data are also for heat pipes having outside 
diameters of 1. 0, 1. 5, and 2. 0 In. respectively. The weights and capillary mesh 
stzs are indicated. 
Figures 5-27, 5-28, and 5-29 show the characteristics of sodium heatplpeg 
operating at 943° C which is the temperature of operation for radiation coupling the 
heat pipe to the VIM engine. The power transfer capability is considerably increased 
over the lower temperature heat pipe so that a smaller, lighter-weight heat pipe re-
suits. The weigits shown are for stainless containers with a 0. 050-in wall thickness. 
The actual heat pipe would use a molybdenum alloy that is approximately 20 1YO
 heavier 
than stainless steel. However, the strength-to-weight ratio is higher so that a thinner 
shell can be used and the weights shown are representative. 
Figures 5-30 through 5-33 show the power versus length relationship for 
lithium-TZ,1 molybdenum heat pipes operating at 850' C, 900° C, 950° C, and 1,000° c, 
I I 
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wer throughput capability as a function of length for sodium heat pipes 
In. In diameter at a temperature of 677° C and a temperature drop 
28° C with wick structure as a parameter. 
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Fig. 5-22. Power throughput capability as a function of length for sodium heat pipes 
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Fig. 5-23. Power throughput capability as a function of length for sodium heat pipes 
2.0 in. in diameter at a temperature of 677° C and a temperature drop 
of 28° C with wick structure as a parameter. 
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Fii' . 5-26. Power throughput capability as a function of length for potassium heat 
pipes 2. 0 In. In diameter at a temperature of 677'C with wick struc-
ture as a parameter.
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0. 050 in. at a temperature of 9430 c with wick structure as a parameter. 
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respectively. Each Illustration shows the data for four heat pipe diameters of 0. 5, 
1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 In. The wick structure was essentially the same in all the heat 
pipes because liquid pur'ping was not the limit on power throughput. Rather, because 
of the low operating temperatures, the maximum poweransfer was limite by the 
vapor preasure drop and attending temperature drop In the heat pipe. A maximum 
temperature drop of 50°C was allowed in the caku1atlons and the maximum power 
transfer is limited by this condition. The sonic limit was tested along each curve and 
the power at the sonic limit is shown by the triangle. The wall material was 0.05-in-
thick TZM-moiybdenumTho the weights shown are realistic. 
6. Operational &nnmary 
a. Thermodynamic Flow 
-	 The operating characteristics of the potential heat pipes designs are 
best depicted by plotting the product of maximum power throughput and length versus 
the heat pipe diameter. When plotted in this manner the, data may be used by multiply-
ing the required power throughput by the decired length of transfer. Entering the curve 
with this product will yield the minimum heat pipe diameter required. This result will 
give the diameter reciired to carry the power, however, a further assessment must be 
made to determine whether the diameter Is acceptable from a temperature drop stand-
point.	 This latter point will be discussed later. 
Four heat pipe operational curves have been plotted. Figure 5-34 shows 
the QZ versus dLaieter for a lithium-TZM molybdenum heat pipe operating at
	 3°C (1216°K). Each data point was arrived-at by calculating the maximum power throughput,
.	 I optimum wick size and optimum number of wraps for each diameter. The wegbt per 
foot fo' each design is shown on the lower portion of the curve. Figure 5-35 shows the 
same We ' of data for a sediuxn-stsln!ees steel heat pipe aerating at 943 0C (1216 °K). 
The weight curve would be Increased by pproZmately 20% if TM-molybdenum is used 
as reco-mmended. Figure 5-35 gl reo the cparstanal data for a sodium in stainleas 
steel beat pipe at 627C (300 °i
	 and Fig. 5-37
	 e'the data for a potassium In stain-
	 ' F ieee steel heat pipe at O2TGC (300 'K). On all cues the optimum number of wraps is
. 
shovin as the email number beede each dta pouit 
7	 Temperature Drop	 T. 
The temperature drop asoclated with a heat pipe must be considered and ac-' 
cmiated for when Integrating a high temperature heat pipe Into the WWLE syten. The 
isotope mu-not. operate at a high enough temperature to make up for any temprsZure 
losses, Coneequetiy, it is neceesary to keep the heat pipe tempera
	 drops to.g
 
. 
minimum to prevent an excessively high isotope operating temperature 
The overall temperature drop in the heat pipe Is -. 
AT	 T1
 + LiT +LiT + AT-
 + AT
	 (5-36) t	 e	 V
i..	 .,i 
. C	 0;,.  
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where:
AT 
is total temperature drop 
AT is temperature thop in evaporator due to thermal resistance of the wall, 
wick and working fluid 
AT is temperature drop due to evaporation 
T in temperature drop due to vapor flow down the heat pipe 
AT is temperature drop due to condensation
	 S	
S 
AT is temperature drop in condenser due to thermal reaistnce of the walls 
wick and working fluid.
	
S 
Each of these temperature drops is discussed in the following pargrsphs.
a Conduction Temperature Drops 
The empruie drops due to thermal resistance in the wall, wick and 
working fluid were calculated for three different caaec as shown in Fig. 5-38 
.'"In Case I all the heat enters one flat end of the heat pipe and ets from the other flat end. !n Case U, the heat is put in both at the fiat end of the heat pipe and over one inch of length Of the cyUnth"k,al section. Thin condition can be achieved In rctice by using a larc 
copper block to conduct the heat into the heat pipe. The heat edto through a 
device with eca! area at the other end. Case m is similar & C&e gX eept that the heat input area in Increaced by putting the heat in over a2in. ienrth of the eyitncr 
- secttan The heat odte through a similar area. The temperatu drope due to the 
	
• -thermal realetweee of the heat pipe w&.1 1
 wich and wortdng fluid ore
	 the niaJor drops in heat pipe eperatieA. Data vero culatd for a power th ghput of MM for 
	
a great  rnwny cperetiorl cases. The reutts are shown ibie.
	
-. 
b Vapor Tempomwra Drae 
- S-
I' 
3 
-I 
The	 ture drop,&Tv.due to vapor pressure drop, down the heat pip 
-	 was calculated as part-of the heat pipe computer design program. The vapor tennperatur-

thips per foot ofatk have been plotted versuediazneger of the heat pipe for a SO W 
throwbput in Fig. 5 .49. Working fluids andrtre are parametere on thaae curves.
	 - - 
S -
	 It can be seen from theao eurves that when the voeWag fluid in operatUtg at eubatcutial L
	
	 vapor pressuos, the vapor tamporaure tho,1 ATV, Is in,, as thown for sodiwn at 
-94.3 where the tempatur drcs are so icr as tobe igdflcant. On the other 
-	
hand when the workingfluids are cperting near the low cad of their range and the heat 
pipe diameter lu small, the vapor temperature drop can be substantial. Thin is the 
-	 cane with lithium at 43 °C and sodium at 627 CC. Neither of these combinations should S	
-	 be emp!oyed with heat pipe diameters smaller than 1.0 in. Potassium at 627°C lies 
-
intermediate betv!cea the other working fluid 
o and would be acceptable in heat pipes with 
- dlamete	 an small a0.70 j.	
-	 -	 S -	 •	 - S - 
t 
--5 - 
-	
—1 
I 
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L
L
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21N —	
2 IN 
CASE MX 
Fig. 5-38. Heat pipe input and output methods. - 
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Fig. 5-39. Vapor temperature drops as a function of heat pipe diameter 
for 12-in. pipes with 350-W throughputs. 
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TABLE 5-4. TEMPERATURE DROPS FOR VARIOUS HEAT PIPE 
INPUT AND OUTPUT METHODS AND MATERIALS
Working Temperature Wall Diameter Case ATi + 
Fluid (c) Material (in.)	 . No. (°C) 
Sodium 943 Stainless 0.5 I 383.8 
Steel	 .• 110 128.0 
1.5 85.3 
2.0 68.2 
Sodium 943 Stainless 0.5 U 54.4 
Steel 1.0 29.1 
1.5 25.4 
2.0 24.3 
Sodium 943 Stainless 0.5 111 - 28.6 
Steel J,.0 16.0 
1.5 14.6 
2.0 14.5 
Sodium 943 Nickel 0.5 1 173,1 
1.0 75,3 
1.5 48.8 
2.0 54.8 
Sodium 943 Nickel 0.5 U 24.6 
- 1.0 17.1 
1.5 18.4-
2.0 190 
Sodium 943 Nil.kc-1 0.5 m •-	 12.8 
1.0 9.4 
15 10.0 
2.0 11.7 
Sodium 943 TZM-1oly 0.5 I 129.6 
- 1.0 -
.	 63.6 
1.5 56.0 
2.0 51.0 
Sodium	
-- 943 TZM-MoIy 0.5 U 1.4 
1.0 14.4 
1.5 16,0 
2.0 18.2 \ 
I.,-.... 
1-
H 
TABLE 5-4. TEMPERATURE DROPS FOR VARIOUS HEAT PIPE INPUT 
AND OUTPUT METHODS AND MATERIALS (Continued) 
Working Temperature Wall Diameter Case ATi + Fluid (°C) Material (In.) No. (°C) 
Sodium . •.	 943 TZM-Mo1y 0.5 III 9.6 
1.0 7.9 
1.5 9.5 
2.0 10.8 
Lithium 943 TZM-Mo13- 0.5 I 107.7 
1.0 33.1 
1.5 16.5 
2.0 15.6 
Lithium 943 TZM-Moly 0.5 II 12.4 
1.0 4.9 
1.5 3.6 
2.0 3.5 
LIthium 943 TZM42oiy 0.5 IIT 6.5 
1.0 2.7 
1.5 2.0 
2.0
-. 2.1. 
Sodium .	 .	 627.. Stainless 0.5 I 351.8 
Steel 100 95.9 497: 
2.0,
.	 40.0 
Sodium 627 Stin1ess 0.5 II 61.4 
.: tee1	 . 1.0
-	 26.3 
1.5 17.5 
---
2.0 . 16.1 
0zdIum -	
-	 627 Stalnlese 0.5
- 32.0 
- Steel 1,0 14.5 
- 1.5 10.0 
2.0 .	 9.6 
Sodium 627 Nickel 0.5
-	 1 129.1	 - 
1.0 40.3 
1.5 25.0 
- 2.0 26.1
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Working Temperature Wall - Diameter Case 1	 ATj + AT0 Fluid (°C) Material (in.) No. (°C) 
Sodium 627 Nickel 35 II 18.3 
1.0 9.8 
1.5 7.8 
2.0 9.6 
Sodium 627 Nickel
.5 LU 9.3 
1.0 5.0 
1.5 4.3 
2.0 5.5 
Potas9ium 327 Stainless 015 1 410.3 
Steel 10 
1.5
- 
2.0 09.2 
PotassIum 627 Stainless 0.5 II 69.6 
Steel 1.0 43.2 
1.5 37.1 
2.0 
0.5
. III
37,2 
Potassium 627
-F StaInless 35.1 Steel i.o 23.7 1.5
.	 21.3 
2.0 22.1 
Potassium 627 Nlcke1 0.5 1 113.3, 
1.0
- 114.7A-
1.5 91.2 
2.0 85.2 
Potassium
.	 627 Nickel 0.5 II 28.2 
1.0 . 26.0. 
1.5 27.1 
2.0 30.4 
Potassium 627 Nickel 0.5 III 13.4 
1.0 14.3 
1.5 15.6 
2.0 18.1
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TABLE 5-4. TEMPERATURE DROPS FOE VARIOUS HEAT PIPE INPUT 
AND OUTPUT METHODS AND MATERIALS (Continued) 
3 
H	
. 
c. Evaporative Temperature pros3 
In on operating heat pipe, the net evaporation rate Is a difference between 
forward and backward evaporation rates in the heat input zone. This net evaporation
 
V	 rate is a function of the temperature difference between the liquid and the vapor when 
they lnteace In the evaporator.  
The heat flux transfer, q can he written 
q =	 (121 - M2)	 (-67) 
where:	 . 
q Is heat flux (cal/c 2 m /e) 
AH is latent heat of vaporization (cal/gm)
	 . 
LIs forward evaporation rate (rnoie/cm2/8) 	 . 
Is baclavar(i
 evaporation rate mole/crn 2/s)	 . 
Since	 .	 .	 .' 
(5.4) 
qbecomea 
L	 -,	 r PI	 P2	 ..	
. q = 
where: I 
P1
 a cquiYlbrlum van,or p ensure of the liquId In tne capilktry (dyne/cn32) 
"2 18 pressure of the vapor within the evaporator (dynes/cm2 
to molecular weight of the liquid at T1 (°K) (grarnWmoie) 
M2
 is molecular weight o the vapor at P2
 (°K), (grams/mole)	 .
R Ic gas constant 8.3xlO7ergs/mole/°c
 
or	
q = 1 8	 F_ )2121 (W/cm2) 
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Thic eprecslon Me been pkcd for sodium In Flu. 5-40 w4ftera the evaporator heat 
ft= iG norm Varcuo te cv oriou. to erare drop. &a 2put heat fuee over 
Be W/cit inth'ce cetv traa ccadisetion drops L ys the let pipe wall, the normal 
c.to1 level wiil be kj't bellow We cve1. 
By IrAterpOlattw. it can be seen ttat at t-his irput Iteat flun the tempera-
tore drop at 627°C ie llesc than 2°C and at C,113 00 the drop is inee than 015°C. C 
Udo baotc the cwporave and.
 ccadenive t re drops Inve not been considered	 • - 
ntflcantenc&gh to tueludo In the overa ll heat pipe temperature thopa. 
d Total Temperature Drop 
The total tenperature drop In the heat pipe h
	 plotted versus 
dthrcter fin Ftge 5-41 through 5-48. Eaoh of these plots in for a 12-1a. beg heat 
pipe of a given worbg fluid, wfl mn9ert.al, cd operating t
	 reture ccc othig 
• 1.	 50 W c2 thrGglput. Ve hcat tranifer u'e. (acs I, rti Mid W) to petted ca the 
preametor. Ra e.LfMimi, the nture	 In a ae!id ceer ZCd cZ the caine 
cp.	 t the same Input taaperaW.re Ia pktt or c©parke. ft 
caa be ae thcii FA ts lleu'th the thermal Coyeiuctivity C1 0.0 lzoat plir	 alwaya cary 
timeD 9r2ta	 the Caper red.
5 
4 
I 
tO	 00	 0I	 102 
DCC ('a) 
- Fig. 5-40. Thermal flu characteristics of coriuni. 
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Thic difference has been further anipltfled by plotting overall AT (at 
350 W) versus length for a 1-in-diamctei copper rd and for two heat pipe destgns of 
the came diameter e ehi',n in Fig. 5-49. One heat pipe is a "worst caee" one; i.e., 
pot&enium in a stathbs £teel vessel end fed. Even in this example the copper rod does 
not bcome superior until its length is reduced to appromate1y 3-in. When a "boat 
case" heat pipe is coneldered; i.e. sodium in molybdenum at 043 °C, the copper rod 
does not become competitive until it Is reduced to 0.1 in. long. The comparialon is
 
graphic; even the poorest heat pipe is superior to a copper rod for conducting heat the 
distance required by ICICLE. 
S. Summary 
In sunimary, the optimal heat pipe for thermally connecting the radioisotope 
output to the VM engine in the ICICLE concept appears to be codium-TZM molybdenum 
with  molybdenum ilck heat pipe operating at 943 C and rediatively coupled to the heat 
source and sink. TS the device must operate in air before launch, moiybd3num wonid 
not be satisfactory and nichel would be reco nrended for the wall and wf.cl,. material. 
An aitt,erna.ive Is an inert gas or vacuum prose ton for the molybdenum heat pipe 
when At is operated beiore launch. The heat nl	 id U•! fl	 * ----------------------— ---------- —
	
_*'% Of	 cd 6	 £L8A¼A --- 
engirr by copper tp eadersis dpitd In Cae3 M, Fig. 5-z a,
	 order to reduce the 
temperature drops to a minimum. 
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C. AMBXENT TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPES
 
The rejected heat from the 'TM engine must be disposed of to space by radiation 
at ambient temperature. The beat rejection system will employ a primary heat pipe 
to conduct heat from the output of the VM !.ne to a series of secondary heat pipes 
which make up a honeycomb radiator cection. A right-angle bend will be made in the 
primary heat pipe to facilitate Its integration Into the TIRG-M satellite. 
1. Primary Heat Pipe - General Description 
The primary heat pipe will attach to the output cylinder of the VM engine 
through an annular metallic connection. The heat pipe will etcnd approximately 36 In. to the ambient temperature radiator. A right-angle bend La made just before the 
radiator. The primary heat pipe eatnth an addItional 44 In. through the radiator. The total length, Z, of tha primary heat pipe is 80 in. 
The right-angle hand is within the state of the art of heat pipes. RCA ha 
made a number of heat pipes, both high tz.xnp3ratura and low temperature which con-
tain bends or sharp angles. !n a series of t--eta performed on	 zodium
 In nickel heat pipes operating at 800°C, no dcteble to rature drop could he oh-
scrvcd going around a o.ping bend having a radius of twice the pipe d1amier. 
In another series of teoto performed on a fl$b1e,lovy-t-empar-ottwo heat pipe 
containing acetone as the viozking fluid and operating at C0°C n change in trattaro 
diotributlon wac obeerved when the beat pipe wan beat 90° from the stra!ight £orsltlon. This odSole heat pipe contained a proprietary wicketrautoixe whish permits the beat Nye to be bent more than 90° without adversely affocth,g the wick properties. ThLa 
same wick design was need in a nwhsr of other low-ten 
-atoi, heat pipes which have pnen bends. 
Another series of tests were performed on a wate -ztathIeas etoo beat pipa 
operating at 100°C. This heat pipe had a mitred 900
 corner In the middle. When heat. 
o transferred at the rate of 1000 W/cm2
 of vapor space z 2.0°C temporawro drop

was observed at the mitred corner. Dderostingly, there was almost a 1.0°C recovery 
on the heat sink side of the bend. 
The eperiene indicates that the primary heat pipe In the XC]ICL ambient heat rejection sytam can be made witbo oeroue loss in temp aturs, 
2. CoastantTe rature Operation 
•	 .• 
•	 The Inlimary beat pipe will he Of the constant tamParail-Ire type co that the 
output of the VIA ongine will always operate into a uniform temperature. Tho constant 
5-68
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temperature mode of heat-pipe operation, which was an early development at RCA, 
employs an Inert gas blaiket to establish the temperature of operation. The syu;tom, 
as ehown schematically In Fig. 5-50. A, employs a r000rvoir on the sink end of the 
heat pipe which contains an Inert gas. The pressure of the gas, which Is adjusted 
during initial processing, will establlh the nperaturo of operation of tho boat pipe. Thia Is so since only one pressure can exist within the dovIc, and the vaur pro ure, 
and hence temp3raturo, of the working fluid will be otablIshod by the prcet ga 
pure in the reservoir. As heat is added to the device the interlace
	 hot 
vapor and cold gas will move until the heat rejection eysten removes the additional 
hoal. Thus, the heat pipe becomes a device of nearly confitant tomporature which 
changes heat transfer area to accommodate heat Input or oit changes. 
The vapor of the working fluid, moving toward.the heat j4lnk, continuously drives the 
Inert gas into the reservoir. Because of the short moan free path of vapor molecules 
at ntrmal heat pipe pressures, the penetration into the inert gas Is small and the In-
terface has a very sharp temprature gradient. The heat pipe and rocervoir wall are 
generally lined with a capillary structure to return any working fluid thtt does enter 
the Inert gas domain. RCA has operated a heat pipe of this typo for over 32, 000 
hours without any appareit Lththg of the working fluid and Inert gao. h'
	 '. :.nal.t 
change in heat pipe opeiatlng temperature as the heat input vric 
mximuin. This occurs because of thechange in vohue In th1	 I:C.Ofl. Thb change in temperature Is inversely p'oportlenI to tJ,,C gao uzr ce ti:t i'.rjer 
,r	
: . liv	 I 
•	 c 
•	
i.., 
	
..
. 1. .... 	
. . i 
? S	
I. ,1•7*	
... ...
('1 
Fig. 5-50. Conatant-temperaj C
 heat pipe system. 
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I 
reservoir to reduce heat looses to a minimum. The reservoir is connected to the sink 
end of the heat pipe by a small gas line. This lino may be run inside the heat pipe or 
along the outside of the device. 
Helium is recommended for tho reservoir gas. Since it is Inert, no reaction 
with heat pipe materIals or working fluid can occur. In addition, its freezing point is 
below any temperature 'cpected to ho encountered on TIROS M operation. Other inert 
gacss could present a freezing problem. 
In addition to maintaining a uniform exit temperature at the VM engine, the 
constant temperature heet pipe has the further advantage of insuring smooth start ups 
after the radiator has fallen below the freezing point of the working fluid. Because of 
the presence of the inert gao, the heat pipe will start up in a progressive manner with 
the vapor-gas interface moving steadily down the heat pipe. The working fluid cannot 
suddenly flow to the far end and freeze out as can happen in a heat pipe without the gas 
addition.
3. Working Fluid
 
Mninonia has bean selected for the working fluid for the ambient temperauro 
heat pipes operating at 30°C. Th vapor pressure and density of water at 3(C is low 
which would result in sonic limitattono. Tho vapor prosure of ammonia Is sufficiently hick (appro. 180 psia that the temperature drop duo to vapor flow is negligible. Am- 
heat of vaporization no that theno^a har. a high  evaporative temperature drop Is low. The vapor pressure Is not o hlgh as to reu1ro inordinately heavy walls to contain the 
pressure. Such pressure vosnolo would rouit In increased weight and high temperature 
drops in the wall. 
The cOmYlUbilItY of ammonia with aluminum hna been domónetrated. Con-
siderable care must bo taken to assuro that the ammonia Is pure. Ammonia with a 
parity of fl. IflI% Is avatkiele and has been to3tsd with good results.
	 rUles lees than tins value have bcn are to be cerr,ehrc In host pines, percic&nrly If the residual imprf tics contain water vapor.
 
4. Material 
Both the primary heat pipe and secondary heat pipe will be made from aluminum. 6001T4 or O has e:-o.Ucnt strength characteristics so that minimal wall thickness can be used. The wick will be cf pure aluminum, either In screen or powder form. 
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5. Thermodynamic Design 
The ambient temperature heat pipes, both primary and secondary, were ds-
signed using the HPDPI8 heat pipe design code de&crihed In the section on high-tern- 
perature heat pip--a. For each diameter and lcr.gh a serf et of wick etructurs was 
analyzed and the capillary structure was selected which optimized tho power through-put. The weight was also calculated for each decign. Theco data are plotted in Fig. 
5-51. The upper part of the Fig. 5-51 shows the product of power throughput and length (QZ) versus the Inside diameter of the heat pipe. There are three curves on' 
this illustration; the upper one shows the charaétoriatjca of an. ania heat pipe with 
a mesh wick under zero gravity cond1t1ns. The optimum mesh size and optimum 
number of wraps are shown In small nunthars. The lower curve showo the data for an 
ammonia heat pipe with a mesh wick whet) a small acceleration force is placed on tho' pipe. In this case a gravity head equal to a fluid lIlt of one diameter was placed on the 
pipe. Because of the surface tension characterictics of anusonia the power tratwier 
characteristics are markedly reduced when the rrnall acceleration force is appld. Because such forces arc likely to be encountered
	 the heat pipe d3sign mugt 
account for them. 
The middle curve in Fig. 5-51 is the rformance da for a heat pipe with a 
sintered powder wick. ThL type of capiilary structure ii t advar.te 
-1k having 
substantially lower input and output trat	 dop than the ienl wich dcclns, This factor will ha further amp1hied In th co!Iot411 cectin. Thn 
1'-C
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Fig. 5-51. Th:oduct cf power throughput and length ad wcight-to .-1engh ratio- 
as fuctfons of inside diameter for an ammonia heat pipe at a tem-
perature of 30°C.
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-davolops tho much higher capillary pumping pressure ea that there is only a slight re-
duction In performinoo when an accoloration equal to a dlaxetor lift is applied. The 
dffforoce In not largo onouh to show on the graph paper. Th3 email numbers beside - 
• the data p'int indicate the code number (600) for the sintered powder and the thlcknes 
of wick in units of 0.01 in. The node number refers to the wick density and particle size. 
ç	 The rittio of iotght to lwgth of the three type of heat plpss are shown in tho 
lowor ?art of Pig. 6-31. Hoot pipes of oitimam design which contain the sintered powder 
wick ar,j uicwhat heavier tlin those having the less donee screen wicks. lowever, 
the other advantages of the porous metal wick more than offset the penalty of additional 
weight 
6 TompoDrop 
The t mpornturo dreps etvounterod in the ambient t peiatur3 heat pipe are 
developed in tho mato regions as the high temperature heat pipe, as shown in Fig. 5-66. 
The bmitinpt difference In the low mperere heat ,,,p5 i du3 tr th3 high 
tpertatj dropo which bvIop whet tho heat PZ3.308 thioh the low OofldUci'citty 
orkin	 d.
of th3 c trictorist1otj of ammonia at the operth
	 atare, the

temp atw'o droo due to porato.v, OcadOID02tioB ad vapor tre1 nro mil and 
calL betvcd. The oaossionc which ware used to aaloukr4a tbe titu dps 
differ '.rovñ d2,0RIIng on the wick sir,; a the ccers tructred
	 wcle it hj b0c 11 found that the .etilto coreen only increases the thrma1 con ustivlty of th 1ck ahei 207 ever thet of a pure liquid. Coosequently, the tbmpamturo d.'os through 
Iow cn eiv1tj orithg fAulio like ammonia can bccemo laerdtha ly hth. This is 
cao with tho aecen wlioh crce cvaRvatad by tho 1lioin epron
	 - - - 
/ t	 ti '	 t	 t5N\ T	 Q	 + j'-- +	 (-72) 
wero
AT in the total temportero drop (°C) -
	 - 
Q	 Az th heZ tmllsfur rtte 
w - 
in	 wii tieknesc (cm) 
• 
I 
5-73	 -I
VI
R the thriaI conductivity of w11 mitoriaI (o1//cm2/C) 
in the thielm000 of orw Inyor of ccreen (cm) 
N	 Is the w.mr of .ayof'o of tcroen 
A 1	 craa  
A0
 Jr.the output area (cm2) 
• lei the thermal conductivity of the working fluid (ca1//cm2/°C) 
1la@oi on an anrnIir lnut area of P,4. I lr.2 and an output area equal to the pipe 
diamoter timou the rzdwor n, coh dUamotar heat pipe was evaluated for tern-
93ratwc d'op at a throtgipt of 190W for the opthiLod wick ctrezturo. 
'iTho thca
	
n Mg.	 aoig with t teu'pe'ature drop caicuIttcc 
for a Coo l -TS Ldum^jwiza wo4
	 can he goon th.t both c'cn wiok ht 
p2	 J tho Galid	 rd cU vo g	 atoro drops vehci are cw33-
lvely ifth,
	
• 
A good iIt'
	 rc th a wiek	 wth employe a type GOD rAntond pow-
do wo;. Ti10 matowU knu bczn
	 and	 a 
:4 t6
k7 PIPE 
71O t'H 
Sf i MWITY 
OR 
W9 Vero r'irfv 
,i 
01J 
o	 o u 
•	 Fig. 5-0, TomporaWre drop no a
	 of di ictr for colid altwflaum and 
for amraolda In aItminum heat pip with a thwughyat of 1OW
	 • 
-j
conduotivity which Is 40 175 of the solid metal. 	 Consequently, the tcmp3raturo drop in 
Ow wick Is greatly reduced.	 The expression used to cvauuto this design is; 
w p1 
+ 
k	 A	 kp1
+ 	 Ao) (5-73) 
AT	
k	 p
whore
t	 is the thickness of powdered wick (cm) 
Is the thermal conductiv ity of powdered wick (cal/s/ern210C) 
If) the thic.knss of working fluid film on the surface of tho wick (cm) 
thin	 Eq. 5-73 and assuming a 0. 010-inch thick ffln of work-In- fluid In both 
the owp3rter ard condenser, the temperature drops were ca1ou1aed or eaeh .meter 
heat	 Tho daL, ior
 piotted as the lower curve in Pig, 5-52.
	 It graphically shows 
the rur1er attrlhtes of the sintered powder wck structure. 
7,	 .V 
Lted on the data calculated, both the primary and iccon1ary heatplpec should 
lxi iw4c of 0061T4 aluminum with pare sintered powder wic!c eutvalont to ItCA Typo 
600	 atd on a QZ of L5 200W-in (19OW x E.0 in), a 1-in diameter heat '',c would 
be QQ9 1MMO for the primary heat pipe thermal power throughput retjtdramiits. A 
pqe of thte deelga would have a total temperature drop of 7.2 "C 
• • 
l8he OCCOMIlaty heat pipe will be 0.25-in. in diar.ctar to fit within the honey-jamb
	 iot'. A QZ of 252W-in (12W t 21 in) Is red which is wck within the 
•	 ••.
• 	
of the siter4 wick design at that diameter.
	 ed on an input area 
• to IIIO area fOVThCd where the secondary heat pipe crosses the primary 
f t PI^Wj, the tawparaWre drop in the secondary heat PIPO cvapottor is 11. OC,	 This 
could be rodu'ed by .tncreaoing the input area by using laror saddle-hp
	 heat V •
I 
OY-PM liEAT PLPES 
ti* h tf-ilfe hIgher power radlolaotopes such no TO" (1. 0 years), p210 	
• 
-
yctwo) Cm
	
(0,45 years) and Cm2	 (18. ö year) can be tthed for lonor misolon 
lifo if
	 Provided for holding the isotope useful tomprature at a nearly constant 
vaIp0 @vn though its power generation rate is falling In an
	 ponntisi mini-mar.	 The 
V V V
-conz'.ant temperature., gas controlled heat pipe supplies this requirement since it can 
bci used to clamp the isotope output temperature at a specific desired value. When 
used in this manner an excess amount of radioisotope is provided so that the minimum 
amount required to drive the Vlvi engine is available until the end of mission life. At 
the start of life, the excess power is bypassed from the isotope and radiated to space. 
As the isotope output decays, the amount of power radiated will decrease exponentially, 
but the temperature will remain nearly constant. Rejection of the excess heat will 
occur automatically with no control required. A device of this type was tested at RCA 
as a means for obtaining uniform electrical output from a thermionje device designed 
to convert the neat from the radioisotope Into electricity. in these tests an 8-to-1 
power change (three half lives) was niade with a negligible change in temperature and 
electrical output. 
It is proposed to use this device in the ICICLE concept to maintain the input tem- 
perature constant over a 2-to-1 powei change; I. e., 700 Vi at the beginning of tfe and 350 Vi at the end of life. A schematic of a heat pipe design to accomplish this objectt"c 
Is shown In Fig. 5-53. The heat pipe is connected to the radioisotope container and 
extends out 12 In. A 10-in length of this extension is used to radiate the excess power 
to space. The heat pipe diameter wan established at 1 in. to obtain the corr©t heat 
transfer area to radiate an excess power of 350 W. At the beginning of life the hot 
zone of the heat pipe will extend the full 12. in; at the end of mission life the hot zone 
will have receded to 10-in. The heat pipe for this application 'as designed for mini-
mum weight with a 1-in diameter. 
• Using the HPDP18 computer program of RCA a 
VIA.
 
4	 __G4s	 Wf
r I 4--- - 
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Fig. 5-53. By-pass heat pipe.
V 	
•V 
I V-- 
•	 V 
stainless steel-sodium heat pipe was designed for operation at 950
	 15°C.	 A heat pipe 
with two wraps of 120 mesh would carry the required power with considerable stfety 
V 	
V
factor (1000 watt capability).
	 The weight of the beat pipe alone would be 0. 604 lb in 
stainless steel or 0.774 lb in molybdenum. 
V 	
V 
V The reservoir volume, VR, required to hoF'1
 a temperature tolerance of MYC to 
965°C (±15°C) found using Fig. 5-71, is 18.95 in 3
 for a 1-in diametei heat pipe with a 
wail thickness of 0. 05 In, a wick thickness of 0. 029 in, and a length of 2 In. 
If this volume is made as a concentric reservoir surrounding the 10-in-long adia-
batic section, the outside diameter of the reservoir will be 2. 0 in. witha 0. 040-in wall. 
V
Multifoll insulation will be used around the reservoir to maintain this region nearly. 
adiabatic.	 V
V 	 V 
V 	 Helium will be used to fill the inert gas reservoir because of its inert characteris-
V
V 	
V 
tics and Its low freezing point. 
A gas-controlled high-temperature heat pipe is an effective device for bypassing 
excess radioisotope power to permit longer periode of operation at uniform tempera-
ture input.	 The design, fabrication and operations of this type of heat pipe has been 
demonstrated at RCA.
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I. 
E. AMBIENT RADIATOR 
1. Selection of AmbIent Radiator Surface Finishes 
The surface finish of an ambient temperature radiator must be compatible with 
the environment in which it must operate. A radiator which receives no external heat 
flux such ai solar, earth self-emitted, earth reflected solar, and spacecraft self-
emitted radiation should have a finleh with the highest possible emissivity (such as 
black paint). Since such a condition is not likely to exist on a real spacecraft, the finish 
thould be nelected such that it can give maximum performance In the worst-case en-
vironment. The worst-case environment would have a combination of solar, earth, and 
acernft self-emitted heat fluxes. The worst-case solar heat flux would occur with the 
solar vector normal to the radiator surface. The worst-case earth heat flux would oc-
cur with the local vertical normal to the radiator. The worst-case spacecraft self-
omitted heat flux depends upon the spacecraft physical configuration and the location 
and orientation of the radiator with respect to the spacecraft. 
In a near-earth orbit, the ms&In,un direct solar heat flux would bc 0, 93 WIth.2 
At a radiator temperature of 300°K with an emissivity, C, of 0 .
 8, the maximum total 
heat rhuz that a 10 percent effciont radiator can dissipate is 0. 237 W/in., as shown in 
Fin, 54. Therefore, the amount of etertmI heat abnerbed must be less tha4 0.237 
in order for the radiator to radiate any tut b5t (Qnet Qemitted Qabsogtied). 
Therefore, it is neeacary to reduce the amount of solar energy absorbed by the radia-
tor to a level which is well below 0, 237 W/i g . This can be accomplished by choosing 
a iuthion on the spacecraft wbi.jh will minim2e the solar heat flux on the radiator, by 
using a low solar aheorptance finish, or a combthrtlon of both. 
Until the prticu1ar flight npncecraft is known, the amount of solar eflergy im-
1:	 pInZin upon the radiator cannot be d 	 mined. Therefore, for the purpose of this 
study, a finish for the radiator nhouk?i be chosen t.hat will minimizo the theorbed soiar 
JI	 energy. The aunt of soisr enery thoorbed by a radiator as a function 0f solar ab- 
eorpthity and sun angie, 0, (anglo btwen the polar vector and radiator normal) is 
shown in pig. 6-55, nspeeUon ofDIG, 5-55 indIcates that for a full sun Load ( 0°) 
the solar ahsorptnnee, CL, ceot exceed 0, M (tha radiator area for this case would 
be infinite) and a reasonable limit would be baU of this value or 0. 127. At a tun angle 
of 60°, C
.
cannot exceed 0.51 with a reasonable limit of 0.2550 
Unzlcrdcd white paints such as 73 have values of CL as low as 0. 18 but upon ex-
posure to the nun thy will degrade to valueo of 0.3 to 0.5 within rA year or less. There-
fez's, for nwny accraft splication, u er&5ded white paints are unaccepiable on 
303 0
 rcdiators, T1uiS concwlca Ia hased on the fact that sun angiso greater than 60' 
cannot be achieved on oome spacecraft '(such as the teostationary satellites) and are not 
likely to be achieved on many low-aliftuclo, un-synchroncuc satellites unless deploy-
able radators can be used (deployable radiators would rqulre a flelble primary heat 
Pipe).	 '
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Figure So lar oiiery aborbd by radltor as a function of solar 
thcrptivty for a solar conzt-ant of 0.93 W/ln. 2 with the 
apple btwoon Dolnr vector and radiator normal a a 
condufaoe smirrore with an nllvtty of 0. 80, an uw gr2d3d solar al 
•	 sorptateo of 0, 06 and a dercdcd fo.ar absorpttnce of 0. 10 or luss can be used as a 
radiator finleh. Thic will gve a mullImMIUR (a 0. 1C) abnorbed heat f1m of 0. U93 
W/In., 2 at oa and a hoat f1u o 0. ()1 w/in, 2 at 60° • These host Muges tire 
within th2 limito choon ind are the lowoot value which can be achieved, within th 
pro sent state-of-the-art, 
The Actroltronico Diviaton of 91CA hu rccntly dovloed a 
for applying a clear coal to polar celia which may eliminate the need to bond cover 
laucea on colar calls, A ctmiiar tobnkue may be used to fabricato a radiator Iintah 
which has thermal proportion very oloFio to that of cml-curIaca mirrors but would be 
much lowor in cost- Ughtor in VIG9,Phto and would be loole cucoptAble to damage. The 
•	 •	 technique to precontly under invocti , aton but Ic not ac yet a proven flnlh; ThorforOD 
the recommcnded fintch for redlatoro which muat accept a high cup. load Is aecond-
eurfce rnfrrore,	 -	 - 
The earth and e oeora oolf°oniltted beat tlwec3 are not a fctor in determin-
ing the radiator finlrheu thtce theoc boat 11uec will be absorbed aad e-ezrJl.ed with 
the onie €fictonzy (12t asorptMty cd oiulec1vlty are equal),
	 •	 • • 
•	 /
— MOUNT I NG FLANGE e^Z<
AMBIENT HEAT PIPE 
Fig. 5-56. Honeycomb heat pipe radiator.
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The earth reflected solar energy is a factor In determining the radiator finish 
but is not as critical ec the direct solar energy since the maximum heat flux is 0.. 3 
W/in. 2
 at an altitude of 600 nautical miles and decreases rapidly as the altitude in-
creases.
A finish which minimizes Lbs absorbed direct solar energy will also minimize - 
the abserbed earth reflected solar energy. Therefore, second-surface mirrors are 
also recommended for most radiators which face the earth at low altitudes but final
	 4 
HolecUon would have to be made on the basis of spacecraft altitude and orbit parameters. 
The recommended finish for radiators which do not receive direct solar energy 
or high values of earth reflected solar energy is any good space qualified white paint 
which has an emissivity of approximately 0. 9. 
2	 Configuration 
In order to mount coclurface mirrc-ou a durface,the surface should be 
flat and rIgid. Rigidity Is required in order to prevent cracking and/or failing off of 
mirrors during launch vibration. in addition, the dealgu should permit construction of 
the lightest-weight radiator that is compatible with the surface area and rigidity require-
ment.
In order to meet these requirements, a honeycomb panel containing heat pipes, 
as shown in Fig. 5-56, Is recommended.
	 S
SJ NONc ycO5 PAL
7,	 COWDARY 
I	 V V	 'V 
• 	
•-.	 V
• 	 _V	 Other configurations were considered and rejected because of their relatively 
V
	
	 high weight. A comparison of radiator weights is shown in Fig. 5-57 for a 350-W radi-
ator at 3000 K with PE = 0. 3. (PE is the ratio of absorbed external energy to the total 
emitted energy of an Isothermal radiator at the heat-pipe temperature.) PE 0, 3 cor- 
V
	
	 responds to a 3econd-surface mirror radiator with an incident solar input at an angle of 
approximately 450 . As shown in Fig. 5-56, the solid-aluminum radiator (1100 alumi-
num alloy) must be very large and long (and therefore impractical) before it can begin 
•
	
	 to compete with the minimum-weight heat,-pipe radiator. A solid radiator with the same 
area as the minimum-weight heat-pipe radiator would weigh approximatel y
 70 pounds 
as opposed to approximately 6 pounds for the heat pipe radiator. A radiator with a 
•	 tapered cross section would be slightly lighter but still could not compete with the heat-
pipe radiator.,.-
V 	
V	
V 
The hert-pipe-honcycomb radiator consists of heat pipes embedded in a 
V
	
	
honeycomb core which has the sanm thickness as the diameter of the heat pipe. The 
skins are aluminim alloy bonded to the heat-pipe-honeycomb matrix. The second-
surface mirrors are bonded to the radiating surfaces with RTV. 
V	
For a radiator which unes both the front and back surfaces for heat rejection 
(2-sided radiatorL tha skins wKI be 
N' 
Vt 
V	 f
L	 IU c ness . £ ULV a rauiior 
which uses only one side for heat rejection (sine-sided radiar), the shin on the radi-
ating s ide should be the thicker of the two skins in order to minimize the amount of 
heat which must be conducted from the back skin to the front skin through the honey-
comb. Since the radiating ;kin or skins are the primary heat transport mechanism, 
they should be made of an aluminum alloy with Ugh thermal conductivity (1100 or 1145 
aluminum alloy is recommended). The non-radiating skin cold be made of a high- - 
strength aluminum alloy (keeping the thermal conductivity times thickness product con-, 
slant) since Its primary purpose is to provide structural strongth.
	
•	 ,	 - 
	
3	 sidOjzthon 
The honeycomb-heat pipe radIator is basically a series of identical rectangular 
fin radiators fabricated into a sine unit as shcn in F1, 5-58. - Therefore, the radi-
ator can be analyzed on the basis of a single fin rzdiatoj which is uniformly heated along 
one edge. Since there are an Infinite number of fin configurations (height and thickness) 
which will dissipate the rsqulred &.M'
 crunt of heat it is necessary to find the configura-
tion which will yield the minimum weight for any specified external environment and 
size constraint	 V	 V	 • 
This can be accompllahed by generating a mathematical model which will per-
mit a computer to calculate and select the design which results in the 1ghtest weight: 
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Fig. 5-57. Radiator weight as a function of area for ilngle. aded o1id 
aluminum and heat-pipe radiators a heat dissipation of 
350W, and a PE of 0.3. 
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1g 5-58 Croon-section of heat-pipe radiator 
radiator for various envronnicntai conditions and material thermal properties, The 
weight of a radIator Is computed ao follows:
	 1 
LA P	 2W /'DP 
A	
-	
+ t P +	
+ -j-.)^ 
W1	 I 
whero	 - 
u th2 wht of the rivftaor (pou4s) 
D is the thickness of ho,j,omb core (OD of heat pipe) (in.) 
S Is the number of radiating surfaces (1 or 2) 
is the de)ty of honeycomb core (lo/1t) 
H t £lr hchht (1/2 heat pIpe spacing) (ii.)  
t is thickmm of ekin (in.),,-
	
-	 : 
P Is thickwiso of skin mat!& (lb/In3)
	
1 
(t1 + t2 ) for 8IngIe-U[ded rac3atir; t = t
1 
= 
2 
t for doub'.e-sided radiator, 
	
-	 - 
L	 _
4 
k
.,.-	 ,•	 -	 -
H 
W81 i unit weight of tiuth'co ftntch (lb/1n)' 
we is unit weiiht of opoy cd to 1oiz honeycomb (lb/in2) 
Whp 18 unit weight of host pipet) (lb/In of lonth) 	 S 
Z is total length of lcat pip; (in.) 
Ar is total area of rftdiatinj surfaces (I0) 
For a rectangular radiation fin, thoro oRistp, it rehiUonabip between Hf and t 
called the profile unbr.- Thia reIatlonihlp can bo exprusbed a:
(5-75)	 :1 
whore	 - 
NP Ic profile ouor 
	
Is eni Miy of 'v atth ucoc
	 t 
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k ic 00 tel	 oltity 09 cds
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With the aid of a computer, Eqs. 5-74, 5-75, 5-76, 5-77, and 5-78, and the N rela-
• lonships shown in Figure 5-59 can be used to dtermlne the radiator configurations 
which result in minintum rdintor weight. This is accomplished by Iterative calcula-
tions of W. at selected points on each oi the environrnegta1 parameter, PE, curves
	 - - 
of Fig. 5-59.	 The Iterative 'aicu1ationz are performed by holding the profile number, 
and the effectiveness, D, constant and vi%ng the Oda thickness, t, until the 
minimum weight conguratIon is found. A new pciut on the Np-D curve is then selected 
and the-process repeated.	 The r'sults of these ealculatons are shown In Fig. 5-60 - 
through 5-65.	 The following values were used in all ciculathms:
- 
=350W 
-	 D	 0.25 in.	 - - 
k
	 5.52 W/in/° K (1100 Al Alloy) 
0.8 (second --aurface mirrors) -	
•-	 I - 
1, 0 lb/ft3	 t-,;?C'9ait!m1ri hoacycomb core)
	 - 
P
	 G. 1 lb/in3 (1100 Al alloy)
	
I 
•	 W	 = 0. COO 1735 lb/1n2
 (F72-1000	
-	 ; 
-	 0. 00104 lb/i d (8-mu	 eccd-urfa	 mirrors with 5 mils of RTV)
	 •. 
af - 
W	 0.00216 lb/In (eethneted wt of 0. 25-In 01) hsat pipe)
	 • 
Fnrcs 5-60,, 5-61, and 5-62 zrafor
	 e-oid3d wore t 300° X, 3250 K, and
	 -	 - 
- 350' K, respeeAvcIy.	 Figures 5-03, 5-04, and 5-65 Ere for doubie-sid-ad radiators at
	 - 
300°X, 325-Ko and NO -it', respectively. -	 -	
-;	 - 
Each of tho illustrations cor-In eli of the Lformation necessary to design *
 a heat I. pheycomb	 dator when constructed with the mttorlls 1ndicateL If it is d .-	 -	 - 
airble to uce othew materials, different size or weiiat heat pf4pes, and/or operate at-
•	 other	 rs,, it will beanearjau to use Eq. 5-74 to find the optimum configuration - 
for	 e ^zw conditionz, WIth the al o2 a computer, his is a r latively cp1e 
The raIltor we1ite shown is 1igs. 5-60 through 5-65 do noI blu!e any 
for issorto required to morsit the raator or mate the primary he-at 
• pipe and the radistor sInce the cr ntity required v,W	 end rpzm the fInal shape of the:
- red—tor.	 -	 -	 -	 -, • 
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Fig, 5-60. Radiator weight as a function of area for a single- 
.	 sided heat-pipe radiator with environmental •c", 
• •	 parameter and skin thickness-heat-pipe spacing 
as parameters at a heat-pipe temperature of 300'K. 
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Inspection of Figs. 5-60 through 5-65 show that a very sharp increase in 
• radiator weight occurs as the minimum radiator area (mxlmum effactivencss) as a- 
preached.	 The radiator weights, areas, and heat-pipe pac1ngs shown In parenthesis 
are for the minimum-area cases which do not fall on the graphs. 
It	 be should	 noted that each point on each curve represents the minimum 
weight configuration (obtained by computer) for that particular radiator area.
	 There 
exists an Infinite number of other configurations for any particular radiator area 
but all are heavier than the configuration shown. 
At first giane, it would appear that at each temperature, a particular skin 
4 thickness and heat-pipe spacing results In the minimum-weight radiator..
	 This is 
not true but appcars to be true bece of the relative flab os of the curves at (he ) minimum values.
	 Figure 5-60 shows that a single-sided radiator with skin thicknesses 
totaling 000036 In. and ahe-t-pipe spacing of 3.17 In.. will result in a near-minimum-
weight radiator for all environmeta1 con, dwonz when qpzratcd at 300° X.
	 If the area 
catrejnts of a particular system prcbibi.t the use of this conftguratiom a heavier 
ratiator with loss area must be chosen or a dcnble-ided rJ.ator must be uacL
	 For 
Via 8ameern4roment parameter, the minimum-weight, cazbie-atded ratcr will be 
approximately iwll the size of te aagle-sided ra later azd pproxfmaely 25 percent 
liter,	 • 
The recommended	 s-sided radiator will have skin thlckneses 01 0.0024 
•	
in.. each andz
	 eat-pipe syacingof 2.60 in.
• 
• 
The sie, chaps, weight, and desIgi of a flight r
	 tator will dapend upon the 
tepacecraft.
F. LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPE 
7
,•	 .1 
I. Fluid Selection	 J 
The selection of a working fluid for the cryogenic heat pipe is based on the	 :1 following criteria: (1) fluid properties y, h, pg Pv' N , NV such that maximum	 I throughput is obtained for a given pipe length, diameter and wick thickness, and
	 igravity field; (2) high k2 to minimize input-output &Ts; (3) low value of p 21MW to 
minimize internal pressure at ambient temperature; and (4) chemical cornatibility 
of fluid with wick and coLttainer materials to insure to long undegraded life. An ex-
pression combining all four criteria into a single working fluid "figure of merit" does 
not exist and would be meaningless if It did since different applications would require
	 I
each criteria be weighted differently. Each criteria is thoroughly examined in light-
of an ICICLE application in the following paragraphs. 
a. -Maximum _Throughput _Citoria
	 I
The maximum zero-g he_t-pipcthroughput equation war developed in 
Section 5. and is
	 - 
2yhrw3Qjrco 	 I 
	
= Qmax [
'135b ?7 TI V (Z Z 2 j	 z1yE: '	 (5-79 
(	 L	 2ppe	 j	 -r•.Homogeneous Wic 
The length term may be combined with the maximum throughput to yield 
	
QNZ + Za)max (o 542 r3	 Yii 7717—p"ZI,)	 (5-80) 
The first bracketed expression is a function of the pipe and wlck gemctry; the second 
expression Is a furtotion of fluid properties only. The largest value of yh	 7i1 
will, therefore, yield tiie largestQ (Z t) product or in terms of a fixed ICICLE heat 
load, the maximum value of vh JiPv/( '1v) will yield the longest cryogenic heat 
pipe based on zero-g fluid-flow considerations.
	 -	 - 
The longest heat-pipe length means a more flexible ICICLE system 
since the system design should not be dictated by the length of the cryogenic heat pipe. 
The fluid parameter (yhfp Pv/( i) for the maximum Q(Z+Za) 
product in the absence of gravity forces is referred to as the working fluid figure of 
merit as is plotted in Fig. 5-3 br all candidate ICICLE working fluids. Good heat-
pipe design practice calls for an analysis of the effects of acceleLation on the pipe
H
I 
5-95
I-
r•r. 
design and fluid ecloction. As tho following paragraphs will detail, the exclusion of 
,acceleration effects could result li .he selection of a diffe:erit working fluid or in a 
hULt )iDu diirn wh1ith onr.nt ha 	 I,....i.. -- ., -	 - •..	 ..	 ..  On 	tuncn Pau, even in a florizont'j orien-
	
. tatlon. .	
1 
- : -The maximum throughput length expressj	 for operation in ark. aecelera-
	
: 
tion field was dovolopcd In Section 5. A.
 
- C r2
 
Q(Z+Za)Jrco =
A+ Br 0	 .. 
where	 .	 .	 .	 j .'	 .	 . 
B=—	
- C 	 gZ 211(lw2r12)p.h	 trpr4h 
The optimum pore size can he e pro
	 ed in terms of the pipe geometry, wick geometry, 
fluid properties and grav!y foJde an:
	
. 
-AC +)2+4/2AB
r = __'•_•-r--__----_-------_..•._ 	 .	 (.,-82) 
'V 
The optimum	 lck4h	 ions ratio for zero-[; conditions wns shown to be 0.817 for a 
homogeneous wick and 0. 8
	 or a chnauel wick.
	 For both types of wicks, rv/r 0 is	 . Invereely related Co the g field as might be e:pected, since add!tioual flow area is re-
	 ] quirod to support the gravftntienal precnure drop. Also, the rca is related to g field as 
shown in 52 above, Equatous 5-00,%W 5-81 were programmed Into the computer 1nd 
Plots of Q(Z+Za) vs. r	 wore generated for oxygen and nitrogen at 77°K and 90'K for 
several aeoejcratjon fields Including zero g. (Methane and fluorine were eliminated from 
the detailed analysis because of their toxicity and corrosiveness,) Also tke triple point of 
Methano (l0,6°K) and Arson (83.5 0 ) precludes their use below these temperatures. 
The Q(Z+	 vs0 rw plots are shown in Figs, 5-. Gi through 5-83.
	 The effect of cc-
coloration f1lde (c,prcssed as a product of g, Z and sin 0) on the throughput-length
	 •1 .. 
term for the candidate flulda and temperatures and for two common wick geometries: 
homogonoous and channel wicks, are shown in Figs. 5-66 through 5-73.
	 Fluid selection 
is facilitated by comparing both fluids at 77°K and 90'K for a particular g Z sinø 
product using Flee. 5- 71 A
. through 583. In all plots shown the pore size and wick
	 - 
thickness used
	 i determining Q(Z 4 Za)x is Optimum for the particular fluid, tern- 
- 
porature, and g Z sinø product.
	 ..	 .	 .	 . . 
*Gravitat1ongiefcts should be considered because of the requirement for ground  
testing where, ever. in a horizontal orJoniztion, a significant gravitatIonal liquH
	 - 
pressure drop would exist across the pipe diameter.
-1 5-96	
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Fig. 5-66. Mimun Q(2 + ) px'o&act a a fURCiCa of iar 'aI1 raóLu' with 
gravitational CId products a a pmtr &r oyen heat pipe 
with a homngcnous wick at a temp6rature of 9(YK. 
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Fig. 5-83. Maximum Q(Z+Za) product as a function of lrnter-wall rrAuo with 
F	 working fluid at temperature as a parameter for g Z sin .= 6080 
cm 2/s 2 in,a heat pipe With a channel wick.
IThe graphs Illustrate some important differences between 02 and N2. 
An eam1r.at1on of the zero-g curves, Figs. 5-74 and 5-80, reveals that at 77°K, N2 
yields about 5 to 10% higher Q (Z + Za)	 product for the ome r at the optlmwn
design conditions. The performance of N2 and 2, however, changes considerably 
when even a small g Z sin 0 product Is Imposed on the hcat pipe. Figures 5-77and 
5-81 show that the Q (Z + Za)rjzx product for 02 at 77°K Is about 2:1 higher than N2 at 
77°K in a "g-flold product" ( Z sin) of 1520 cm 2. This product could represent a 
one -foot (30 cm) pipe operating in a gravity field c 0.05 g with sinØ 
= 1. Or, the 
	
•	 condition could be a heat pipe with 2 r = 1.5 cm oriented horizontally un earth. It 
should be emphasized that the liquid p ressure drop due to gravity for a horizontal 
cryopipe In a i-g field cannot be neglected, even for the small diameters of Interest. 
The 2:1 ratio is also maintained for larger g Z sInØ products. 
	
•	 The degradation of Q (Z + Za) with 1ncrea9ng temperature is greater with 
 N2 in a "g" field than -with 02
.
 For eampie, Fig. 57 chews a 5-1/2% dordation 
for 02 with a temperature rfe from 77 0 1 to 90°K. The came tomp2aturo rise in 
n1trogn plp3 roculta in a 35 1/'n drop in Q(Z + Zn). The t cnhput-Ienh proet, there 
fre, Is relatively inerwitive to temperature changes for an optimLed oxygen heat pipe 
In the rano 77% - O°i. For heat pwpa doelgns which are optimized for sorog con-
ditIons, Ffe. -74 and £'tJ0 iTho-, an increase in Q(Z+) for both 02 and N2 heat 
pipes as the operating ton, p3rature increases from 77 0
 to 00 91. It cioud be noted, 
that for optim1ze deli, the op^ftrmm pore oLv, and tho optimum wick thictmoc ts
 ratios arc functions c2 flizid pp.ee, gravity fieLd, a r,.. the optimized Wick 
designs therefore, are different ct £0K than at 77'K which nsult in a throughput 
inrcae 1th a temperature increaeeven though fluid properties auth no surface 
tendon and tent heat arc dorading %j-1th tucrcascg tmature. On the basis of 
rthm throufSh .Gut criterip
., the preferred workta fluid is in the 77 °K to 0 0ç. 
rarge clearly oygon. The heat-transfer properties of each fluid are discussed i the following p ai.	 -	 ••	 • 	 • 
I, Thermal Conuetit Ctoi 
• 	 • 	 • 	 ••	 •• 
a felt metals are typ callv 
	
• •	 20% to 30% dense; when szturated with a working fluid, the liquid bo©omee the primary 
• • • heat-tranafer medium and therefore, the liquid thermal conductivity Is the important 
parameter in determining heat transfer temperature drc in a heat pipe evaporator 
end	 encr. The lower limit on thermal conductivity of a compo2to structure is 
• 	
- given by Gorring and ChurdaI11 13
 for a heat Wndvotica Lu cerica: 
ka 
-	 1	 - 
"-
-	 - -	 - 
-	 -	
-	 •- .-
- •	 -	 -	
• 	 5-100	 • 	 •: 
•	 ---••------,•-'- ••-•
/ks = 0.62 W/cm/°K, 
kA = 0.0014W/cm/OK, 
e = .85, and T = 77°K. 
4	 A&sumlng a nike1 fiber metal wick filled with nitrogen, 
84'
TCMpCflAyIR 
p4
4
F..
The composite thermal conductivity for this structure In 0.00164 W/crn/°K or only 
17 1/1(')
 higher than the conductivity of the liquid. The assumption o. ordinary thermal 
conduction through an all liquid layer, therefore, is a conservative one. A plot of 
cryogenic liquid thermal conductivity as a function of temperature is presented in 
Fig. 5-84. For identical, low-density wick structuron, 02 WIll yield lower conduction 
Ts throughout the temperature range of Interest. For densely packed wick struc-
tures, the composite thermal conductivity Is independent of the liquid in the pores. 
Fig. 5-84. Cryogenic liquid thermal conductivity as a function of 
temperature with working fluid an a parameter. 
•	 Boiling heat transfer in cryogenic iiui&i in highly emp1ril and most -

studies published to date contain data for nitrogon only. It is difficult to predict the 
onset of nucleate boiling of a cryogenic fluid in a wick Mace there are no published 
worko on this subject. The heat transfer coeffleicut for cryogenic wick balling as For 
boiling in general dependa on the ouriace condition of the wick an well as the p!iyslcal 
properties of the liquid. no effect of wick design on heat transfer will be explained 
• later in this Section; the combination of physical properties whichaffect the boiling 
heat transfer coefficient Is given ina general form by Ailtagham and Mclntire14
 as 
flJa[bErJc [11,,G]d
	 (5-83) 
W- hore	 - 
Ii is boiling film coefficient 
C Is specific heat of liquid 
C is liquid mass flow rate 
5-107
IIf. 
17 is liquid viscosity
	 . 
k is liquid thermal conductivity 
Pt is liquid density 
Y is liquid surfae tension 
•	 P is absolute pressure 
De is dimension parameter
	 . 
a, b, c, d are constants.
 
Equation 5-83 is based on a physical model of nucleate pool boiling. The main differ-
ent-es between pool boiling and wick boiling are thought to be dependent on the mass 
flow rate, G and the dimension parameter, Dc. The combination fluid of properties 
yielding the highest heat transfer coefficient in boiling would be, from Eq. 5-30 
b C a
 [P2 C -	 •.. 
	
hmaxa 
E .:]	 ) H	 : (584) 
Note the Inverse relationship between boiling coefficient and the liquid properties of 
•	 density and surface tension. For maximum heat transfer based on Thtid flow consid-
erations, it is desirable for the liquid density and surface tension to be very large. 
Thus, a tredeoff is indicated between heat pipe fluid flow and boiling heat transfer 
Since wick boiling Al's with crycenic fluids can only e estimated and will probably 
result in lower ATs (at the same q) than for pure conduction througit a liquid layer, a 
conservative, pure-conductAOa model will be employed for calculation of heat transfer 
Al's. The model is presented in Section 5. F.2.b. (2). 
It Is clear from Eqs 5 .83 and 5-84 that high liquid - nermal conductivity 
Will result in low heat transfer rshether the transfer mechanism is conduction or 
•	 boiling. In the temperature range from 771ru
 to 20°K, therefore, o:ygen would be the 
•	 preferred working fluid based on its highest thermal conductivity. 
0	
c. Minimum _Pressure _Criteria 
Roth 02 end N2 will exist as a high-pressure gas at ambient tempera-
tures. For the same heat pipe V) and wick volume, the fluid which yields a lower 
pressure at ambient temperatures will require an
 thinner container wall and thus yield 
•	 •	 a lighter weight heat pipe. The perfect gas laws, with the appropriate compress-
ability factor can be used to predict internal pressures, P, a ambient temperatures: 
	
-	 Vt	 • 
where C = LiOS for N2 at 300°K and 3500 psia 
C = 1.')6 for 02 Et 300°l- and 3500 pain 
Vt Is total volume 
II is universal gas constant 
T is temperature, °K
l. 
.1 
5-108
•	 lnL+mv	 m	 V 
MW	 vPu VV. 
H whore
Vp th the volume of
. the pares 
V, th the volume of the vapor cpace 
MW is molecular weight 
Hi..
Vt	 1.47 cm 3
 and V = 0.47 cm3 are assumed for the calculation.
 
The ratio milmv is 81:1 for N2 and 513:1 for 0,^, at 77°K. Thereforo, 
the contribution of mv to the tothi mass will be neglected and 
•	 •,	
0	 •• 
C
	
RT 
0 The internal pressures PL),, and Po
	
o: 0
	
d N 2 ,
 roopectively occupyir
	 teflic1 
heat pipes at tho same to perture may be comprod thus:
 
'H	 0 
1CgVp • 
Po2.1v] •0 
••••••-
w Jo2 
(1 
0	
0	 • 	 ' 	
0	 • 
' 
[
0	 0	
(0.01). 
••	 0	
P1,	 (1.08)	 ---	 '
•	
0 •. 
0 
702
 
The itornfu prsosuro of Og, thorefore, 	 b	 abcat 13% Hor hin re tJ 
tne' wall
 
WORROZ30 Cnd cetht will be higher ty the
	 o	 tc' 
Rascd en tho crAteris of minirmrn 1ntern1 presero at ambicat temper&-
turc, the
	
ccn	 VEL%Iyogo hac 3iCVfl	 t'oen to he the 
d 
•	 ':
• There 13 no e	 rimental ccta avdhble on 111e 09 02 or	 ict pic. 
•	 Hovvor, cemo of the pro aorthoZ cryogenic hat pip
	 indicate t&it chul C 
0	 patiblity ALLdd be	 h lose of a problon with cryocmo heat pipor chen cc1 
to cmbion and 3iuid metal pipes.' 	 . •	 0 
5iOa
UK 
The first favoreblo prQprty of oryegnlc heft pipe 1 temperature.. At 
cryogenic tempratuoa, the c}irn1cal roactienf,, wiith mfht roleaao a noncondenefbh 
gas such as hydrogen or caueo the wick to partially dsolvc in the liid proceed at 
a much slower rate. ArotIer property favoi g g lcgon le t1mplytw fact that It fri 
chemically inert and w@ld riot rct vAth any niatoria lp.
 L In the fabrication and 
charging proeees a email urnount of 9X 0 10 n001d0=111y loft in the c'yog€nic heat pIp, 
the 02 and No compot€nt will condne ant of thLo cia baying a uo cienofble gas 
-'volume of lees than 1% of the original gea voluo. Nkroon apoara to be the pre-
rred working fluid on a cbomical CoraretibiMy bzG lp., duo to
 lt	 rthc-oo. There
Is need, however, for life data on nitrogen and ozygon h&t pipes. 
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a. Optimum Do&ign Approach 
The heat pipe optimization procedure which was presented in Section .5. A. 
will result in the largest throughput-length product Q (Z + Za) of any heat pipe design 
for the same r. Equations for Q(Z+Za) and optimum pore radius, reo are again pro-
sented below.
- _AC+[(AC)2+4y2 AB] h/2 
r0_	 2y13 - 
whore
b 
A	 (homQgencou8 w1cks) 
2 1T(r- r) p he 
A	 --------- 
'	
(chamol wick)
s
 -ru) 
B - 4 fly	 oget t 
	
h	 Chann(31 wic) 
C=pgZsinØ 
For the analysic, to following wick cost.ant were aorjLraed. (It 
be cautioned, that good heat pipe de2ln qUfr6 ghi.t tho w2ck cani be
 
mcnally determined.
 .) For the homogcnenu wick, b/e 17. 5. For the orenvercd 
Channel wick	 i'n I 	o  Fig. 6-5, ibo foflowi	 tzte wara teth 
=y/r1 
I	 '
Fig 5-85 Screen-covered -channel wI'L geometry.
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The maximum through put-length product at the optimum pore size Is: 
2y rco - Cr002 Q(ZIZa)Irco
A + 13 rj 
A computer iteration on rv Is used to obt,1n the maximum Q (Z +Za) product at the optimum rc and optimum wick thickness ratio, 
r /r . Plots of Q( Z+ Za) versus rware prescntcd In Figs. 5-56 through 5-83 vfor	 and N2 in sev-
eral acceleration fields and for both wick structures. In addition to facilitating fluid 
selection, these graphs allow the designer to rapidly select the design which will yield 
the maximum Q (Z + Za) product for any given r. The utility and Simplicity of these 
curves is evident from the wealth of information 'hf oh they display. The- gravity field Optimization technique and the resulting performance curves represent  unique and 
important approach to cryogenic heat pipe denign. For a t ypical ICICLE system, the values of Q and 2+ Za 7ill be knovm and the g Z in 0 product should be selected in 
order to satisfy the lror of thc-e to ciraintj ( the gr1vftatIcal field cau
sed by a spin tab1tied vehiclo, or (2) a one --g field acii with tho hrt plpe horizontal, for te&tin an the rond. 
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The effect of gravity or acceleration on the throughput of optimized 
cryogenic heat pipes is illustrated in Figs. 5-66 through 5-73. Figure 5-67 shows 
the relationships of Q (Z + Za)max to g Z sin 0 for N2 at 77°K. The degradatior, in Q (Z + Za)max from zero-g to a gZsin0 product of 500 em 2
 is soon to be 90% for 
r = 0.3. For 02 at 77°K under the same conditions, the decrease in 
is 81% (Fig. 5-69). An ln3rease in gZ sin Ø from zero to 6080 cm 2/u2 results in a 
Q ( Z + Za)max decrease of 99% for N2 at 77 0 i and 97% for 02 at 77°K. It is clear 
from this comparison that a cryogenic heat pipe that is designed for the condition of 
zero gravity is not l!kely to function at all under the ccnditicn of a horizontal ground 
teat where a g Z sin 0 product of about 600 cm 2/8 2
 would edst. (For g Z sin 0 = 600 
cm2/s2 , g is taken to be 950 cm/s 2 . Z Is replaced with 2 rw which Is 0.6 cn and 
sin 0 is set equal to 1 for the horizontal orlentatiou.) 
The iisign of any heat pipa should include tolerances for variation in the 
proportion of the wic la or working 911uld and also system tolerances wMch might cause 
the pipe to oper4o at off -dgn tempratures, thus thanginr the Q (Z + Za) cpebfl!ty 
Of the pipe. It v.-aø ctcted earlier that an 2mportnt part of the heat-pips design and 
fabrication p nrc Is an erimental determination of wick xawc,6sro such as 
the capillary pmping radin, r0 , end the wick friction b/er0
 (for hogesoos 
wicks). Even rYheiji tene
	 ors are eperimcntally dstornijacd, slig varia-
tion An tho opertb of the war l:InS Ould or a nro ud-eoli contact enic Mn 
canoe a ziiffkaat dorcze in the Q ( + Za) . L Come ocoso opcity, 
thorofore, muat ba 'Igned 1n tke beat pipe to aramat for the vsrinu torancer. 
The eucao djUn cc city for a COven wickf1id e tc1nr cc notion is a 
ft-Actlaz of the perf	 history of p'oviono hct pa of the eone utorkis. ]io -

cause of tho Om5ryovto ate of cryogc hct ripe
.
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b. çyogen!o Heat Transfer Considerations 
I.
(I) Boiling Heat Transfer 
Boilt'tg heat transfer with cryogenic fluids is a highly empirical 
science, the to the wick variations In surface materials, surface roughness, and sur-
face coatings, which have a strong influence on the superheat required for nucleate 
boiling. No experimenters to date have thvesilgar. rjd the lnhlueLcc of a cap' Mary 
str'iture on boiling in cryogenic fl'4ds. There has been some investigation, however, 
tno aucieaee boiling of O2 and N2 from flat plates and wires. This Information, 
together with the conclusions of Allingham and Mc1itIrc 14 on wick bailing with water, 
forms the basis for the following treatment of cryogenic wick boiling heat transfer.. 
fleferenoc 20 provides experimental heat transfer data In the form of heat flux. q ver-
ussuperteat AT curves for N2 and 0 2
 boiling from flat capper
 plates. Brentarl and Smith 20 citeeralpMoal formulas for 02 and N2
 which correlate very closely with the 
exnerirnentaj &ta. r1sures 5-8.6 through 5-8, taken from Brentart and Smith corn-
pare data from acveral investlgator& for nucleate and film boiling Of 02 and N2
 at 1 atmaaphero Fures 5-87 and 5- 13D chaw the boiling correlation of Kutnteiadze for 
2 and N ;t varlcua pressures. 
The eaperthiental data of Fig. 5-96 shows a wide vatIaticn in the 
superheat required for uucieatn batU'g of C at 1 atm. For exarnpla at a heat flux 
of I W/cm2 , the data of t.ialkov showa a I - 5'K auperbeat compared to a ?K superheat 
measured by !cIIkILniI. The I attn correlation of Kutataindac predIcts an intermediate 
valup
 of 4K for q I W/cm. The range of KuUtaladze'3 correlations from pret3- 
sureo of 0.5 to 30 atm in liluetrated in Fig. 5-07.
	 .. . . 
Ci
-s 
I 
Fig. G-.8.	
ronlal nuclou and film pool boiling of oxygen at I atn coinared 
with the predictive coreiaUc àf Kutatelitdze and Breen and Wc'itwater. 
From Brentarl and Smith20,
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At a vaporpressure of 0.5 atm which corresponds to a temperature of 
84 °K for 02, the correlation in Fig. 5-87 predicts a 5 °K cuperhat at q M 1 W/cm2. 
This heat flux might represent a heat load of 1.5 watts entering a heat; pipe evaporator 
section with Rw 0.254 and length = 1 cm. operating 02 at 77°K results In a vapor 
pressure of 0. 184 atm wh!ch would Indicate from Fig. 5-87 that a 6 °K ouperhet 
would be required to initiate boiling. If we assume that a capillary structure Influ-
ences 02 wick boiling In generally the same way as It influences water boiling from 
a wick, then the boiling would occur at a lower ATs and the curves of Fig. 5-87 
would be shifted to the left. As previously mentioned, the sterile cleaning procedures 
used to prepareheat pipes and wicks for assembly (ó.g. high temperature vacuum 
bake-out) would tend to prevent rather than promote the holing proâcss because of the 
elimination of absorbed gas in the wick and dissolved air in the fluid, both which can 
serve as bubble nucleaters. The effect of heat pipe cleaning procedurce would ho to 
move the curves of Fig. 5-87 to the right. Considering the opposite effects of a cap-
Wary structure and cleaning procedures on boiling heat transfer and the lack of 
experimental data on cryogenic wick boiling, the prediction of heat pipe evaporator 
Ts in this section will preclude any effects of boiling In the %vock. It to recognized, 
however, that the effect of wick boiling in the eworator will l'e to reduce the heat 
transfer -T when compared to a pure corductj61-' and that uporbeato in the raae 
2- 10°K can initiate boiling in the wick., 
(2) Conduction ifeat
	
--
Fo calculating temperature drapa In cryogenic heat pipe evapora- 
tors, with a homogeneous wick,ic , all the heat, Q, will be eaumod to be	 hicted 
through the wick-liquid matrix with surface evaporation occur-ring at the Riqutd'vapce Interface. The effective thermal conductivity of the wick-liquid matri WI U be 
. assumed equal to the liquid thermal con ctivttidenser heat t 
nafor is aesurned 
ii to consist of film condensation at the 	 d-vrnátaterfane with ordinary co!ottcn 
through the eaturated wick whose k equalo h. This model to conservat;vv hecanas - 
of: (1) the possibility of nucleate boiling which could lower the evaporator- AT and - 
(2) the fact that the effective thermal conductivity of a metallic wiok
.c	 enic Liquid 
matrix with porosities of 0.8 to 0. 9 is about 15% to 20% higher than the liquid thermal 
-' conductivity based on series thermal conduction. The heat 
drops due to evaporation, condensation and vapor flow arc neglected In thie model 
. because they are very small compared to the evaporator and condenear tomporat;ug 
• drops. The vapor now AT could be significant if the hoatipe to appro.ehfng conic 
limitation where the vapor preasure th'ups (and temperature d.-my) inercece ConeWer. 
ably. For and XCITC LF. application, however, both 02 and X2 heat pipec W he 
operating well under their sonic limits.
	 - -	 -	
-	 - 
The conduction model wt'I be applied to the heat pipe homogoiena 
wick designs where the pore radius. r , and wick thickness ratio, rv/r, are doter 
mined by the fluid flow optimization technique. By assuming a typical Ut censor toad 
-	 I
I-
-	 -. -	 - 
Of GOO militwatte and evaporator and condenoer Icntha, Z. and Z. of 7.5 cm each, 
P1019 of tote1 heat-pipe temperature drop verriuo heat pipe Inner-wall radluo can be 
•	 geercted for 02
 and N2
 h3at pipee at 7?I and 90°K operating in the prooence of 
varouc vavtty .4te!d prethcte, gZaino. Since the heat load or throughput i8 a fixed 
quantity in thio mc'Jol, a graph of tot1 heat pipe length (Z) veraun rw is made 
unng tie particular Q(Z+Z )m versue r. curve and knowing that Q 0.5 W and 
15 cm. Thtø hen pipe length voroue rw
 plot appears In Figa. 5-90 through 
5-98. Thooc plate fcit1tnte comparloon of optimizod, homogsneoua wick heat pipe 
and volid rod ATe. The eoltd rod material iolotcd for this comparison is high-
purity 99. 9ifl,) aluminum which poeeetoou the highest rati of thermal conductivity,
 
to denoity of any metallic conductor. The heat pipe A To nd the alunftium redA T8 
can thuc be imparvd on an oçual diameter and length hants. This comparison is 
illuutmtod In Fig. 5-5 which to the AT voreue r plot for an opttmzed nitrogen 
hout pipe at 77°I
	 olaØ Lz 500 2/2). At any point on the aluminum rod o& beat 
pipe AT eu g'vo, the lenh di men&ton oan be found by referring to the length versus 
r, curve at the to, of the rI raph. Ftguro 543 ohojvo a AT of 11°C for the heat pipe, 
with r ' 0.i cm, and Z ri 400 cm For P. coiW aluminum red of the same length 
and diameter r
	 the curve ohoo n ET of 180°C. The heat pipe ET curvo h  
a oUght lnoraoo in AT with Inc recoing r , duo to the In--eanotho wick thicknoec with 
The. ooUd rod To ore LoUly ccnctant with r 1 , atao the conduction IT to e
	 Lna1 to	 Cince the rod AT curvea are haced on onedirnenclonai 
the nwee	 ho scaled in direct prn, onica to th throuput. 
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	 Z = i i; () at 
T = 7.S°C, 5 O.Jm!Z=30crn,
	 V2 T=.2°C, rcmad 
fc' Cr thJ 
L2Lt	 wiz F s 	 (1) T	 .5 °C i
0.04 cIf, MJ r.. 0.043 1b/ft; (2) T 7.°C, pipe m 0.0 '/ft, 
L 
_J
red- 0.087 lbs/it; (3)AT 8.2°C, pipe 0.087 lbs/it, rod =
 0.164 lbs/ft. H)nan 
equivalent AT basis, the solid a1urnthun rods, although twice as heavy as the homog-
eneous wick-heat pipe cotmterparts, are etlil very. light when compared to the total 
ICICLE system weight and also have a decided advantage because of their ultra-.. 
reliability.
Reductions can be made in the homo.neous wick heat pipe ATs by 
enlarging the pipe diameter while maintaining a constant wick cross-sectional area. 
Since the total temperature drop for this model is taken to be the sum of evaporator 
and condenser ATe and ordinary radial thermal conduction is assumed in the evapor-
ator and condenser, the heat flux entering the evaporator can be halved by doubling 
the inside diameter. Ef a constant wick area is maintained while the ID 18 increased, 
the wick thickness will decrease, resulting in a further reduction of AT. For example, 
the AT for an N2
 pipe at 77°K with gZsin = 500 cm 2/s2 (Fig. 5-e5) in 12°C for an 
r, of 0. 2.82 cm. The wick thickness for this optimized design is 0.212 cm, the result-
ing cross-seetfcnal vdk area is 0.368 cm 2
 and the evaporator surface area Is 2.4 cm2. 
If rw in doubled to 0. 734 cm, the total AT is reduced by the ratio cl in (0.82/0. 170)1 
In (0. 7G4/0, 680) . W7/.133 or 7. 8 to 1asuming radial conduction), thereby result--
- 
lag in a AT decrease  of from 12°C to 1.54°C for Q = 0.5 W. This reduction in total 
heat pipe AT is obtained, ci course, at the expense of heat-pipe size ii weight. 
(3) Cheunel Wick heat Transfer Model 	 - 
The heat tensfer in channel wick heat pipe in assumazi to be a paral- 
lel mode Mcondtctioa throngh the metallic fin and crycenlc liquid to the lionid vapor ) 
Interface where surface evaporation occurs. For simplicity, the fin thicieee will be 
ascumed ôast; it in aetnally slightly thicker at the bass in a circular heat pipe. 
Also, the heat trer contbutton of the screen mesh cniering on channels will be 
ueected by eaeumin	 overod fine with insulated tipo.
	 This makes the conduction 
model sUhtly conservative. The channel wick conthzction model is shr--n, in detail, 
In Fig. 5-•. The evaporator temperature drop in comprised of a AT from the skin 
of the pipe, down the fin to a point near the fin tip. Altitsugh th channel wick geom- 
etry prnits a parallel mode of heat conduction, the large differences In thermal 
conductivity between fin and liquid (over 2000:1) cause essentially all the heat to be 
- conducted down the fa with the liquid acting as an insulator. All of the heat in then 
amcd to be transferred into the liquid and conducted aeroac the liquid to the liquid 
vapor lntsrfase. The beat conduction in the liquid to the me iseus is taken to be cme 
dcioeei with a characterintic heat flow area of
	 and a hct flow lcatb of 
r/2.	 - C
-:	
• - 
-.	 In the condenser, the heat flux is taken to condence evenly on fin tip 
and liquid as shown In Fig. 5-99. 	 Two-thirds of the condensing heat flux is assumed 
to be conducted through the liquid using the same characteristic length and flow area as
'I 
UUW	 ',	 H'
H 
1	 D
a 
•	 y' N\ flTfTTi
-	 3 
A. EVAPORATOR	 13. COiDEtSER  
509. Chne3 wick heat transfer modeL 
for the evporntor. Thig coridenear conduction model is ao conservative Glnce the 
temPzrature of the liquid In the channel will probably exceed the fin tmpernure 
causing tho vapor to profcrcntaIIy condense cn the fin tip. Typicet AT calculations
	
. 
are prc1,cited b1ow for the ohmml wick model 
For opttmied O heat pipe at T = 77°K, andgz	 1520 c'it2/e	
•	 4 and rvj 082, ro n Q002 cn ch,g rne! depth .163 can and number of Channels5.
	 • 
An in the hoxgencouc wick model, Q = 0.5 W and Z 0
 ze7.5 cm
	 J 
(1) iat fIcw per fin 0.500 W/56 fins = 9 mW/fin 
2) AT from in to fin tip nleoting radial effect) = 0.0056°K.
 
()	 18 K.
()nvnporator AT = 0. 135 Orc.
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Douhithg thLi AT remta In a total heat pipe AT of losa than 0.4 QN. 
A general ereoeLon for total AT in a heat pipe with chnxeI wick where y r 0
 may be 
co) 
eqreced:
2N\2 
AT = 2 - -
?coZekL 
From the previoue exnmple Q = 0.5 W Z 7.5 cm, k 1.67 x 10 W/crn/i 
and an epresLon can be written for AT at Q 0.5 W t n terms of numbcz of channcie: 
AT .5	 20 
2N (7.5) (16T1
-
 =j K 
The kgher gravitational itvid prurc dpti, which rorMt4lrl In it 
thicker wick and irr /Te in the homogeneouo tick modul, actually quire an 
Incroc mmbr of finj,
 In the optimum chars
-) wick caco, rcobIting in kcvcr kcat 
pipe AT fox' Incoacta ravl ou1 fields. n thIs cat, th dccper fin ha& 
thO effect on the tompomture drop. Total tperatnrc th.'opt for an optirnt-
-Cd 02 
heat pipe with chenne wick cind horn ctaeow WiC!t are cotfcJ wIth rium rod 
ATe vu ohown in Fig. 5-100.
 
Fig. 5-100. Te erate drop a3 a function of urn rwall 'attui for oygcri hoa; pipeo 
with cI and homogcnecue vilcka at. 77'l with QO, 5 W ZZa15Ctfl 
and VeMP400 Cm 2/s 2 contraetcd with Eolid aIumtmm redo offx 
• lengths.
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(3)
At ambient tsmpemtureo , the cryvonta fluid will ott ae a high 
pure gas. The Internal pressure can be predicted uti the pi2ct gio law with 
thd app rep rtate compressibility factor. The (nterual precure caa be 'approximated 
within about 1% by n3çlcctthg the mace o7 the vapor'
 nd the volume occuptod by the 
wich material and conprejLbility effeoo. Tide epproxth%ate formula is 
VP RT 
where pA
 is the liquid dennity at the opertlg point. 
For N2 at3O0 °Kv,ithpat77 o  and VP/VQ,33 p348Opeia. 
To contain this preuo In a 0. 1 in-dtmer pipe with a high-yie ld Gtreas th!mirnrn 
alloy £uch so 7072 where (,o
	 90,OCO psi, a wail thtere cZ 0.0058in will b3yield 
rquircd (:1 ithy factor),
W'U ) (,	 ) 
FThto wall thckneeo is typical for t
	 e!	 o_'Iros which roDuf t I ron the cpttinlzcd beat pipe cetgns. For a eotut pomvouue, tho wall thro 
to rouEy cot with tncreaing pipe Caametar, since tie Inteei
	 La 
In PrC)OrtGn to V0IVg- Tha	 thcc; required for c.fo cohneit 
of th hi pro ur oryoginfc gao, ther?cr, to n(12 eocioive 11 hIh yid 
mat	 aroud. 
()	 j Mterlaio 
A check with tuo maja r cuppliec c7 con, Air Pkct and 
Chl and Mr Rdnetla revaI&l that In trlal CrEdO nrLd high Pu ri ty ngtrajen 
and oygcn 61qyid and o) are routnely c ^orod and
	 in	 jar Qcy1th3ero 
with ocpr or atin1leo piping. No prolom with eorroulon or odo bufldnj ca the 
iner wail WnL reported. Long-term torage c? nnx bleat turo 02 or N2 
•	 net a;pair t) h a prciblcm, but th9r	 aine !uoh
	 cing to b dane with 
•	
, 	 cnlc I1f2
 FPS any Za o2 )c4a, a11 tre 
tture cycling from	 cnt to crynio tperaturc. 
(5)
TA the temperature range from 77 to 90°I, both 02 aftd N2 heat pipor, will not be conic ltmtted when tranferrthg 1 W. llowovr, 2 t 77u1C exhibit 
a vapor preoouro of 0.2 atm and, for an rv of 0.3 C1fl the Conic hzal flew limit La
11 
1
about & W. Bcmanee .
 of poilh.e ocnlo limitations, oxygen thouid not be uced in a 
cryogenic heat pipe with an operating ttperature below 77 O• y the same reacon-
ing, a nitrogen heat pipe chould not be operated below 65 211r. 
(8) Typical ICICLE Cryogenic Heat Pipe RLO 
The following paragraphs describe four typical ICICLE heat pipe 
destgns. Thece designs are optimized with respect to fluid properties and are eelected 
because of minimuIA size and weight and minimum total 
The follathg parnmeteccere assumed-,
 
Q	 1W 
=	 120 cm	 S 
za	 105 cm 
(Z+	 225 Wcm. 
Dec3ign No. 1: oyan, T = 77°K, gZsluo 1500 cm /,32 2/2 
Wick: screen covered channel 
Pipe inner wall radius: 0.25 cm 
Pipe wail thtc!iesa: 0.034 cm 
Heat prne v'eght no insulation): 0.0431b.  
Hoat pipe T: 0.6 iC (evaporator T + condner AT) 
D3sign No. 2: 02 , '1'	 cm2/s 
Wick: screen covered channel
	
-
Pipe inner wall radius: 0.25 cm 
Pipeweli thickness: 0.034cm 
•	 Ilsat pipe might: 0.043 lb. 
Heat ppe iT 0.7°K 
•	
- Iestgn L!o. 3: N2 , T 77°K, gZsinc= 1500 
• Wink. screen covered channel	 - 
Pipe inner wall radius: 0.32 cm 
Pipe wall thickness: 0.034 cm
I 
--	 -••.•--• S..	
•----..••---
7 
I: 
'7.
L
Pipe weight: 0.052 lb. 
Pipe AT: 0.60K 
Dc1gn No. 4: N2 , T 90K, gZsino 1500 cm2/2 
Wick: screen covered channel 
Pipe inner wall radius: 0.43 cm 
Pipe wall thickness: 0.034 cm 
Pipe weiglU 0.4 lb. 
Pipe AT: 0.6K 
0 
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Section 6 
THERMAL INSULATION REQUIIEMETS
- 
r	
'S	
-
4 
- / Summary 
The,ug
 tntht,on is on Impo
	 a1r,nt In the ICICLEsystem b2caze of t, ext.cmee in temperature inuohed. Heat leak from the heat eotrce subsystem must be supplied by a Ie,r isotope. heat ka1 into the eryogenkbsys€	 crcat' s a regufrmant for
 
more refrigeration Cap3city which reflects as a ;equirema,U for more thermal power from a (arsr isotope. 
While el
	 for insution
	 more v11licl at the cOgenjc temperature; the quaity f
	 required is mur/I hither in the high ieirperature regloiw. Multiple 
radictlent eh ICVGtype of Insu (Ions are rieq g I,r4 at both temperatures to permit system pCrfojw_e at 
rceepttIe leucla. Standard rrxiclized Mylar blnket can be
used with the 
cold subsystems to reduce trmgI loads to lees then £5 mW/ft of thernnj line k tjt/I. The 
rnu'(ifo/j and refri foy powder blantecle must be used eround the ieotope and hot lmea1p/,e	 to racloc tiwg
 heat lei to below 150 Wfora 400 Wheat &OUT*.0 
Care" coneldereflon of euc A--tom as edge tosserscompruo loading st ructural support, end mutt foil ma! ty control
 
are required to achieve a sit./'acto'
	 sje.em canf1gmjra(l.	 'iJmog crafui anphcalro s of this 1n.Llat on ts'shnohgy ICICLE is not
 feasible bcaurjf exeeam'e power and GLr.a rvq Isilemont. Close atkngion ehouk' be pend tOthpajc.iysycri 
The x4rjor noeat in an ICICLE system is represented by heat loes or gains 
•	 to the system from the environment.
	
-Heat load on the cold portions of the system is
•	 - far more costly* to the system than heat loss at the hot end since each a&litionàt watt 
Of cooling required because of poor Insulation requires 40W o. heat input Into the'
• system and a proportional amount of scabug in sy8tem
 size.
• 
If a CrJOgCnIC	 ct pipe is utilized for heat tranfer to the V
	 finger, cola	 tht 
•	 pipe should be polished nnc gold plated for low emisvfty (
c ). A value of	 = 0,04 is 
representative of a. surface finish which can be used ;or heat load calculations.
	 • 
Figure 6-1 shows the heat leak oãcurrtng with a range of pipe sizes operating at 77 'K 
In a 300 °l surrowuis. In the 1/4 In OD pipe required to transfer 500 mW 2 or 3 ft 
the heat leak is over 100 mW per foot of length. This leak is unacceptably high.
	 Usg 
relatively simp1-
	 insulation schemes an s shown In Fig. 6-2, this leak cannot be 
reduced since the riation coupling to the pipe is much weaker than the conduction
	
- 
-	
- -
-
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- Fig. 6-1. Heat leak into heat ppes as a function of pipe length with pipe 
diameter as a parameter.
	 ,•-..
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THERMAL INSULAT0N 
1074 BTUIH/FTPF	 HEAT PIPE
C-' 
Fig. 6-2. Relatively simple insulating schemes. 
coupling through even the best insulation materials available and the increase in 
radiation area Is more detrimental than the conduction insulation achiwed. To get 
any reduction In cold finger loading requires an effective thern-al conductivity of less 
than 3.6 x
	 Btu/hr ftF. The only approach to achieving such insulation levels
 is through the use of znultlfoil insulation blankets. The materials and techniques 
regularly used in spacecraft systems lead to heat loads which correspond to effective 
emissivity of the order of 0 .02. 1* Blankets of thin type would tead to extraneous heat load of approximately 25 MW per lcd of 1egth. Racent moanureeas made on a: 
sopMsticatj multlfoil system of oe hundred three 0.00025 in thick aluminum foils 
resulted in a heat leak of 0,20 EtJhr ftbeLvcen 72 S F to '320'Fl, corresponding to ani 
effective emiscIvity () of 0,005. 2 The conclusion which cail be drawn from this discussion in that multifoil insulation tehnoIoy in nececsy in the cryogenic areas 
of ICICLE to make the ccncct feaaibs. While the current level of this technology Is 
adequate to meet the cryogenic inulatjon needsç, application of the most recent develop- 
meats in this field would 1r, warranted if the full capththty of such a system is to be 
eolted. 
Whilo.the importance of good inaulation Is mostmpOrtan t o iCICLE at cryogenic 
•
"high temperatures, the d
i
fficulty of the problem is most severe at
	 temperature.	 Recent 
work has been done to extend the operating temperature range and thermal conductivity
4 of multilayer foils for use with radlolsotcpa fuel capsules used in RTG systems.
	 There 
are many types of systems in existence but the most attractive use refractory oxide parti-
cles to separate reflective radiation shIelds.
	 The foils used range in thickness from -	
-
 0.00025 in to 0.001 In,
	 and the particle separators are In the 5-10 tsm. range.
	 The - 
systems which have been howu to be effective for long periods of time are aluminum- 
ZrO2* at temperatures up to 500C;coper-Zr
	 up to 800C; nI'.kcl-rO2
 up to 1000°C; 
•	
-	 : platinum-r30 up to 1100°C; tcntaium-Th02
 up to 1200°C; moiybdenum-Th02 up to 100°F 
-
and tungsten-hO2 up to 1900'C, )nvestigation Into the life, performance and design of 
-	 '-1 the systems has resulted In dta similar to the typical examples shown in Figs. 6-3 and 
---------6-4.	 -	 - 
_________	
-	 •.	
.- *References for this secthn are at the end of this section. U 
**First Is the foil material; second Is the powder separator.
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This performance, whtchthstxtoten times better than competitive Insulations, is 
necessary to make an ICICLE system practical. Four factors combine to degrade the 
performnico of this typo of system and should lead the designer to conservative use of 
the data preontod. First, there is a great sensitvity of multlloil performance with 
insulation powder dencity. Figure '-5 hows that there Is a distinct minimum in h*'at 
leak as the amount of powder is varied. If too few particles are used, the chance of 
inferfojl contact increases, resulting In an increase in heat flux. If too many particles 
are used, the conductive component of the Insulation increases sharply, also in-
creasing
 heat flux. By doubling the powder coverage from 0.063 mg/im 2
 to 0.1575 
mg/cni, the beat fIu increases from 0.01 W/cm2
 to 0.05 W/cm 2 . Since control of 
this parameter Is not too precise, variation in samples can be substantial. A series of 
6 Tall,02 blankets were manufactured to the same specification and tested. The heat 
f1u through these samples varied from 0.010 W/cin2
 to 0.C17 W/m'.3 
Ca 
.24 
S 
if .IC 
1.
IE3 Sow 
JLC
0	 0 GOO OW OO IO 1400 1500 t60 2000 200 
Courea TctwC 
Fig. &. Heat f1u vs. source temperaire -planar W-M
2 Insulation. 
• A cocer.ti
 degradaton factor increases with operation at high temperature. 
increasing heat fiux with operating life can bo caused by changing foil surface proper 
tIes, gas evolution in the interspacee, or bonding between separator and the radla- 
tion foils. This latter factor appears to be the dominating factor with the powder 
tune multifoUs and for 2 to S v	 if wn1r eHM-t +h., .,c,	 , -	 - -	 c	 AJ SJL I&C 1. L I C&%,W 
metals for the foil rather than the nickel, which might be preferred for short-term 
operation, If, In addition, launchpad operation fr a requirement, then consideration 
should be given to 2 nontarnishing foil material like platinum or rhodium. 
_1S	 .	 -S.-
A third factor bearing on performance is the mechanical loading imposed on the 
insulation assembly. Multiple foils are not, load carrying materials and should not be 
called upon for any structural requirements, In Fig. 6-6 is shown the effect of 
loading a 40 layer blanket of tungsten-Tho, with 1.21 psi and 2 • 10 psi. This small 
load increase causes a substantial heat loss increase. Great care must be taken to 
provide structural support of isotope container and heat pipe thrbugh zirzonia, mounting 
pins or fine wires of a material like rend 41. The heat leak through these members 
and the insulation penetration required can be significant if not carefully done. 
A fourth degrading factor to foil thermal insulation is edge losses. Since the 
isotope source will probably he contained in a cylindrical package similar to that 
shown In Fig, 6-7 care is required at all joints. If cracks of 0.005 in existed, the 
heat loss would be 0.19 W per.
 centimeter of joInt. Overlapping joints must be designed 
with care since the material is very anisotropic and thermal short cIrcuits are easily 
created. Three types of corner configurations have been investigated and are shown in 
Fig. 6-8. The data plotted in Fig. 3-9 shows that with care edge losses can be sig-
nificantly reduced although they still remain a significant factor. 
Representative of the fuel source which could be used for ICICLE is the package 
being qualified  for Transit. This package is a modification of the LRHS capsule which 
has a thermal output of 204 V. The Transit requirement Is for850 W, which is sails-. 
fled with the package shown in Fig, 6-10, This package is shown enclosed in an in-
sulated thermal collector which would be suitable for the ICICLE application. The 
basic technology of this capsule can be utilized to build capsules with a linear relation-
ship between capsu l e volume and thermal output. if the capsule is mounted as shown 
in Fig. 6-10, it represents a minor fraction of total heat source size.
	 Heat losses 
can be calculated versus VIM input requirement, using a variety of Insulation types, 
These calculations are tabulated In Table (3--I.
	 Data of the type shown in Figs. 6-I1 
L	 .	 : and 6'-72 is used to calculate losses, Notice that for a 0.85 in thick blanket with best 
materials a'iailable, container losses can he reduced to 35 W. When practical con-
sideration f such things as cracks is made, those losses go to 65 W.
	 Structural 
penetrations to support the capsule add another 15 W to the heat leak. Likewise, heat 
• leak to the heat pipe is related to the thickness of the insulation, 
• The assumptions male concerning the Insulation blankets have been conservative on 
balance.	 For instar.ee, while no allowance has been made for losses due to the structural 
problem of mounting the t:otope to the spacecraft and edge losses have been calculated 
only for the top and bottom of the container cylinder, the use of only 40 layers of foil has 
been assumed.	 The possibility of doubling this to 80 layers can be realized with an accep-
table Increase in system complexity and a significant decrease in thermal losses. There 
are several conflicting Insulation and structural requirements which can be resolved only by T 
detailed consideration of the system design. Suffice It to observe that the insulation technology
._1 
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(Th 930°C). 
developed for RTGmut be used in ICICLE This is verified b} th' information 
shown in Table 1. The size of container which must be insulated Is determined by 
scalinir, the radioisotope fuel capsule ow-the L.tsis of Transit configuration. Since re 
cnry can and
	 design is relailvaly insensitive to thermal output, . 
the overall container size does shrink appreciably when gross isotope goes from 800 
to 200 W. Thermal losses are calculated for three insulating techniques. The first 
uses the best properties reported and would not realIstically account for repeatable 
quality and Insulation degradation.' '-An effective enlssivity of 0.005 15 realistic and 
would account for all the factors existing in a practical package design.. The extreñie 
right columns give a conservative estimate of losses using current conventional 
technology,	 .	 .	 . 
Two things are obvious from the data. Conventtonal multifoil blanket techniques 
are inadequate for effective insulation of the ICICLE heat source. Large neat sources 
utilize the heat generated In a fuel capsule much more eificiently. Based on these 
calculations, the Isotope to drive a &W VM will have a gross output of 350 to 400 W 
wIth 210 to 260 W net Into the VM hot cylinder. The use of several smaller \TM and 
thotope systems to accomplish the multiple load cooling would be clearly inefficient. 
In addition to any other reasons, this would morri than provide adequate justifIcation 
for a central refrigeration system approach.
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ICICLE THERMAL CONTROL 
Sumnwry 
Thermal control of an ICICLE system W111 be re.rt.th'cd because of a combimuion of 
several factors which would cause variation in cold temperature. These factors are 
prlmarllv degradation of system components and changes in eiwlmn,ntntal conditions. 
Control at each of the three heat transfer regions could be incorporated to provide the 
v1mp1cr and most reliable system. 
- Minor vuriatlons in refrigeration requirements
	 system dgradatio can be 
coed by a temporuture controlled twatar mounted on the c7perIme,u pfatfom. 
A lolal of 2 to 4 W of ceh hcatiaj u;ouM be feasible vine it would be required at the 
beginuir of spacecraft ilfC when exeasa e tviaal powar is aiikble from the oler caI. 
F&tuations of radiator I perrfure will ouse varying rafamtor cvanhceze 
pe,cisra, causing variations In vaicm ceosley as e yallc, creating strew Puctustioe In 
the rtefrig rator chanissa, Mc of a gs eea'alLid ambient temporeture heal pipe will 
oenp out tempcisIvre veisticn at the cse eid I stabllfte the eytem. 
The t.jor control uret1e of t.4 8
 ICiCW syCem mast be to protect the isatec 
from excess tern ratEra In the face of rc'ct2 Aitrtcqd by the refr4 ereter. This could 
oacu:'becauso of hot heal *e a /orre/Wças-4te' dnt1on, comme*d ahekiawn of 
the syster, 07 tailra of the kcet thh cntdy.
 The
	 t 4ifftceive method for 
ceeotheflrj this La
	 th r' of a	 ntre conlrolis flp an the heeop 
•housing. This flp allow: the (et& to ha a variatla tew of	 o and thus heap tv 
tampemima below sorn Wh Thsll.
	 '	 •-
ftecje
 
of Ihe sericea mium ofan iso& iiieia, a fi.il3Jsf prelcetion S!2IdSQ must 
be prov&d. 4 prIng taded 16,aIbia Un( coj!d P?OL this flnction. Act&etIm of this 
um Prota,eet:ee wmdd racuft co ffieF d vhas'ld be suitably iateriaci4 
i!th the awl of the eyriei to c.csn the: c5g
 alr co'tie heue be-en hscsd. 
The eI orfral of an !C!CU eyiem c £e e
	 Sished trkz3 an&tirg teaheclegy, 
Th oy.,4cs can te cicçua&y ralactcsJ e3tet
	 tiopfde euMn, 
A coupo	 riamc ekotow •IHZO ICICLE hi.o a th mid coitroL problem at 
three
	
	
'e W-drporaturos. Au decrib	 thin report thet2e tempe.uee are 900°K, 
d 77 -K. Snco the reaao o' the thernuL coatrol to different at each tempera-
ture; the	 thot and control philo&iopby are different in each temperature range. 
r
.1 
•	 -••-*
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A. THERMAL CONTROL IFQUIREMENTS

I. Cryogenic Temperature Range 
Temperature control requirements for the experiments likely to he supported 
by ICICLE are discussed in the requirements section of this report. Generally para-
metric amplifiers would want to operate at as low a temperature as is achievable al-
though in some cases control to a known temperature might be desirable. infrared de-
tectors require control to at least 5°K and preferably closer. There are three kinds 
of conditions for which control might be necessary. First, the design capacity of the 
engine must be adequate to accommodate system variations which would affect the capac-
ity demand on the refrigerator. These would include tolerances on. beat pipe perform-
ance, variations in interface thermal resistances or variations In the net capacity be-
cause of different experiments from spacecraft to spacecraft. Thhi kind of thermal 
control requirement could bast be satisfied by final adjustments of VM engine speed und/ 
or charge pressure during final s;tem testing. 
A second control requirement would arise due to degradation of sytem com-
ponents with life. At thie phase of the program it Is difficult to predict what this 
degradation will be. It seems clear that the refrigeration load on the system should 
be fairly constant since degradation of surface finiches due to condensation of con-
taminants will not affect thermal losses. This is one ef the important reasons for using 
multifoli insulation on the cryogenic pipes rather  than a high reflectivity finish. Deg-
radatton of the VTVi engine will probably account for the bulk of refrigeration lose 
during system life. If a small drop in refrigeration output must be accommodated 
during mission life, a temperature controlled heater located at the experiment would 
provide the meat desirable control technlque. The temperature coefficient of capacity 
for a 6W machin3 is 7. 5°K/W so that a machine which oversized by 2/3 W would remain 
within an acceptable temperature tolerance of 5°K without active control. Electric 
heaters of up to 2 or 3 W would probably be acceptable for most applications. If sys-
tem degradation exceeds these values, initial sizing of the system to allow for desIgn 
end of life capacity would begin to be nn&acttvo. Temparoture. controlled heaters 
are the most attractive cold finger control systems to accommodate system degradation.. 
Athird control problem at the cold finger Is the abort te'mf1uctuatlon of ther-
mal load caused when the cooled experiment is out of use or experiences a temporary 
change In thermal load. In this case the uimplicity, response time, and efficiency of 
electric heater control make it the favored control technique. 
•	 2. Ambient Temperature Range 
The widest temperature swings in an ICICLE system probably will be as its 
exposure to sun and earth loading,
 changes. These temperatnrè ewingi would reflect 
into the hot and cold cylinders as variations in temperature and heat load. In addition
H
to the temperature control problem, this would create a stress and wear factor which 
would be lmpoed on the crankcase mechanism operating with such temperatur varia-
tions.	 Siaco a beat pipe appears to be Indicated to transfer heat from the VM to the 
radiator, u,rje of a constant temperature heat pipe In this application could lead to 
Improved system thermal control and reliability.
	 A constant tempe.rature heat pipe 
will be ucd in all system descriptions.
	 This passive device will permit the oper-
tion of the refrigerator crankcase at design temperature regardless of environment 
conditions.	 - -:	 - 
.	 High Temperature Range 
Edtncc of a long life thermal source, such as an isotope, requires some 
method of handling the output when It Is more than the demand of the system.
	 This 
problem is just one of the aspects of thermal management in the ICICLE system.
	 Pro-
tection of the spacecraft from the effects of ICICLE maifuiction, centre-I of system 
performaneu In the face of varying environmental and system parameters
	 andprovi-
sion for remote commandable operation can be in corporated into a single system which 
we call a thrmai swLch.
	 - 
The iocaticn of the thermal Switch can be determined by an eaminatjon of 
the protection and cctrol requirements of the system and a ccsiderstI(m of how they 
can be mat.	 Typical of these requirements on ICICLE are the following: 
s.)
	
Temperature control of the hot cylinder if the engine is not runzing. 
b)	 IeZrigertcn capacity control 
c)	 Thermal rspxt leveling from decaying Isotope 
d)	 1.s.nch pad temperature control 
e)	 Radiator free.cup protection 
,:	 L)	 Capability for commandable startup and stom,
	
-.	 - 
Failsafe protection of lotope from system malfunction 
In all cases the -requirements can be satisfied with a device for switching 
In the high temperature region.
	 Few of the requi red functions can be provided by 
compacrto at any ether location so that a high temperae thermal switch is clearly 
Indicatad. Thermal control of the various components of the ICICLE system can be 
aebievcd by uae of passive and/or active thermal control devices such as thermal 
switches (df1ned as an-off devices) and proportional thermal controllers (devices 
- 
which have variable thermal rebistance).
	 Many of the thermal control devices can 
be operated by command  as well as by scuff-actuation or sensor acinatlon. 
7..2	 -
There are several approaches to doing thermal switching at high tempera-
ture. In order to select a preferred approach, the candidate techniques must be 
examined against a list of selection criteria; then the selection must be made on the 
•	 basis of best overall qualification. The following paragraphs briefly describe the •	
switching techniques investigated, the criteria used for selection, and the selection 
-	 procedure. 
Figure 7-1 shows seven different thermal control systems. Systeth (a) con-
trols the isotope, hot heat pipe, andVM hot cylinder temperature by controlling the 
radiation coupling of the isotope and isotope container to space. This is accomplished 
by means of an insulated flap whose poaition in controlled by an actuator. The flap 
can be positioned to dump any desired amount of heat to space up to the limit imposed 
by the maximum radiation coupling to space. For a 5 in diameter isotope container 
with no extended surfaces, the maximum coupling (A E F)* would be on the order of 17 
in2. With a 4 in diameter isotope sphere at 1150°K and a container temperature of 
1100°K, the heat dumped to space would be approximately 1260 W. This exceeds the 
expected isotope heat generation. The average temperature of the isotope and its 
housing necessary to dump 350 W is approximately 86G°
-9 (assuming no heat input to 
VM hot cylinder). In practice this temperature would be less since some heat will be 
transferred to the VM hot cylinder. The thermal characteristics of the VM would have 
to be known in order to compute the actual isotope anhisotope container temperatures. 
The heat leak In the closed position will be about 1 W per 0. 001 in of crack width 
necessary for mating ofthe flap and container insulation. 
System (b) controls the isotope, isotope container, and hot heat pipe tempera-
tures to some predetermined value by means of a constant temperature heat pipe de-
signed to "turn. on" at the desired value. Thth concept is not capable of reducing the 
hot heat pipe temperature below the normal operating temperature unless the constant 
temperature heat pipe has a controllable inert gas reservoir. The reservoir would 
have to be maintained at the temperature of the hot end of the heat pipe In order to 
prevent the working fluid from coilecting in the reservoir and thereby causing the heat 
pipe to fail due to lack of working fluid in the wick. In order to have minimum heat 
leak in the "off" condition (full length of the heat pipe filled with inert gas), the heat 
•	 pipe should be as small and thin walled as practical. For a 0.35 in OD heat pipe with 
0.010 in wall, 0.. 030 In wick thickness, sodium working fluid, 6. .0 in insulated section, 
• -
	 and 10. 0 in long exposed section, the minimum heat ic-ak would be approximately 10 W 
and the maximum heat handliig capability would be approximately 700 W. The constant 
temperature heat pipe must be designed such that the cold end does not go below the 
freezing temperature of the working fluid in order to prevent capturing of all of the 
fluid at the-cold end. 
System (0) 18 similar to (b) but differs In that the bypass heat Is dumped into 
the ambient temperature heat pipe-radiator system instead o f directly to space. A 
thermal resistor must be placed in the thermal path in order to prevent freezing at the 
radiating area; E emissivity; F = view factor.
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ambient temperature Interface. The resistor must be thermally sized such that in 
the "off" condition the heat leak from the hot heat pipe to the ambient heat pipe is 
sufficient to create atemperature gradient of approximately 100°C in the resistor 
(assuming a constant temperature sodium heat pipe). The required thermal resistance 
(Rt) can be calculated by dividing the desired thermal gradient in the "off" condition 
(Toff)by the "off" condition heat leak (Qoff). The "on" condition heat conductance 
(Qon) can then be determined by dividing the "on" condition thermal gradient (OX on) 
by theRt.
For example, the required Rt with a Qoff of 10 W is l0°K per W. The Qon 
would then be the temperature of the hot heat pipe minus the temperature of the am-
bient heat pipe divided by Rt; that is, Qon Tb - Ta/Rt. With the hot heat pipe at 
1100'K and the ambient heat pipe at 300°K, the conducted heat Is 80 W, or eight times 
the "off" condition heat leak. The Qon will always he Qon = T/1.00 XQoIf for a con-
duction type thermal resistor. This limitation can be eliminated by replacing the ccn-
duction thermal resistor with a radiation coupling of the proper size. In order to 
maintain a temperature of 400°K on the constant temperature bypass pipe, the radia
.
-tion coupling will have an A c value equal to the "off" condition heat leak (Qoff) divided 
by the	 T'Z (T4 400°K- T4300°K). For a Qoff of 10 W, the . A E coupling value is 15.6 
in2
. In the "on" condition the Qon (with a hot side temperature of 1l00°K) would be 832W. 
At a Qon of 350 W the hot side temperature would be 885° K, which is less than the nor-
mal operating temperature of the VM hot cylinder (9001K). T3 achieve such a condition, 
a controllable Inert gas reservoir held at the hot end temperature would be required. 
Otherwise the hot heat pipe will always be held at 1l00°K. The actual operating tempera-
ture in the "on" condition would be less since the hot cylinder will absorb some heat. 
The thermal characteristics of the vM would have to-b e
 1mcwn in order to determine 
this temperature accurately. 
System (d) is essentially thesame as system (a) except insulated louvers are 
used in place of the insulated flap. The radiation heat leak of a closed louver system 
• Is relatively high due to the cracks and clearances necessary In a louver aystm.. A 
closed louver system with an effective emissivity of O 1 would be a good syrtem. All 
louver systems presently In use have effective emissivities of 0. 15 to 0. 20. With an 
effective emissivity of 0. 10 the closed heat leak would be on the order of 115 W. Due 
to this high closed heat leak and possible fabrication problems; this system is not: 
recommended 
System (e) Is Identical to system (c) except that the hot heat pipe to VM hot 
•	 cylinder thermal coupling has been replaced by a thermal switch or proportional 
; 4	 controller. This system has all of the features of system (c), with the additional 
•	 ability to control the heat flow from the hot heat pipe to the VM hot cylinder by means 
r
	
	 of ground control and/or temperature feedback from the VM hot cylinder. A well-
designed radiation thermal switch or proportional controller should have an open 
position effective emissivity as low as 0. 01. This would give an open position heat
LI 
leak of 0. 53 W per square inch of coupling area with the hot heat pipe at 1101 0K. To 
transfer 350 W from the hot heat pipe at 11001'. to the VM hot cylinder at 900K would 
zequire 14. 5 in 2
 of coupling area with surface emissivities of 0. 9. Therefore, the 
open position heat leak would be approximately 7. T W. 
System (f) is Identical to system (c) except the constant temperature heat pipe 
is replaced by a standard hot heat pipe and the thermal resistor is replaced by a radia-
tion thermal switch or proportional controller. This permits control of the hot heat 
pipe temperature by varying the radiation coupling between the hot heat pipe and the 
ambient temperature hcaitpip. The largerthe thermal controllerthe greater the 
temperature control range will be. The open position heat leak will be approximately 
0.5W per square inch of controller coupling area. 
System (g) controls the hot cylinder temperature by controlling the radiation 
coupling from the hot heat pipe to the VM hot cylinder. This is accomplished by means 
of a heat transfer disk which can he rotated into the gap between the hot heat pipe and 
the hot cylinder and thereby reduce the radiation coupling. At the same time the heat 
transfer disk will receive heat from the hot heat pipe, will conduct this heat around the 
disk, and will then dump it into an ambient temperature receiver which Is thermally 
coupled to the ambient temperature heat pipe. The amount of heat transferred from 
the hot heat pipe to the ambient heat pipe will be a function of the position of the heat 
transfer disk. This position can be controlled by the hot cylinder temperature, by 
ground command, or by a combination of both. The heat transfer disks can be either 
solid metal or a pancake type heat pipe. in order to transfer 350 W from the hot heat 
pipe to the VM hot cylinder with the hot beat pipe at 1100°K and the hot cylinder at 
900GK, the radiation coupling radiators must have an area of 14.5 in 2 each with 
emissivity of 0. 9. The ambient receiver radiator would have an area of 87 in 2; the 
corresponding disk diameter would be approximately 12. 5 in. In the "off" position the 
heat leak to the VM hot cylinder would be approximately 2 W. In the "on" position the 
heat leak to the surrounds (at 300 0K) will be approximately 7 W, based on 0.010 in 
Clearance on either side of the heat transfer disk.
	
'..	 .. 
The thermal resistors shown In Fig. 7-1(c) and Fig. 7-1(, and the thermal 
controller shown in Fig. 7-1(f), could be replaced by a mechanical contact thermal 
switch; but, due to the high temperatures involved and the possibility of the mechanical 
contact sticking or welding shut, contact switches are not recommended. The possibility 
of using variable conductance insulation (vary conductance by injecting gas between 
the layers of multilayer insulation) Is not recommended due to the relatively low 
switching ratio and the possible difficulties that could be ncountered in buIlding ti gas 
tight insulation system that woui not introduce large heat leaks Into the system. 
a. Types of Thermal Control Systems
	 . 
The thermal control systems described in Fig. 7-1 fall Into the follow-
i, three basic categories:
	 .
1
t1 
1) Closed Loop Fixed Control 
This type of system senses and maintains temperature at some point 
In the sytem, with no provisions for changing the initial set point. Systeras (b), (c), 
and (e) fall Into this category. Systems (a), (d), (I) and (g) would also fallin this 
category If the actuators are controlled directly by a temperature feedback. System 
(e) contains two Independent control elements. The constant temperature heat pipe 
is ixed closed loop, and the thermal controller can be fixed closed loop. 
2) Closed Loop Variable Control 
This type of system senses and maintains temperature at some point 
in the system and has provision for changing the set point temperature value by means 
of ground command. All cf the systems d3scribed in Fig. 7-1 can be of this type by 
providing ground control of the feedback circuit. In the case of the constant tempera-
ture hoot pipes, or gas operated actuators, this means a variable volume inert gas 
'eservolr such as a bellows, which can be shortened or extended by means of a ground 
controlled acatlng mechanism. In the case of electrically actuated controllers, the 
signal (tomperaturc) processing circuits could be ground controlled by means of vari-
able or switchable circuit elements such as resistors. 
3) Closed Loop Manual Link Control :.--- 
- t
	 This type of system has no feedback control which will maintain 
temperatures at some selected level but does have provisions for varying one or more 
of the thermal system characterlaticu (each as thermal resistances) by ground corn-
mand. Temperatures will be monitored by telemetry, and ground control can -increase 
or decreoee temperatures by command. Systems (a), (d), (e), (I) and ( could be 
deoled to fall In this category.
	 - 
	
b. Thermal Control Actuators
	 - 
Thermal control actuators will fall Is one of three general categories: 
-1. 
•	 1) Electromechanical 
•	 2) Fluid expansion (gar) or liquid) 
3) Bimetallic	 -	 - 
A) Electromechanical Actuators 
An electromechanical actuator will generate a mechanical movement 
(linear or rotational) by means of an electromechanical component such as a motor or
AW'LIFICR
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CYL °TIR
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RI. 
-JEE1 DRIVE MOTOR 
I MECHANICAL 
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solenoid. The electrornechatica! component will be controlled either by ground com-
mand or by a temi,erature sensing control which Is fixed or variable by ground corn- 
mand. Figure 7-2 in the echernatic of an c1ctreucchanical actuator system which 
is temperature controlled and variable by ground command. RT 1
 is a temperature 
sensitive resistor such as a platinum temperature scnsor; II is a variable resistor 
which is controlled by ground command; f, R. and It are ield resistors. R, R, 
R 4 and RT 1
 constitute a bridge cJrctft whih provides a dc signal which isf or- 
dâ'pcnJing upon whether the VM hot cylindur is hotter or cooler than the desired 
temperature. The signal Is amplified and suppI1d to a motor control circuit which 
drives the motor forward or backward, depending upon the polarity of the signal. The 
motor provides a mechanical output whth drives the thermal controller device through 
a speed reducer. The output speed rnut be low enough to permit the temperature 
sensor to reponci to the chage in the temperature controller without large overshoot. 
The motor control circuit shoJ.d have nufflc tent hystere St. s to eliminate hunting. This 
will permit the cont roller to find n rionluon woich i)ruvdes thermal equilibrium near 
the desired VM hot; cylinder tCflhI)eraitIrC, 
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Fig 7-2. Schematic of electromechanical thermal actuator. 
2) Fluid Expansion Actuators 
Constant temperature heat pipes are examples if fluid (gas) expan- 
sion actuation. Figure 7-3 Is a schematic of a fluid expansion actuator which pro-
vides a mechanical output and IE controllable by ground command as well as by 
temperature sensing, RT 1
 Is a temperature svnstive resistor which provides a sig- 
nal	 as a function of temperaturo. Vhcn F 2
 exceeds the breakdown voltage of the 
Zoner diode, current s fed to the amplifier which operates a resistance heater on 
the fiuld reservoir. The temperature at which E, reaches the turn-on voltage Is 
determined by the values of RT 1
 and It.. fl can'bc varied by ground command and 
thereby vary the control temperature, 'he The Eiuid reservoir is insulated such that the
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Fig. 7-3. Schematic of fluid pane1on thermal act.or. 
thermal coupling- to the spacecraft is low, thereby pernth.tthg the fluid in the reservoir 
to increase In temperature when the heater Is on. The increase in temperature 
creates an internal pressure either by liquid (.xpauian or by change of phase 1'orn 
liquid to gas. The resultant pressure Is transmitted to the spring loaded beiiowtj, 
-causing it to contract and to create a movement of the outpnt shaft. In the ease of 
liquid expansion, the sensitivity of the system is determined by the volume of liquid 
and the diameter ei the bellows. In the case of phase change, the ensLt1vlty Ia
	
j 
0.	 0
0
IN 
determined by the vapor pressure-tempera ture characteristics of the working fluid, 
the spring constant of the bellows assembly, and the bellows diameter. The power 
consumption of the system is essentially equal to the heat leak- of the fluid actuator 
assembly and should be 0.25 W or less. The maximum heater power should be 
limited so that the heating rate of the fluid is low enough to prevent large overshoots 
and oscillation. Similar fluid expansion systems have been flown on spacecraft for 
thermal control. The liquid expansion type has the ability to create large output 
forces which can overcome sticking and friction in the thermal controller If it should 
occur. A similar t,ystem could be built using a Bourdon tube to provide mechanical 
movement, instead of the bellows. 
3) Bimetallic Actuators 
Bimetal actuated louver systems are commonly used to control 
spacecraft temperatures in the region of 300°K. Due to the relat.vely high tumpéra-
tures of the VM hot cylinder, it would not be advisable to use a bimetal to sense the 
VM hot cylinder temperature directly. An actuator which uses bimetal elernsns at 
ambient temperature (near 300°K) could be used. Figure 7-4 shows the schematic 
of a bimeta driven actuator which is temperature sensor controlled and ground corn-' 
mandable. The control portion of the schematic is the same as the control portion o' 
the fluid expansion actuator. The bimetal element is mounted in an insulated housing 
which is temperature controlled by the resistance heater. The power consumpijon will 
be approximately the same as for the fluid expansion a rtuator (0.25 W or less). The 
torque or force output of bimetal elements depends on the spring constant of the bimetal. 
Large heavy elements can produce a reasonable output force or torque but are less 
temperature sensitive as the element thickness increases and the length decreases. 
B.. THERMAL SWITCH SELECTION CRITERIA
I. 
'I 
Several reasons for high ten
	 ture thermal control lavs been discussed. All 
of these reasons do not apply to any one specific application, but each application may 
have one or more requirements for the function a switch can perform. The way that 
each type of ;witch Impacts on an ICICLE system is by virtue of such parameters as 
1) Efficiency - Thermal lose associated with the switch
 
2) Actuation power - Electrical power required to actuate, hold an! doactuate 
the switch  
3) Switching ratio -Ratio betwan the amount of heat rejected in the rejection
 
mode to the heat leak in the Insulated mode 
4) Weight - Total weight of the switch
 
5) Reliability	 "	 '	 "
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Fig 7-4 boematic of bimet1 thoraa1 actiator.
 
6) Commanthbility - Either programinod or by t1emctry
	 • • 
7)
yen impact - Eace of fttogration into the;pace ørft and ICICLE 
8) Uo 
9) Rpnetimo	 i•.	 . 
4 ._ ____ •_ _ _•._._.._•_____.i•
• Quantitative assessment of these factors for each ty of switch is a time consum-
ing design task which provides only marginally Improved information over a qualitative 
evaluation. In Table 7-1 Is a matrix display of each of the eight switching techniques 
•	 described, rated for their suitability in the áplicttins licted below: 
1 • Slow startup of ICI CLE system 
2. Use of short half life radioisotope 
3. Requirement to conserve engine revolutions 
4. Requirement to eliminate cooling 
5. Conservation of spacecraft electrical power 
•	 6. Reset type of thermal protection device 
7. AccommGthtioz of cut-a toletrnce thermal pmeters 
8. Rejdrement to cserve high temporatare h.t pip life 
On the basin of this nubcctivo evi.uation, a clear overall choice for thermal switch 
emerges. This choicz ta system (a), r, leb Is an n titod flap actuated in response 
to hot c LIdsr temperature. It t.hcu1d be utod that thic Oicice In not the first choice 
•	 for meetina all coatrol rcoulernonts. The iniportnt
	 frement of shunting eeess 
heat early in the operation of a short half We lcetoe euld be accompliced by a sim-
pler and more reliable hot constant te aratiro beat ip (system (b)). System (e) 
which utilizes a t
	 erature corolled MeMtlua mt
	 ter at the hot VM cyllnd,r, 
is judged suporlo vihen control Is required bacausó the refrigerator is turned off and/ 
or bcauie cooling Is not required. The choice in thc iat.Cr Instances is not completely 
olearcut, wfth the result that system (a) is t strong s000d cholco. 
•	
Except for some spoiai ruemct uct o vered in thic selection exercise, a 
temprature controlited h;otoo Inodetlon flap Is the
	 errcd tltmatiniitoaing 
•	 tethnique.	 • •	 •	 •	 • 
___
/ 
I	 -. 
TABLE 7-1. EVALUATION OF THERMAL SWITCH CONFIGURATION
Control Requirement
Point Rating Total 
Point 1 2 3 T45 7 8 r6
Count 
System Description 
(a) Jnsulated. Flap 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 C 18 
(b) Constant Top- 3 3 
eratur Heat 
Pipe to Sace 
(e) Constant Temp- 0 
erature Heat 
Pipe  to Radiator 
(d) Insulated Louvers 1 2 1 4 
(e) Constant Temp- 3 3 2 8 
erature Heat Pipe 
v,th Radiation 
VariaMe Control 
(k) Variable Radiation 2 2 2 6 
Coupling to Radia-
tor. 
() Voriable Radia-. 1 1 1 1 1 5 
tiou Coupling to 
Radiator and VM
•	
.
I' 
Point Scale: 
Most Acceptable 3 
Least Acceptable .0
ZI 
Ihi 
Section 8 
THERMAL INTERFACE DESIGN 
Summary
I 
4 
T
The fCJCLl system consists of five major subassemblies. These are the isotope heat 
source, hot heat Pi?JC, ambient temporature hcaz sink, VM refrigerator, and cryog'nk heat 
pipe. Each of ffieca subsysters must interlace thcrmally and stmctum!1y in order to 
ech(ve the desired raaIt,. 
Thermal interferes mu
	 e selected on the basis of heat Ira nzifcr capability, ski bility, 
cnd system At hin k'ipc.raftrea ruclition coupling is tury attractit2 since 
relatively effriIv' fficrme! perfonnance can he expected along with long term stability. 
(Jca of redialion coupling also nintes the thermal stress induced in a rigid system 
experiencinj ezel a tempercaun, ercussfc, 
Low La minra interit-ex, cannot be made thracgh re4ant thermal cot spling 
baccse of tk les leAperatrav p'edi,ntsrequire:; to tmasfer the raquired Az-at. In these 
Ins tccca, theaiee!ly clompari jcink an, eppropriate. DY hev1r properly de4ed 
mating cu	 with a soft Intatitisl naLerbI 1ite indium, a qs2a vluea of tirai 
can be ech1ec"i at both the cryojenic aid cinbient tamprmtwe
	 es. 
The therreJ trtcrfc.xe :1&,,,re-p is of an ICICLE syztcm can be mak and this (cetor 
wlir gt the fcr CiYCyofthceov!epl 
A, HOT HEjT PIPE TO VM HOT CYLINDER INTERFACE 
Theie a'e tvo haio methods which could be used to trafer heat from the hot heat 
pipe to the VU hot cylinder. These are coccrn colg thtgh a rnechaiica1 joint 
ztiO CO)jt hOt7C Macoymeting surfacco.. -. 
In orcb to d'wLe which ei coicops cre feasible 0 It S9 necessary to 
earnl tho thermal source am1	 vhich FaUOZ be. couaected by some thermal 
coupling rhxi. Fgurc
	 chws o pic1 hot hct pipe conduawer cross section 
which 113 the therna solirce.
NONCONEJSI5LE 
GAS INTERFACE 
NONONDENStBLE GAS
HEAT PIPE WALL 
t'JICING MATERIAL 
Fig. 8-1. Hot heat pipe condenser section. 
Because of the possibility of noncondensij1e gas buildup during the life of the heat 
P 1,00, a thermal coupling design which depends upon heat removal at the end cap is not 
recommended. Figure 8-2 shows how the thermal conductance of the condenser ljquld 
vapor interface varies with the presence of a noncondensible gas (the curve is for 
he1iurn). 1
 The thermal conductance with non noncondensibie gas present is approxi-
mately 48 W per square inch per °K and decreases very rapidly In the presence of 
helium (a noncondensible gas). An effective film thickness of 0,020 in reduces the 
conductance to approximately 3 W per square inch per °K and a thickness of 0.05 in 
reduces the emductance to approximately 0,9 W per square inch per °K. This means 
that a helium barrier 0.050  thick would support. a thermal gradient of 390 1K for a 
flux density of 859 W per square inch In a high temperature heat pipe the gradient 
would not he this large since the liquid metal and heat pipe wall would provide a thermal 
conductance path which bypasses the gas barrier, but the gradient would still be sig-
nificant ithi.ce the wall conduction path is relatively poor compared to the direct path 
-across the end of the pipe when no non,ondcnsible gas is present. Also, the bypass 
conductance will change repidly as the noncondeasthie gas film thlcknsa increases. 
Therefore, tkn heat ohould be removed frt,m the heat pipe wall at a distance from 
the end sufficient to allow for noncondensible gas buildup. 
Figure 8-3 shows a cross section of the top end of a typical VM hot cylinder. 
Most of the heat transfer between the working fluid and the hot cylinder takes place in 
the cylinder wall over a distance defined by the stroke. 
Therefore, any hot heat p!pe/VM thermal coupling system should remove heat
	
1' 
from te hot heat pIpe walls and transfer it to the VM hot cylinder stroke area by the 
•	 most efficient method. 
Rcfcrences for this section are at the end of this section. 
..._t._	 .. t_j..L..-........_.	 ._	 .
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•	 1	 n Coupling 
Conduction coupling between the hot heat pipe and the NMI hot cylinder can be 
achieved by means of mechanical joints held together by means of bolts or a threaded 
nut. Care must be exercised in the design and fabrication of a reliable thermal 
3-,__,_	
--	
_••••••••)	 _•_•_•••_•_ •
SPHERICALLY 
SPOUND 
DATING 
JOINTS 
COPPER RING 
GRAZED TO \ 
H0
COPPEe RING 
BRAZED TO 
HEAT PIPE 
IN C OEL 
FLANGES 
YLINOER 
contact joint which will operate at the high temperatures required for the VM and 
which must maintain the high heat flux required with a reasonable thermal gradient. 
Figure 8-4 is a design concept which could meet the requirements of a con-
duction coupling. No stress-related problems are anticipated in clamping to the VAT in 
this manner since high strength Inconel Is commonly used as the cylinder material. 
Fig. 8-4. VM hot heat ye thermal coupling. 
For a VIM hot cylinder OD of l,5 a and a copper ring thickness of 0.25 in, 
the cross sectional area of the ring Is 1.(8 in. The contact area for a flat joint 
riould be 1.38 th and larger for a sphert1 joint. The thermal gradient across the 
 joint willbe.
TQfCA 
________	
- -	 ._ Q__L .----..-.-	 --	 ----------------.-.--.	
--------•----
I b
where:	 - 
= thermal gradient, °K 
Q = conducted heat, W 
V = joint conductance, W/in20K 
A = joint contact area, in2	 V	 V 
Table 8-1 shows joint conductance test results obtained by A.M. Clausing and 
B.T. Chao of the University of Illinois. 2
 For annealed copper, joint conductances of 
10 W per square inch per °K or better should be obtainable with a joint pressure on 
the order of 1000 psi. The thermal conductance of metal to metal Joints is affected 
by the cleanliness of the mating surfaces. Heavy oxide films can greatly reduce the 
joint conductance due to the hardness and low thermal conductivity of the oxides. 
Therefore, the mating surfaces should be free of oxide films. Vapor depositing of 
gold on the mating surfaces should greatly retard the formation of an oxide film. 
TABLE 8-1. CONDUCTANCE TEST RESULTS 
V	 V
V	
. 	 Conductance 
Material  
psi -- - Btth ft2 °F %V/in2	 F Win2 °C 
200	
.
V	 400 .	 0.8 1.44 
Brass .	 . . 400 700	 V 14 2.5 
V	 .•
. 	 1000	 . 1300 2.6 4.68 
200 2000
V
7.2 
Magnesium
.
400 4000 8 14.4 
1000 ioeoo. 20 36
	
-	 With 350 W of conducted heat, the AT for the contact joint should not exceed 
	
V	 25'K. The thermal gradient within the copper rings will not exceed 47 0K, based on a 
VM ring length of 0.5 in and i hot heat pipe ring length of 1.0 in, with all of the heat 
entering and leaving the rings at the ends. The actual gradient will be less since the 
heat effectively enters and leaves the rings somewhere between the ends. The total 
V .
	 thermal gradient in the coupling will not exceed 72 °K. 
R 
!ALL CYLINOR 
EP5.TURE Tb 
T (TYPICAL) 
F
The length of the hot heat pipe ring should be sized to allow for any non-
condensible gas buildup in the heat pipe. The heat pipe is flared at the interface in 
order to minimize the length of the thermal conductance path. A spherical joint is 
shown as a possible solution to any angular misalignment problem since the spherical 
surfaces will mate prcorly without creating a torque at the joint. 
At high temperatures and in a vacuums the interface will tend to weld together 
after a period of time. This should Increase the joint conductance although there 
appears to be a lack of test data which verifies this theory. No differential expansicj 
problems are anticipated since identical materials are used and the AT across the joint in small. 
A lose of thermal conductance at the mating surfaces of the crupllngs due to 
thermal cycling or other reasons could result in a system failure due to overheating 
of the hot heat pipe. 
2. Radiation Coupling 
Figure 8-5 nhowa a radinilon coupling concept whIch in capable of trans- 
ferring the necessary amount of heat from the hot heat pipe to the VM hot cylinder, 
Fig. 8-5. Radiation coupler. 
8-6
71 
The radiation coupling consists of a hot heat pipe (which Is flared at the end in 
order to provide greater radiation area) nested imide a secondary heat pipe which is a 
double wall cylinder which is closed at the ends and is lined with wicking material. 
The secondary heat pipe can be machined as part of the hot cylinder or brazed onto the 
hot cylinder. The secondary heat pipe is used in lieu of a copper cylinder or finned 
cap in order to eliminate the thermal gradients associated with thermal conduction. 
The heat is transferred from. the hot heat pipe to the secondary heat pipe by 
means of the thermal radiation coupling and then directly to the hot cylinder by the heat 
pipe action of the secondary heat pipe. Figure 13-6 is it plot of hot heat pipe tempera-
ture versus VM hot cyifoder temperature for .arious levels of black body thermal 
flux (Q'). By choosing the desired VM hot cylinder temperature and the dcuirci hot 
heat pipe temperature, the required Q' an be determined. 
Figur', 8-7 is a plot of radiation coupling height (L) versus the total heat flux 
to black body heat flux ratio (Q/Q') for various values of surface emissivity. ,
 The 
curves are based on a hot heat pipe OD of 1.4 in and a secondary heat pipe ID of 1,5 In, 
By knowing the desired VIVI heat input and dividing that by the required Q at the chosen 
temperatures, the required coupling height can he found. For example, with a V1\1 hot 
cylinder temperature of 1300°K and a hot heat pipe temperature of 1150°K, 'the required 
Q' Is 40. For a total heat transfer rate of 350 WD Q/Q 8.75. With a surface finish 
which has an emissivity of 0,9 the required radiation coupling height is 2.43 in, 
Flame (plasma) sprayed iron tita'tatc ban an emissivity of 0.9 at 1000°K and would 
be a suitable 11'1nl' for the ridiation cou'ling. 
The secondary heat pipe could be replaced by a copper annulus A ropper 
annulue 0,25 in thick would have a thermal gradient of approximately 47°C from and to 
cnd with a resultant increase In the hot heat pipe tompc.aturc from 1150°K to 12070K, 
The hot hcut;;pe temperature can be decreased to 110 0l by Increasing the length of 
the copper annulus by approximately 1/2 In. This In c rease In length results in an in-
 
oreane in radiative heat transfer area, thus lowering the heat pipe-to-coppor,annulus 
T by 55° C. The thermal gradient in the copper amvilus would be increased by a' C 
to C5° C 
3. Recommendation
 
In view,  of the osslbflut.y of the conduction coupling falling due to thermal 
cycling and/or loss o otnt preesuro duo to creep at high temperatures, the radiation 
coupling is recommended.  
The radiation coupling employing the secondary heat pipe will be at least 1 lb 
lighter than the same coupling using a copper cylinder. Hince the copper cylinder or 
secondary heat pipe must be supported by the VM hot cylinder, the secondary heat pipe 
In recommended since it will cause coni'iderably less strain on the VM hot cylinder 
walls during launch.
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The VM hot heat pipe coupling techniques discussed here could also be 
employed for other VM configurations such as a VDJL constructed wIth an external 
hot cylinder heat exchanger and regenerator. 
B. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE INTERFACE 
There is a necessity to remove the heat input to the hot and cold cylinders from 
the crankcase of the VIvI refrigerator. The methed of heat removal involves few 
alternative choices for itcrface tcchIques since a radiation oup1ing at temperatures 
of approLmately 300°K is not practical. The only practical techniques for making this 
interface are by mechanical or metallurgical bonds between the refrigerator crankcase 
and the ambient temperature heat pipe, 
1. Location of Interface 
The thermodynamics of the crankcase is summarized in 8. The heat 
which must be rejected can be partitioned into three, geneval soureca. Sovcny watts 
Is rejected in the thermodynamic cycle. This heat is rejected uniformly in the swept 
and void ambient temperature volumes,
	 -' 
Q1V
ki QA
QC 
•	 __ L -' -
	
--	 -
I 
FI, 8	 Thermodynamics of the crankoaca. 
These volumes exist in a four to one ratio between the hot and cold cylinder 
location. This means that approximately 14 W of heat Ic rejected tit the bso of the 
cold cylinder and 53 W at the base of the hot cylinder. One hundred wt-ts of hoet 18 
Introduced in the exhaust from the hot regenerator due to the inefficiency of this 
-
regenerator. Finally, - 20 W are conducted down the hot cylinder walls to the crank-
case. Clearly, the greatest percentage of the heat which must be rejected to the 
heat sink appears near the junction of the crankcase and the hot cylinder. Any inter-
face should thus be located in this area. Two design considerations are necessary 
- to ensure that all of the rejected heat is localized at '-uch an interface flange. First, 
-conveetbn heat transfer must be promoted between the working fluid and the crankcase 
5x0. e irerface flange. Second, the conductance of the crankcase should be a maximum 
assure effective transfer of heat from sources away from the flange. -
	 - 'S 
,)'--	 - - 
2. Interface Techniques to Heat Sink Flange
	 S	 - 
Having located a heat transfer flange on the crankcase, an effective thermal 
contact with long life must be made to a heat pipe which Is part of the heat sink. The 
only two realistic options are a bolted mechanical joint or a soft solder metahrg1c 
joint. A soldering operation has definite negative aspects since raising the refrigera-
tor and heat pipe t a
 soldering temuerature I	 very -ffi.,,1t - -	 5- p  --
 -il 	LWU, IJLLess sub-
stantial pbrformaflce benefit is derived, this approach should not be used. 
- The thermal resistance of a clamped interface is a function of the flatness, 
roughness, contact pressure, and flange materials since this resistance is made up of 
metallic conduction and gas conduction through the interstitial spaces,. This thermal 
resistance wouldthus be worse in a vacuum than in a gas environment. Fried and 
Costello3
 have shown this relationship in the data shown In Fig. 8-9. As one would 
expect on the basis of information presented by Cetinkale 4
 that magnesium (which is 
soft) would have highmiductsnce even though it is relatively rough. As clearly ehown, 
conductance Increases with pressure, smoother finish, and improved flatness 
. The 
logical extension to this data would involve the use of a soft filler material to take up 
rl	 the effects of surface roughness and flatness. Richard Janseon° ineetgated such a 
k	 possibility and-'the results are summarizedhy the data in Fig. 8-10. Use of the proper
	
_- 1 
filler material (indiurn foil) can result In a 20-fold reduction of thermal resistance when 
used with 125 gin finish on aluminum.
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If a 1 in wide flanvce 1-1/2 In inside diameter Is used to interlace the refr i ger-
ator to the heat pipe, the host flux for a 5 W syotcun is approximately 20 W/1n2 . A 
lightly loaded (20 psi) indium foil joint can operate with a tomperature giadient of 21'F 
whore the gradient would be 40P without the filler. Other materials such as aluminum, 
gold0
 lead and epoxy are also shown. For the ambient lexnpe.cature raAtge Indium foil 
fr the indicated choice of material. 
Solder joints are generally thought of as presenting negligible thermal 
rosintanec. However, incomplete oxide removal, flux and dirt entrapment, and 
soldering voids can lead to much higher resistance t.hai one would predict from the 
bulk solder properties. Yovanovich and Tuaro 6
 reported experimental results in 
which pure tin solder jclnta IS n thick from which one would theoretically expect a 
resistance ol0,00069'F/W/fn i
 were actually tested to show 0.042°F/W/ln Z
 using 
normal solderin procedures, It in interesting to note that a modest clamping force oi 
30 psi on a 0.002 in tedium foil could produce e'mparable thermal conductance. 
The use of a mechanically clamped Interface with 0.002 in indium foil filter 
Is the preferred ambient temperature Interface Concept. 
C • CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE I NTEI1FACE 
The interface problem at the cold finger la very similar to that at the cakease

except that temperature gradients are much more datrimental. There is some evidence

that the thoriml oorr2uctanoe of a tuirmal contact decreases with temorntu,re. Pletoer 
c,t a1. 6
 cite data indicating a drop of up to 50 percent. This would result in a con-
duct ace of approximately S W/1n20 F ftr a well-made Joint with an th.cttwn foil ftllcr. 
A suestod method for Interfacing several 1/4 in diameter heat pipes with a 'co!d,. 
finger would be through a copper tee section soldered to the 'cold finger as chowi in 
Fig, 8-11. The VM cold fLnor material ahould have a coefficient of thermal 
expansion which Is close to that of copper to minimize thermally induced wall stresses 
In the cold finger. A copper elet,ve in soldered to the oyz'o heat pipe to spread the heat 
input tub the pipe to .n 11cQq) Dztl0 level and then terminated in a tapered plug which I0lUjI WA LU ojj, ioiu 1 1vat uw through the foil interlace is 7.5 JV/'n4
 for 1.5 W 
heat pipe throu hput and 2.5 WIfe2 for 0.5W heat pipe throughout. The junction 
cu1d be an acclptahi! 1 5L' and 0.5°I, respectively, for these cases. With-
out £ilinr material 0
 thin temperature drop would go to 45°1' and 15°F which Is un- 
acceptoblo. An alternative wanid ho to make larger interface jointc. With vpwarcl of 
An interfaces to make at the cold finger, the sine of the structtne increases rapidly 
with the interface size. The insulation compinatty and looses at the interface inust be 
evaluated against interlace 
The cryogenic interface appears to be l[inlid by the same constraints as the 
ambient interface, Because of the uncertainty in values of interface thermal con-
ductance at cryogenic temperatures and the conoitivity of system performance to this 
-	 (r
-
I F 
- 4
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-	 VM COLD FINGER
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Fig. 8-11,	 for	 c; h&tt nines v 11th VM coH	 - - 
temperature grEdient, eeit V06COnUen of this parameter would ho 
Its value as a ftnoftGn of the ckwct vr!bo td its stthfflty with AUG cX1 ex'tvfro 
menaI teeIng R13 of	 a1	 -.	 - 
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Section 9 
ICICLE SYSTEM INTEGRATION. 
Summary 
An important consideration in the determination of a preferred feasible ICICLE 
system design is he spacecraft in which the system will be integrated. The geometry and 
mission requirements of a given spacecraft have the greatest impact on the configuration 
and thus the performance. 
An ICICLE system can be integrated into an 171)3 spacecraft to assess the feasibility 
of such a system. ITOS DE carried six radiometers, all of which could benefit from 
refrigeration to cryogenic temperatures although only two are presently refrigerated, in 
addition, a dala link has been included in the integration exercise, although one is not 
presently pknned in the missions. 
With these experiments included at locations where they can perform their functions, 
the totel heat toad If the system operates at 77°K is 3.23 W. The refrigerator to service 
such a requirement would operate on the VU thermodynamic cycle, require 256 W of 
thermal power, 15 W of electrical power, and will weigh 7.0 lb. The heat auth will be a 
heat pipe rcdiator 42 in x 42 in, weighing 6 lb. The refrigerator will be coupled to the 
radiator uthLq a 76 In lon,j cnstii temperature ammonia heat pipe which weighs 3.7 lb. 
Six liquid nit rogemi heet pipes u. ...'stribute refrigeration to each of the heat sources. 
The heaviest part of ttu san will he the radioisotope heat source. This will be a 
400 W fuel capsule of Pu238 surrouna; by appropriate structure and ineolation. Total 
weight of the heat source subsystem will be 27.2 lb. The distance between the heat source 
and VU hot cylinder should be under I ft, which can be effectively thermgL'y coupled 
using a I fn diameter sodium heat pipe. 
The total ICICLE system required to service an ITOS spacecraft easily integrates into 
the available space on the craft. The system can weigh under 50 lb and can require only 
15 W of electrical power. The sysim will not have an excessive adverse impact on the - 
dynamics, power budget, or weight budget of this spacecraft. 
The hey fact demonstrated by this exercise is that the flexibility of gerernetric 
configuration possible with the ICICLE concept makes it possible to Integrate such a 
system into a variety of spacecraft with minimum compromise in system pararasters. 
A. GENERAL 
An ICICLE system has been defined as a central thermal compression efrig-
erator interfaced with an Jisotope, spacecraft radiator, and spacecraft experiments 
through appropriate passive thermal links. In the parametric Study of each of the 
potential components described in the earlier sections, an isotope capsule using 
plutonium 238 was clearly Indicated.
	 Likewise, a thermal compression refrigerator 
based on the Vuilleumier cycle also is indicated.
	 The thermal links, thermal switch, 
size of isotope, and size of refrigerator are all determined by system Integration 
considerations.
.	 . . r	 . 
Attempts to identify a preferred optimum ICICLE system degenerate into a 
trivial exercise when broad generality is attempted.
	 Whether the criterion is mint-
mum weight or maximum performaace, an idealized system would optimize with 
zero length for each of the thermal links.
	 Such a design would be trivial since no 
acocrs1t could accept such a system. The spacecraft is an important part of 
ICICLE so that a preferred system can be selected only on the basis of use on a 
specific spacecraft and the constraints that this implies.
	 The realities of spacecraft 
inLgration further dictate that the ICICLE configuration will be even more controlled 
by avallbla space on the craft so that the preferred system will be one that fita that 
available npaoe.
	 The attraction of the ICrCLE concept is that it lends ftself very 
well to integration into a varkty of system applications. 
Although there is often little latitude permitted during spacecraft integration of 
ICICLE, some genaral guidelines should be followed if at all possible. These include:
•	 1) The isotope should be located on the outside of the spacecraft in the form 
of an easily separable reentry body. It should be mounted and located so 
that it Is not thermally coupled to the spacecraft, . The isotope location 
should also permit easy capsule loading on the launchpcd. 
2) Hot heat pnes have the capability for pumping bent over the longest die 
maces and thus should be favored for the longest runs. 
3) DovWs and irregular shapes should be minimized in the high temperature

	
•	 regioa to permit the mozt effective insulation ccnfiguratlon. 
	
•	 4) Multifoil insulation should be used in the high and cryogenic temperature 
	
•	 regions. This insulation must carry no structural loading. 
5) Provision must be made to accommodate expansion and contraction in the 
thermal links. 
6) All bends in heat P1P5 should be prefabricated, 
7) The refrigerator should be located as close to the cxperiaentn as possible. 
8) Failsafe protection should be provided against thermal runaway of the 
isotope fuel capsule. 
*Insulation mounting techniques are detuiled on page 6-6. 
t
F
There are several spacecraft which would be likely candidates for use of an 
ICICLE system. Any vehicle which has an earth surveillance mission might have 
requirements for high resolution or IR information which would make refrigeration 
desirable. Other vehicles which might have reason to receive communication from 
another satellite could requlre.a low noise receiver which could utilize a cooled 
varactor dh4e.' An excelle
	 ernple of a spacecraft which could have all of these 
requirements is the ITOS
	 of weather observation satellites. 
Figure 9-1 illustrates how an ICICLE system could be integrated Into an 
ITOS-D or ITOSE spacecraft. The purpose of this drawing is to show the feasi-
bility of incorporating an ICICLE system into a spacecraft of this type. For pur-
poses of illustration, the V1VL engine is shown cooling all six radiometer detectors 
and a parametric amplifier. Present plans for the ITOS-D and ITOS-E space-
craft equipment include the mounting of two VIlER radiometers which are cooled to 
cryogenic temperatures by means of psesive radiation coolers, two vertical temp-
erature profile radiometers which are uncooled, and two scanning radiometers 
which are uricooled. No parametric amplifier is to be used, but one is shown in the 
illustration in order to show how one could be incorporated into such a spacecraft 
if it was desired for use with a Data Relay Satellite System. 
The use of an ICICLE system on the ITOS-D or ITOS-E spacecraft would 
eliminate the need for passive radiation coolers on the VIlER radiometers and 
thereby eliminate the mounting location constraints imposed by the passive coolers. 
The ICICLE system would permit the use of tooled vertical temperature profile 
radiometers (which would greatly increase the obtainable vertical temperature 
profile resolution or accuracy) and cooled scanning radiometers which could in-
crease the resolution or acuracy bya factor of ten or more). The presently avail-
able mounting locations f' the VTP and SR radiometers preclude the use of 
• passive coolers for this purpose due to the stringent mounting location requirements for 
passive coolers (they must he mounted at the bottom of the spacecraft and must be 
facing parallel to tha cepr ration plane normal). 
B. INTEGRATION OF ICICLE COMPONENTS ON AN ITOS-D OR 
ITOS-E SPACECRAFT	 • 
1. Location 
The location of the ICICLE components on an ITOS-D or ITOS-E spacecraft 
as shown in Fig. 9-1 Is dictated by the location of the radiometers and the avail- 
ability of space nnd areas for mounting the VM engine, ambient radiator, and 
isotope.
The VM engine is mounted directly behind the earth facing panel at the top 
of the spacecraft primarily in order to minimize the total length of cryogenic heat 
pipes required. In addition, the location chosen also leads to minimum hot heat pipe 
length and ambient heat pipe length.
	 -	 - 
The ambient temperat-'ire radiator Is mounted on the antiearth side ci the 
spacecraft since this is the only place a single piece radiator of this size (1760 in2) 
could be mounted on this particular spacecraft. This location also minimizes the 
external heat inputs to the radiator since it is completely shielded from all earth 
heat inputs. The other sides of the spacecraft cannot be used for mounting this 
radiator since it would interfere with either the sensors or the active thermal 
control systems. During launch, the soh.r panel would be folded down and stowed 
over top of the ambienttemperature radiator. Some cutouts would be re quired in 
the radiator in order to permit securing of the solar panel in plar'--inc
-,
 launch. 
The ambient rdlatoi' would be capable of dissipating 265 W at 3L under worse 
case envl?ournontal coitdtioas. The radioactive isotope is mounted externally on top 
of the spacecraft in order to provide an unobstructed view to space, 
2. Weight 
The ICICLE system as shown in Fig. 9-1 will weigh approximately 50 lb. 
The weight breakdown is shown In Table 9-1. 
3. Refrigeration Lead	 - 
The total coaling load requirement would consist of six radiometers cooled 
to approximately 90°K and the parametric amplifier cooled to approximately the 
VIA cold cylinder temperature. This total cooling load would be approximately 3 • 2 W 
with the breakdown as shown in Table 9-2.
•	
- 
4. Spacecraft Dynamics 
a. Effects of Engine Vibration 
- A single VM engine with no counterbalance system will Introduce a 
vibratory type Input to the spacecraft. With the VM engine located as shown, a hot 
displacer weight of 1.0 lb, a cold dtsplacer weight of 0.5 lb, and a speed of 400 rpm; 
a jitter rate of approximately 0.4 x 10 rad/s with a maximum amplitude of 
approximately io x 10r6
 md will be imposed on the spacecraft attitude control sys-
tem. This is substantially greater than anything preaently imposed on the system. 
A much more detailed analysis using actual displacec weights and an assessment of 
permissible rates and amplitudes would be required in order to determine the actual 
requirements for § unterbalance if any.
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TABLE -1. WEIGHT TABULATION	 .
Weight S 
cot Unit Weight Quantity . . 
Cryogenic hct pipee 0005 lb/in 184 in
 
Cryogenic beet pipe . 1 
ieuiition 20 lb/ft 30 in
.	 0. 00 ';	 .. 
Cryogenic heat pipe
 
eupporic 0 11 lb 6 06 
Cryogenic 1 i plp r3
 flexible ccndtctoc 0.03 lb 6 ,.  
VkA •	 7 lb	
. 1 70 
ahry oVi
	 rno 5.	
. An requireel 1 5 
riot M-at pipe 0.3 lb/ft "	 6 in 0.2  
lfl3l	 pre	
. 'S	 . . .
, 
•	
': '-.	 20 lb/ft. 232 in3
S
2.7	 .- I 
Ittce
 
10.0 lb 1 1010 
pe ho%clng with  
eling coil ht pipe .	 0 • '• 
cm, etrmlton 10001b 1 10.0 
Iroope hCrualva mrppoe 4.5 lb 1 4.5 J 
/t 
Arnbiet hctit pio
.	 0.0 lb/ft 76 in, 3.8
'o 
AnibLt re-dintor 6 0 lb 4. 6.0 
Active thrmJ cctl . •	
.
0 
syctom	 0
0.5 lb
:1
• 
0.5  
l*rdure
As required
.
14 
Total
0	 , 	
•
• 49.2	 •	 • 
— --
t. 
.TABLE.9 ...2. COOLING LOAD TABULATION 
	
Component	 Quantity	 Cooling Load 
VHRR rathcnnèter	 2	 023 
Scannln4 radiometer	 2	 0.23 
Vertka1 temperature profile 
radiometer	 2	 0.23 
Det'ctor mounts
	 6	 0.32 
Feb1e conductors	 6	 0.13 
Cryogenic heat pipe support.- 	 10	 0.5 
/ Crycg?mic heat pipe itcm
	 16.3 ft	 0.4 
1.00 
	
Total	 32 
It Is felt that a jitter beiod thoealculeted vaLue railQ be	 ki. 
The tursl frequency of the C6110trk111Gd h3ct pipes oháuld be woll above 
•	 ;
 
the VM vibration gl trequency of 7.5
	 to prevent ras cnco. The a ccloratiao che 
to vlbrr aia must be accntcd for in the ht pipe deol since vthraUc. willinduce
	 :4 
an edcit-nul iq'.ld prcsuro drop in t?e heat pipe. 0 tho Vibrating eueey mu 
• mwrlmum heat pipe deflections are !own then the Mwadmum heat pipe acceleration 
• can be detcrmlmc2, and the methods given inec. 5 ccn be used to dotermine the dog -
radati in heat pipe performance de to thoeo acceleiat2ce • At low frequencloo, a 
properly constrained heat pipe would cjq,erionce aliquid preoaure dcp thio to cocci-
eration which is tauch smaller thau th rvitnticmal llud pr sudrcp which the 
heat p
i
pe would eer1enee in a ho
	 ici pooltion cm 
b. Effects el c?in2abf11zed SpaceerrSt  
The forces due to acceler8tion rcoultinr from a in'.otabtlizedspace- 
craft will have a positive, or r.e&t1ve, effect on the perfor*sni.e of ICICLE hctt pipes, I: 	depending on crientation. U a typical spin rate of 10 rpm anc' a heat pipe length of 
60 cm are assumed, and if the pipe is al1jncd such that the liquid flow vector is 1800
S . 	 .5
5.5 . 
from the inertial vector (wore case), and one end of the pipe is at the center of 
rotation, then the product of acceloratlon and the heat pipe length would be 
H aZ	 rW2Z3940	
Cm
.1 r	 2 
8CC 
where	 a	 =	 radial acceleration	 .	 S S 
r 	 . 
Z	 heat pipe 1&ingth
	 S. 
angular velocity	 S S 
r	 radial distance from center of rotatIon. S 
Thia fIurc, when multiplied by the liquid densi ty, results in the additional liu1d 
prv8aure drop due to fnertial foreco on the heat pipe.
	 Performance eharte for cry o-
cn1c heat pipe which are preente1 In Sec. 5 can be used to determine the effecte of 
inertial foLceo on heat pipe performance. The effect of inertial foce3 cii the per-
forncac	 of tigh temperature and ambient temperature heat pipes will not be as 
evare ia with the cryogenic heat pipes, but atilt muot be accounted for In the heat 
pipe ckl;
 
eat Leal-Is	 Spacecraft
1 
The only major heat leak to the spacecraft will be through the high tempera- 
tore tat.en, It La estimated that thto hoot leak to the cpucecraft could be as high .
S 
as 50 W. This would have come Impact on the spacecraft thermal decign, btt can he 
:conpted for by increasing the cizo of the fixed radiators. This should not be a 
Major problem orad could possibly be helpful In mainta1nin
	 S/C thermal control 
• The heat leak through the isotope housing support system will be approi-
.. mr4tciy 14 W based on 16 ren41 wires 0.082 in in diameter and 2 in long. 
Most of the high temperature heat leek will be dumped directly to space
	
. 
ainec the isotope is mounted external to the spacecraft,	 5	 • 	 5	 5 0
6	 Electrical Iaterfice 
The Vti engine will require on
.
 the order of 10 to 15 W of continuous alec-. 
trical power. This is comparable to or slightly larger than the power coneumDtjon 
of an rn radjomoter and to larger than the orbit average power consumption of most 
other electrical components in a spacecraft such as ITOS. This would have a major 
impact on the power supply system of spacecraft which are already operating at 
maximum capacity. Early planning would be required in order to incorpoi'ae an 
ICICLE system into ouch a spacecraft. 
The amount of electrical power should be available on mot of the experi-
mental spcecrsft Eneh a Nimbus and ATS since they are primarily!pod its 
platforms for flight experiments. 
If It was desirable to fly the first experimental ICICLE syrtrdm using 
electrical power as a subatitute for the Isotope heat source, a Very large source of 
electrical power (200 to 300 V.would be required. This would eliminate rnot of the 
operational rpacecraft as potential hosts. U It is not possible to obtain thi much 
electrical power from any of the experimental spacecraft, It would be ps1ble to 
convert some exi3ting spacecraft system to an ICICLE ezperirneutal spacecraft. 
It would be possible to fly a short term ICICLE system experiment 
(using thtope heat source) on an operational spacecraft cinch an ITOS with little 
impact on the power supply since the undegraded aoir arryc Produce iJt 20 per-
cent more electrical power at the beginning of life than at the end 'if life. 
7. System Tradeoff
-I 
.1 
The inajor syr tam tradeoffs have been received by this crdy wU Tu only a few 
minor variables left which are not dictated by the Integration of en ICICLE eytem. 
into a particular spacecraft. 	
S 
For the integration eiample presented in this aic)y (ITOS
	 tnd MS-E), 
the only c.wious varLsbe loft Is the Vam cooling capacity versus anbient redlator
 
size. Since the engine cooling capacity (5 W) exceedo the required cooling capacity 
(3.2 W, the engine crankcase could be operated at a hlier temperature. This 
would result in a deeccd cooing capacity and 'a dooe In the size of the ambient. 
radiator. For eampie, operating the crcmkcasu at 325"M would result in rt cooling 
capacity '2 1.5W and a radiator size ci 1275 in2 (40 x 32 in).
	 The weight saving 
would be approximately 2.2 lb as a result oi reduced cmb1ot heat pipe kngth as well 
as reduced radiator size. At a crnnkcso temperature of 3 15-^K, the cooling capacity, 
radiator size, and weight saving would be 0 W. 950 in- 	 x 40 in), and 36 lb, 
respectively.
'- - •	 - 
A deor&.ce In the radiator elee would 'make It somewhat easier to integrate
'J	
- J 
into the cpacecraf ao well as to reduce the system weight.
 ThIs tradeoff would have 
to be made for each prtInular spacecraft ad Its cooling rcnirmeut. 
Since the buic of the system w1ght Is In the isotope, isotope container, and 
isotope co0a1ne-r support bracket, this would be the riajor area of inveetigation in 
any attempt to reducO the system weight. On the order of 5 to 7 lb could probably be 
saved by using beryllium and/or lightweight heat pipe construction techniques foi, the 
Isotope container and bracket. 	 -' 
This weight reduction, coupled with the weight reduction associated with op-
orating the VM crankcase at 325° K, could result In a system weight on the order of 
401h.	 '--
--w
I •	 C. ICICLE FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS 
Any system which utilizes a radioisotope thermal source mwtbe carefully 
analyzed from the point of view of failure modes.
	 Tnis Is true not only because of 
launcbpad and mission abort safety (which we cannot consider in thio study) but also 
because of the impact of the ICICLE on the Iiot spacecraft, 
As described in this report, the ICICLE consists of four major subassemblies: 
the heat source, the heat sink, the refrigerator, and refrigeration distribution 
components.,.
 The effect of faik're or degradation of each of these subassemblies on 
the spacecraft is dif:eront; thus protection against such events should be different 
in each case 
1.	 Heat Source  
The moat serous event that could occur L i an ICICLE syctem would be the 
failure of the isotope capeule. Since these capsules are vieildcvelcpsd components 
and operate in a normal environment, the probability for failure would be very low. 
However, because of the method of application, !.)lher system component failures 
could cause conditions in which the l9otope capsule could not exist-.
	 Figure 9-2 shows 
the heat source assembly.
	 .-
Failure or degradation of the multifoll insulation would indreaee het leak 
from the eubaosxnbly making less heat available to the refrigerator. The capacity 
of the refrigerator will go down approximately 0.011 W per degree drop of hot 
cylinder temperature	 Of more importance to the space rail may be the fact that 
•	
• more heat is coupled into the structure, thus ref sbg its temperature. This fact may 
be important in determining the location on the spacecraft of the heat source.:
	 . •. 
A failure or degradation of the hot heat pipe would likewise degrade per 
formence of the refrigerator, depending on the athount of heat pipe degradation.	 •. 
With less heat removed through the heat pipe, the capsule will begin to overheat. 
If the thermal switch responds to a signal to maintain a certain hot cylinder tempera-
ture, it will not sense increasing isotope temperature and will continue to operate 
• since more heat is being called for at the hot cylinder. The isotope will ultimately
	 • 
fail due to overheat.
	 Under no circumstances is this an allowable situation. Thus, 
a hat heat pipe failure could cause a catastrophic spacecraft situation. Because of 
this poss
i
bility, a fail-safn mechanism against this eventuality Is essential. We are 
proposing that one such mechanism would center around a fusible link which would 
melt at a predetermined temperature. This would allow a spring loaded flap to,-gen.
	
. • 
exposing the isotope to a view of spac6 which would allow all the heat of radii ill
 
decay to be radiated at a safe isotope temperature.
 
-•	
.	 ';- •	 .... 
-	 Likewise, the fusible fall-sale device would protect against failure of he: ,,,:
,i• 
•	 thermal switch or its activation mechanism.
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ture h pp€ lth!. FiJur of eIQir of there compcz.
-riets will caee vtpid-Segrada-
Ucfn r Xrigertr prtorn nce - WhLO data indicates a 10 percent reduction of 
gran	 wha the errankese t Lperatre rin' from 200K to 25'K, the 
CEO in not cpaolt' in much iziorc severe. Over a 5C raugo a
	 pxhna 
	
of LZI-030 rnrigeration degradation in 0.4 percent per degree centigrcde. Loen
	
V 
whi ch are roughly proportional to the temperature gradient from cold finger to crank-
ce	 0.45 percent per degreo ceitigrde rice of crnkace

terperalnre. Typically, Internal losces ramount to U5
 percent of grca capacity co 
that net capacity an a function of crankcase temperature can be pprodaed by the •.. - 
following opren1oii:
	
.	 ••	 '•	 V 
QN = QC V 1_O.004(TA 30O)J • - Q [1+0.0045 (T,_300)] 
If L 0.75 QC , N 	 [1.004 (TA 3oo)] 
_0.75Qc[1+o.0045 (TA _300)] 
1.4 
ti
C
C 
(W 
Figure 9•3 U a pint of this r atioashp, ehowiner that net epaeity goes to 
zero vhe th cranlwae ternper2ture r1ac'to 3340. 
In addition to thc loss of capacity, degradatlem of the aystem heat sink will 
cause, a rise in hot cylinder temperature which should be accommodated by the thermal 
switch accembly. As was the cse with heat source protection, fail-safe protection 
for failure of the thermal switch must ho provided. 
Another failure mode in the heat !ink w!d cccur i a penetration of the heat 
pipe ccurred. The rdthtor coutainD 13 irdividu11y verded pipso each containiag 
2.5 g of amraonlet. This gs could cause 2,50 g-c of thp'ilce which could interfere with 
the spceeraft mroz. The wain heat pipe coulJ ev.sc evon more prclen,s since it 
coutala 150 g of amulonla which would supply 15, COO g of indse to the rze .
-craft.
Otr niccc	 cus	 rior factors, such La chege i rEdfaor urLce 
citic aac £,tothcc ctaet reaivt2nce, wcnid cauti rThrraec degrthttic 
uie
F	 O.ai. 
L
2SO	 Sao	 310	 U10	 550 bl.^O
- 
3. Refrigerator 
A major concern in achieving 2-year system We Is the performance of tht 
refrigerator. With a 2-yeaY refrigerator under development, potential failure modes 
will be better under:•;tocd. Several of these modes can already be projected. Do- g-
radation of the machine due to contamination or loss of woridr.g fiuidwil reduce 
cooling capacity, and thus not billow affected spacecraft systems to operate properly. 
In addition )
 such a failure mode would result in reduced demand for heat at the hot 
cylinder and would reiut in overheating. The remedy for this situation has already 
been discussed. Reduction of cycle speed will have similar effect to that of working 
fluid loss
Other failure medes in the system center on the drive mqtor. Failure- of 
the bearings of the motor coild cause stall and increased electrical power draw 
Dynamic unbalance could create vibration problems in the spacecraft. In both of 
these eventualities, prorision. must be made to terminate motor operation, and thus, 
system operation 'ben these malfunctions are sensed. 
Since the refrigerator will have potential for substantially less life than 
any other system component, provisicu must be made for aeccm!nodating the other 
subsystems when ICICLE becomes Inoperative. This accommodation can be for as 
long as 80 years (isotope half life). Again, the fusible fail-safe 11ni fits the require-
ment of best meeting this need.
 
4 Cryogenic Subsystems 
I
	
	
Failure
	 subsystems will not
 have catastrophic impact on the

spacecraft. With the exception of a structural penctrat.ion of the heat pipe which would 
impose unwanted thrust on the spacecraft )
 all other potential failure modes would be 
localized loss of cooling, damage to the affected eJerLmez1, or vibration of the ex- 
periment would have direct impact on the cooled experiment but would not significantly 
affect the snacecraft itself.  
Degradations in the cryogenic subsystem which will have al", nificent effect on 
its ability to achieve design temperatures Include changes in vacuum insulation prop -
F
	
	 erties, interface at the cold finger or detect3r, nd thermal exp-usion effect-3. These'

effects can be accommodated only by careful de3iga cud awrcness of the problem. - 
L	 ,	
'	 The main conclusion of the failure mode analysis is that potential exists in 
the ICICLE system for serious failure problems. One safety device can protect the 
spacecraft against this failure thode. This device must be fail-safe and have ex- 
tremely long life. A fusible link has been ,detemthed to best meet these 
-needs.
L.
